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Mary Meagher was born in Atlantic City, New Jersey under the sign of
Aquarius, and lived at Park Place & Broadwalk in the family hotel, the
Marlborough-Blenheim. cared for by an English Nanny.
Mary went to Oakwood School, Poughkeepsie, and barely squeaked through
Swarthmore College ('54) with a degree in Economics.
She left law school to marry, lived in Michigan and Berkeley, California and
came to Britain in 1971; then followed seven years of farming near Totnes, Devon,
before moving to Oxford in 1978, where Mary was responsible for the successful
campaign to build the Oxford Ice Rink.
She took up flying in 1983.
Mary has 4 children, 5 foster children, and 3 grandchildren.
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BOOKER GLIDING SONG

1.

It's up with the tug
And pull the plug
At twenty thousand feet
You'll be down in a flash
If we don't just crash
So hold tight to your seat
You can wait around
Stuck on the ground
While the sun sets in the west. ..
But jump the queue
And they'll curse at you
For a Booker Gliding Pest

2.

You can get up higher
In a stubble fire
If you don't suffocate in the smoke
Then come alive
In a spiral dive
And beat up the bus for a joke
Come down with a thump
On the Wycombe dump
Due to unexpected sink ...
And the power boys
Make a lot of noise
Better buy them all a drink

3.

There's lots of friends to push your plane
If you don't land out too far
And if you're brave
Try the ridge in wave
And we'll tow you back with a car
If you've got the time
And you've lost your mind
You can stay up there all day ...
There's another thrill
When you get the bill
And you wonder how to pay.

So blow ye winds hi ho, a-gliding we will go
I've become a bore since I learned to soar
Just watch them edge away ...
We're up on the morning breeze! Control your knocking knees!
I'm up with the Queen in a K-13, three hundred miles to go.

IV

For Pappy
Who taught me how to sail
and always took an interest in
_.
my adventures.

I. THE BOOKER GLIDING CLUB

"Some day" I promised myself, watching the gliders circling
serenely over the road to London, "I'm going to have a go in one of
those things. Just one go, that's all." I thought about it a long time
before getting up the nerve. After all, with four kids and a couple of
grandchildren, I was no spring chicken. It looked pretty scary, too,
trailing up over the hedge at the end of a long piece of string,
behind a rickety-looking little Piper Cub.
I didn't even know how to set about achieving this absurd
ambition, but one Sunday an advert in the paper caught my eye.
Under the heading "Adventure Holidays", it said, persuasively,
COME GLIDING AT BOOKER
You can learn to fly with us! Experience the exhilaration
of soaring over the beautiful Chiltern Hills.
Gliding Holiday Courses open to non-members.
I wasn't sure I wanted to sign up for a holiday course, but the young
lady who answered the phone said to come along for a trial lesson
and then decide whether I liked it.
Easy enough to find Wycombe Air Park; just follow the planes
coming in to land. Come off the M40 at Exit 4, follow the signs to
Booker and turn right past the trees. It's a very large field indeed,
more or less square, with six big hangars set against the trees and a
collection of shabby squat buildings left over from wartime. Lying
about are bits and pieces of old Messerschmits, and the rusting hulk
of a Vampire fighter, framing the entrance to an air museum.
1

Further on you might see two Pitts Specials revving up to practice
stunts, or somebody working on a vintage Spitfire, getting it ready
"Those Magnificent
to fly. Two movies were made at Booker
Men in their Flying Machines" and "Aces High". Film crews still
turn up from time to time.
Two very active power flying clubs operate at Wycombe, the
British Airways Club and the Wycombe Air Centre. If it didn't cost
you could learn to fly a helicopter at
£118 per hour
so much
Skyline Helicopters. Their office is next to the restaurant, down
past the control tower.
Just near the entrance, the Booker Gliding Club office. "Trial
Lessons" said the sign. "New Members Welcome." I parked and
walked in. A very pretty blonde girl came to the reception window.
"Can I help you?" "I telephoned to ask about an Air Experience
Flight." "Yes, of course."
Tara handed me a yellow form to complete. The wording was
enough to give cause for reflection.
"/ exonerate and indemnify the said Club and its Servants
and Agents from all liability which may arise in respect of
any loss or damage or in respect of personal injury, fatal or
otherwise..."

It's called, I found later, the Blood Chit, and you have to sign it to
join the club, even for only a day. Gulp! Be brave, Mary! I signed
it, feeling weak in the knees.

"That will be twelve pounds and fifty pence" said Tara. "Would
you like me to go with you and show you where to find the gliders?"
Tara chatted gaily as we walked down the rutted roadway
toward the broad grassy field. A large blue and white bus was
parked about a third of the way down the middle.

People were standing and talking in little groups. Others were
lounging about, sunbathing. A Piper Cub had just landed, trailing a
towrope over the hedge. It turned in front of a waiting glider.
Someone ran up to the back of the Cub, spoke to the pilot, brought
the end of the rope round to the glider and, bending low, fastened
the two together. Someone else held the glider's wingtip level and
began to wave his arms around. The tug plane turned and took up
the slack, the wingtip-holder waved his arms around even more
frantically and the entire assembly began to move along the grass
until the chap on the wingtip gave up and let go.
"This is Bernie Fitchett" said Tara, and introduced me to a slim
young man well, relatively young in Western style blue jeans
and a white T-shirt with 'BRITISH GLIDING TEAM' on the
front. Keen blue eyes and a friendly smile. Bernie Fitchett is quiet,
shy, modest and one of the best glider pilots in the world. He took
me up for my very first flight. To him I was just another customer
on a Sunday joy ride and he was very casual about the whole thing.
Buckled me into the parachute (I was glad I had the sense to wear
trousers), strapped me into the front seat, closed down the clear
perspex canopy. I watched the coils of the towrope taken up as the
tug plane moved ahead. Too late now to change your mind, Mary.
This is ill
We were moving now, silent and smooth, lifting off the grass,
more quickly now, up, up and over the hedge! Over the road, over
the cars, above the rooftops, the fields, the hillsides and the dusky
woods, up and up, in a stately sweeping turn, until all of Marlow
lay beneath us and London to the East, the snaky shining water of
the Thames gleaming in the sun. Magic! We came up to meet the
clouds that floated on this perfect day, turned back over Wycombe
and were suddenly set free. The tug plane dived away and we were
alone and silent in the high bright air, serene, turning, floating. No
sense of height, no fear. Secure, borne up on our white wings, we
sailed and circled over the lovely English landscape until, all too
soon, the flight was over and we came in to land.
"Did you enjoy it?" Bernie asked, as he helped me to unbuckle
my straps.
"Very much. Could we go up again?"
He looked surprised. "I suppose so. You could stop by at the
office and pay for the second flight when you leave."
I don't remember much about my second flight that day, but it
is written in my logbook that B. Fitchett showed me the effects of
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the controls: ailerons, elevator and rudder. I stopped by the office
and then and there paid my fee to join the Booker Gliding Club;
£110 and £50 for initial membership. I knew that this was
something I really wanted to do.

There are 78 civilian gliding clubs in Britain and 16 Service
clubs. Most fly only at weekends. Booker is one of the biggest.
Convenient to London, it operates seven days a week, the year
round, weather permitting, and has about 500 members. Three
years ago, there were two gliding clubs operating from Wycombe
Air Park. One was the Thames Valley Gliding Club, subsidised by
British Airways, where jumbo jet pilots came to unwind and jumbo
jet mechanics had a chance to be Pilot in Charge. The other outfit
was the Wycombe Gliding School, perpetually on the verge of
bankruptcy. The two combined and became the Booker Gliding
Club. It made a lot of money from running courses and giving air
experience flights. And from me.

More than sixty club members are qualified to teach, 32
associate instructors and 28 full instructors. Another 30 hold the
Private Pilot's License and have been cleared to fly the tugs.
Fifty-three private gliders recline in long trailers parked along
the eastern boundary, most of them owned by "syndicates". You
can buy a share in a glider and join a syndicate. One quarter of an
Astir might sell for £2,000, plus insurance and yearly maintenance.
see that one down
Some wealthy individuals are sole owners
there? Number 580? That one belongs to Superman, no kidding,
actor Christopher Reeve. Don't see him very often, but that's his
glider. Quite a few showbiz personalities fly at Booker. It's easy to
get here from the BBC studios just up the M40 at White City. Val
Doonican flies at Booker, and the Beeb itself owns a glider, the
SF34, a sleek twoseater kept in the club's hanger.

Quite a few showbiz personalities fly at Booker

Air experience flights are usually made in one of the highperformance two-seaters, the K-21 or the Polish Puchaz, a very
heavy glass fibre ship that soars beautifully, or the SF34. The
best training glider in the world is the K-13, and Booker has four.
I have come to know them well and love them all, especially dear
old EBZ, painted grape-purple on the bottom and cream on top.
The oldest K-13 is 201, delivered to Booker in 1968, coloured
coffee and cream. Number 664 is green and white, 113 is blue and
ivory. The K-13 is a sweet, sweet, forgiving aircraft, obedient and
responsive but not twitchy, superb on airtow, serene in flight.
Visibility is excellent for instructor and pupil alike.

Sadly the K-13s are no longer being manufactured. Made of
wood and fabric, they involve just too much craftsmanship. All the
new gliders are fibre glass, alas. We cherish our K-13s at Booker.
I wonder how many trembling, eager fledgling pilots the K-13s
have taught to fly? How many times they have forgiven the heavy
landing, the bounce, the shaky take-off, the oscillating airtow?
Again and again and again they take us up and bring us back.
When things get really busy at weekends we drag out the K-7, a
primitive sort of K-13, still sporting the German national colours on
its fin. If the day is warm enough, the T-21, the Tutor, a real
antique with open cockpit, trundles up like a flying pram behind
the tug at a maximum airtow speed of 50 knots and cruises round at
a stately 28! Good fun, real open-air flying. Bank over in the T-21
and there is nothing, but nothing, between you and everybody
down there on the ground. "Hello, down there!" You could drop
your chewing gum, or whatever, right over the side.

You could drop your chewing gum or whatever...

That's nine two-seaters. After going solo in the K-13 the next
step is the K-8 single seater, wood and fabric. It is very light, lifts
off easy, stays up and soars downwind, but don't go far on a windy
day; you may never get back! Booker has two K-8s. One is called
"Jos6e", painted orange all over. The other is the "Mean Machine",

red and cream with a German flag on the tail. (Not a swastika!
Though it would certainly look authentic, it might lead to a
misunderstanding if you had to land out in a field belonging to a
vintage farmer.)

Next step up, glass. Glass fibre. The Astir. Booker has three. In
summertime they are kept in the open, picketed down in front of
the blister hanger, wing and canopy covers lashed in place. Two
have retractable wheels, but the Jeans Astir, number 885, is fixed
wheel. Less to think about when you are coming down.
Top of the fleet, flown by the elite, are two Pegasus gliders.
I know very little about the Pegasus as yet.
For circuit training and cable-break practice a motor glider is
useful. The Falke motor glider can take off by itself, just barely.
Turn off the engine when you get up there and it will actually soar.
Best thing for pulling a glider up is a Super Cub. Booker
has three, G-CUBB, Mike Fox, and Fox Pappa. Super Cubs are
strong, the Lycoming engine has 180 horsepower. So do the two
French Robins, plenty of guts to pull up a glider. It takes a great
deal of skill to fly the glider tug.
Now you know a bit about the Booker Gliding Club. Little did I
realise what adventure lay ahead.
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II.

PIONEERING EFFORTS

When learning to glide, you must be prepared to spend time
helping out. We help each other get off the ground. In fact, that's
what I like best about gliding, the spirit of friendly cooperation. We
really need each other.
If you are in a big hurry to go places you'd be better off taking
up power flying, where you can book a lesson at a precise time,
meet the instructor, drive the plane out to the runway, drive it up in
the sky, drive it round for an hour, and taxi back. Boring, boring.
Everything on schedule, by the clock.
Schedules, in gliding, don't exist. Show up on the day, write
your name on the list, and hope for the best. There is always plenty
to do while waiting your turn in the air.
We gather at the hangar in the morning. Not too early, because
the thermals don't get started all that early, and your instructor has
probably stayed up late last night in the bar! About 9:30 is early
enough. First of all the heavy sliding hangar door must be pushed
open. That takes at least two people to get moving and if you don't
watch out it will take off your fingers. The hanger is crammed so
full of gliders and tugs snuggled up to each other it hardly seems
possible so many can fit in.
10

It takes three people to push out the tug plane. Three K-13s for
the course are next. They are pushed, pulled and dragged out on to
the concrete apron. Somebody has to go to the parachute shed and
find two chutes for each glider. The instructor gets to wear the
comfortable one, because he's got to wear it all day. The students
get the sack of rocks.

....your instructor has probably stayed up late last night in the bar!

daily inspection. A notebook should be
Next, the "D.I."
kept in the glider pocket, next to the handy sick bags, where note is
made of any defects found cracks in the canopy, wobbly wheels,
loose skids, etc. Mainly the D.I. ensures that all working parts are
present and functioning properly, and the little safety pins that fit
through the holes in the pins that hold the wings on are all in
position, just in case somebody took the glider apart last night and
didn't get around to putting it back together. Once a glider was
being pushed up to the line for takeoff and both its wings fell off!
Not, I hasten to add, at Booker.
The glider is towed out on the field behind somebody's car, its
wingtip held steady by a walker while another walker in front of the
glider keeps it from surging downhill into the rear of the towcar.
11

Meanwhile Bernie Fitchett has driven the bus to the
launch point. Good old bus! British Airways, it says faintly on the
side. Inside it is loaded with old tyres (used for weighing down the
wingtip when the glider is on the ground). The back end is divided
off into an impromptu lecture room, air charts glued up on the
partition. Forsaken items of lost clothing, old sweaters, jackets and
scarves lie around. There's a chart table where the flying list is
kept, a neglected notice board, weights to correct the ballast if the
passenger is very petite. And old tin cans and rubbish. Once in a
while somebody cleans it out.
How the bus keeps running I don't know, but after spending
the night with the battery on the umbilical charge it groans and
heaves and puffs black smoke, and Bernie drives it up the field and
parks it near the touchdown point, which depends on the prevailing
wind direction of the day.
We really appreciate the bus in winter. We huddle inside,
steaming up the windows, reluctant to go out and face the wind. Or
the rain.

13

Now all is ready for the first launch. Duncan McFadyen will fly
the tug. Duncan is only eighteen, but he's seen it all before. He's
working on building up 700 hours of air time to qualify for a
commercial pilot's license. You've got to pull up a lot of gliders to
build up 700 hours.
The logkeeper runs up behind the tug and shouts the name and
number of the student pilot who is paying for the tow. A record is
kept in the tug to crosscheck with the flying list kept by the
logkeeper. It isn't easy to keep it straight, especially on a weekend
when everything happens at once and gliders are taking off and
landing all over the place and you've got to write it all down with
the precise times and somebody is wanting to look at the log to see
how long he was up and somebody else goes off with the pen. Yes
indeed, keeping the log is a difficult and responsible task, which
everybody tries industriously to avoid.
Ready at last. The cable is brought round and, if the student
pilot is ready to be launched, attached to the glider. Do not attach
the glider to the tug until everything is quite ready. One time, they
say, the tug took off with a student while the instructor was away on
a little errand behind the bus. Fortunately the student was well
advanced, and managed to complete his premature solo without
mishap.
14

On another occasion, some difficulty arose and both glider pilot
and tug pilot got down from their machines to sort out the problem,
whereupon tug and glider departed without benefit of crew. The
glider pilot tried to stop the takeoff by seizing the wing of the
glider, but it simply swept over him and knocked him flat. The
runaway tug and glider sailed over the hedge and flew about half a
mile before landing in a clump of trees. I'm not sure where these
incidents took place, but of course it couldn't have been at Booker!
The fledging flyer is introduced to The Parts of the Glider.
Useful to have a diagram at this point. A glider is absolutely the
purest, simplest form of aeroplane. It has wings, a body and a tail.
The difference between flying in the air and any surface transport is
that in the air you move in three dimensions. The elevator moves
the nose up or down. The ailerons control the bank, or roll. And
the rudder controls the skid sideways.
AILERON

WING

TRIM TAB

AIRBRAKE

FIN

RUDDER

CANOPY

TOW HOOK

MAINSKID

The glider develops lift by flying downhill at sufficient speed.
The challenge of soaring flight is to find places where the air is
going up faster than the glider is coming down. Windy ridges,
where the air is forced up over the hill, are good for soaring. But
best of all are the rising currents of warm air called thermals. Birds
know all about thermal soaring. Just watch a buzzard. He can stay
up all day without moving much more than his eyeballs.
15

The pioneers of aviation watched birds very closely. If a bird
can do it, why can't we? Wilbur and Orville Wright studied the
buzzards and wrote a letter to the Smithsonian Institute in
Washington D.C., way back in 1899. saying "We are sure that man
is capable of simple flight, and we are working on the problem.
Please send us everything that has been published on the subject to
date." Simple flight means soaring flight, no flapping. Icarus (and
others) tried flapping but their arms got tired. Sir George Cayley, of
Scarborough, England, designed a glider that worked and sent his
coachman up to make the first flight. After this experience the
coachman resigned from his post.

Derek Piggott, aloft in a replica of the 1853 Cayley Glider. Rebuilt in 1972 for Anglia TV, it
was launched by bungee from the very same hill at Brompton Hall, Yorkshire. Derek had
considerably more flying experience than Cayley's coachman, but found it difficult to steer.
Like the coachman before him, Derek landed in a heap at the bottom of the valley.

Otto Lillienthal designed the first hang-glider, steered by
shifting body weight, and was doing very well until it killed him.
This tended to discourage others from trying hang-gliding until
recently.
16

Wilbur and Orville Wright were cautious, practical scientists.
They realised that the problem was to learn to fly without getting
killed. They built models and tested wing section shapes in a homemade wind tunnel. When they were ready to build a glider big
enough to carry a man, they wrote to the United States Weather
Bureau, asking where on the continent might be found a place
where the wind usually blew at about 25 knots. They reasoned that
if the glider flew through the air at 30 knots against a wind of 25
knots, the speed over the ground would be only 5 knots and would
mitigate any disasters.
The Weather Bureau recommended a God-forsaken sandy bank
near Cape Hatteras, off the North Carolina shore, called Kitty
Hawk. Well, anyway, the Wright Brothers reasoned, it's got nice
soft sand. It took them considerable time and trouble to travel to
Kitty Hawk from Dayton, Ohio, but their bicycle shop was doing
well and they were able to leave it in the charge of their worthy
assistant, Charlie Taylor.
Imagine launching your glider for the first time in a 25 knot
wind! It's pretty hairy even in a modern machine with proper
controls. The Wright Brothers used wing warping to bank and
turn; it was fortunate that they employed an elevator in front of the
it's much safer because the
wing, as Bert Rutan does today
elevator stalls first and prevents the main wing stalling. It took
much trial and error before the Wright Brothers added a rudder to
the controls; more than once the glider skidded sideways and
crashed on the dunes.
After two years of experimenting with controls and actually
learning to fly the glider the brothers designed an efficient propeller
by testing many different shapes and sizes in their Dayton backyard
wind tunnel. No decent lightweight engine was available in those
days, so Charlie Taylor made one, home-built to a Wright design.
Thus the carefully tested elements of powered flight were first
assembled. Wilbur and Orville tossed a coin, and it was Wilbur
who made the first truly successful powered flight, on December
17, 1903. For a long time the Smithsonian Institute refused to
credit the achievement of the Wright Brothers; in a huff, Orville
lent the first aeroplane to the Museum of Science in London. But at
last a retraction and apology were made, and now the Kitty Hawk
not a replica, but the actual authentic very first aeroplane
Flyer
that made man's first powered controlled flight hangs forever in
the great hall of the Smithsonian Museum of Space and Aviation in
Washington D.C. right next to the Apollo spacecraft that took Buzz
Aldrin and Neil Armstrong to the moon.
17

Women were involved from the very beginning...

Women were involved in aviation from the very beginnings.
Everybody's heard about Amy Johnson, who flew solo from
Croydon to Australia in 1930. How many know that on the 16th
April, 1912, America's first licensed woman pilot, the lovely
Harriet Quimby, flew alone across the English Channel, in the fog,
in a fifty horsepower Bleriot monoplane? Poor Harriet never got the
attention she surely deserved. The day she landed on a beach near
Calais the Titanic struck an iceberg and grabbed all the headlines.
Baroness Raymonde de Laroche made her first flight on
October 22, 1909, in a single-seat Voison at Chalons airfield, while
Charles Voison himself shouted guidance from the ground. She was
23 years old, young, fearless and clearsighted. I am fifty years old,
chickenhearted and nearsighted. Fortunately it was not necessary
to make my first training flights in a single-seater.

18

III.

I GET HIGH WITH A LITTLE HELP

"You must get yourself a logbook" Bernie Fitchett told me, the
second day I showed up, all eager to learn. "Keep a record of every
flight you make and the time you were up." So I bought a little
green booklet, printed by the British Gliding Association, just a
little notebook, never dreaming how precious it would become to
me later. Full of names and places, scribbled notqs, blood, sweat
and tears, rude comments by disgusted instructors. Trials undergone and overcome. And at last, a record of achievement. I wish I
still had it. But it's gone forever, somebody stole it last November.
My first five training flights were made in the sleek new K-21,
with Instructor Bernie Fitchett. Pre-takeoff checks are memorised
with the help of a mnemonic, CB SIFT CB. Controls, Ballast,
Straps, Instruments, Flaps, Trim, Canopy, Brake.
Okay, all the controls wiggle properly, confirmed by the friendly
fellow-student who will help to launch you. "Elevator up! Down!
Rudder left! Right! Ailerons, left and right! Full and free
movement of the stick!" If it doesn't move fully and freely you may
find yourself in a no-win situation. Somebody got killed once
because a ball-point pen got stuck in a control.
19

Ballast? The moment of truth. How much do you weigh? Not
how much do you wish you weighed. It's one of the few occasions
when it pays to be a bit on the heavy side. My dear friend Josee
Williams, who is very petite, has to fix lead weights on the cockpit
floor every time she flies the K-8. The centre of gravity of the glider
depends on the correct weight being in the correct place, otherwise
it may be difficult to recover from a spin.
All right, the truth. I weigh, stark naked on the bathroom
scales, 154 pounds. Add 8 for my clothing, and 20 for the
parachute. That's 182 pounds altogether, or over 13 stone, as the
Brits would say (14 pounds in a stone). A little chart glued inside
the cockpit says that if the guy in front weighs 182 the guy in the
back can weigh from zero to 250 and the glider won't mind.
Straps next. Beastly straps. Two for the waist, two for the
shoulders, one over the crotch. Try getting all those buckled
together, not to mention all the straps on the parachute that are
cutting into sensitive places. Do the straps up tight, very very tight.
Why? Let me tell you a little story.
A guy from Lasham Gliding Club went to France and bought a
nice new glider for about £22,000, very hot ship. Best way to bring
a glider back from France is to airtow it across the channel to a
Customs field in England. So the tow pilot was cruising along, over
La Belle France, when he noticed the glider coming out of position
alongside. It sheered off, broke away from the tow, spiraled down,
spun into the ground, and smashed to smithereens.
Horrified, the tug pilot hastily landed nearby and rushed over to
the wreckage. No body. Nobody at all. At which point the glider
pilot came walking up the road, parachute over his arm. Seems his
straps had been undone for some reason and he hit a bump in the
air and went out through the canopy\ Luckily he was wearing a chute.
My straps were done up too loosely once, it was a bumpy airtow
and I was thrown to one side, stepped too hard on the right rudder
and nearly lost control. Straps are very, very important, too, if you
prang. They hold you back while all about you falls to bits. Hard to
realise that the Wright Brothers flew for four years before it
occurred to Wilbur to get tied down.
Instruments. Set the altimeter at zero, ground level for the local
airfield. Everything else looks okay. The air speed indicator, called
ASI, may show 10 or 15 knots even with the glider still sitting on
the ground. It measures, after all, speed through the air, not
groundspeed. There is also something called a variometer that
shows if you are going up or down. There is a compass. There are
20

two or three other mysterious instruments that are not important at
this stage in your training.
Flaps. This type of glider doesn't have any.
Trim. A little green lever. Set it a bit forward of centre for the
airtow.
The airbrake must be closed and locked. This is a lever that
extends a slice of metal up from the wing, very like toast from a
toaster. It spoils part of the lift when you want it to. You do not
want it to spoil the lift when taking off.
All checks complete. A friend stands ready to attach the
towrope to your glider by means of a little ring called a weak link. If
anything nasty happens on the way up it is supposed to break at a
strain of 1,000 pounds. If you break it by doing something stupid
you get to buy a new one for the club; they cost £14!
"Brakes closed and locked!" You pull the yellow knob to open
the hook. "Close!" The hook bites down through the little round
ring. Your friend outside now moves to the wingtip, holding it
level. You ask him, shouting through the little vent window, "All
clear above and behind?" He looks all around, making sure nobody
is in the circuit and no gliders are landing where they might get in
the way of your launch. "All clear."
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Bernie told a story about a young lad in the Air Training Corps,
on wingtip duty. He saw a glider coming in to land, so quite
properly put the wingtip down on the grass to signal that the launch
must wait. He watched the incoming glider undershoot and crash
into the perimeter hedge. "All clear now!" said he, and picked up
the wing.

I didn't have a clue, the first time I helped to launch a glider,
that I was supposed to look out for other planes in the circuit. I saw
other people wave their arms, first low, then high when the rope
was all strung out, so I thought I could be helpful and do that too.
Nobody told me about "All clear above and behind!" I know better
now, and make a point of telling newcomers that the wingtip holder
is responsible for the safety of the launch.
All clear? Hold up one finger to show you are ready. When the
towrope is "all out", all slack taken up by the towplane, hold up
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two fingers. The wingtip holder begins to run as the glider moves
ahead, following the tug; when the glider has enough airspeed, the
ailerons can bite on the moving air allowing you to hold the wings
level and keep the glider straight behind the tug with the rudder.
The glider will lift off first, being much lighter than the tug plane.
Be careful not to get too high behind the tug, or you will pull up its
tail and the tug pilot will be unable to control his flying attitude.
The glider should obediently follow the tug up over the hedge,
neither too low nor too high. If the day is calm, this is no problem.
At two thousand feet, release the tow cable. Now practice turns.
First make sure that if you turn you will not be surprised by
another aeroplane. Look around, look behind. Okay? Nothing
there? Now look ahead, begin your turn with stick and rudder
together. Check the bank with the stick and then reduce the
rudder, ease back on the stick to stop the nose dropping. Easier said
than done.
I swoop round, dipping and swaying. Or forget to push the
rudder at the right moment, and everything goes sideways. Any car
driver tends to be heavy with the right foot, from years of practice
with the hammer down. A delicate touch on the rudder, coordinated with the bank, is not easy to achieve. Use too much rudder and
you may go into a spin.
Bernie demonstrated the spin for me one day in September, and
I didn't care for it at all. Up to then I had enjoyed every moment,
sedately soaring around. Nothing to frighten my tender nerves, all
was calm and straightforward. But a spin! O Jesus. We went slower
and slower, then suddenly the wing flicked over and we went over
and it was worse than any ride in the fair, worse than the ferris
wheel or the wall of death, we were tipped over, totally out of
control, the ground spinning wildly, coming up, spinning and
spinning then Bernie did something and it all came right again.
Oh no. This wasn't for me. This was no good at all. I grabbed
something to keep from falling out and it was a lever of some sort
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and the airbrake popped open and Bernie said in surprise "Did you
mean to do that?" and I said "No, I was just trying not to fall out."
I learned much later that pulling open the airbrake is a good idea in
a nasty situation.
I was glad to get down on the ground. Maybe learning to fly
wasn't so easy after all. If a glider could do a thing like that perhaps
it was more than I could handle. I went home to think about it.
In the newspaper that night there was a little item about a
gliding accident in the west country, instructor and student pilot
killed when their glider spun into the ground after a cable break.
Dear God. Student pilot and instructor, both killed.
All that weekend it was much too windy to fly. I stayed at home
and did my deskwork, paid bills, wrote letters, thought about it.
Thought a lot about it.

Much too windy to fly...

And I went back to Booker on September 6. "Please, Bernie" I
asked "can we have just a calm quiet flight? I was a bit upset after
the last one. I would like to begin over, from the beginning."
Bernie didn't mind. If a quiet flight was what I wanted a quiet
flight was what I would get. But it must have been a good day, that
Tuesday, September 6, 1983, because Bernie asked if I would like
to go cross-country, and we did. We flew sedately down the
motorway, over the ridge, across the plains to Oxford! All the way
to Oxford! We circled over Headington, Bernie found some lift
over the Headington roundabout, and I could look down into my
own back garden! It was really neat, flying over my home town,
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looking down on all the places I knew so well. It all seemed so easy
and so beautiful. Bernie did most of the flying, I just enjoyed
myself looking around. When we got back near Booker he put the
nose down and went very fast and I didn't mind at all.
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IV.

THE LAUNCH

There is more than one way to launch a glider. You can jump off
a cliff, which is what hang glider pilots do. You can be shot off the
side of a hill with a bungee, a large catapult arrangement with
rubber bands. You can go up on a winch, which requires a
tremendous length of wire cable and a very patient winch driver
willing to work in splendid isolation at the far end of the field. Some
clubs use autotow, an arrangement sometimes involving pulleys
and sometimes just a very long rope tied to the back of a car. All of
these rather primitive arrangements are relatively cheap to operate.
Once in a while the glider gets high enough, using these methods,
to meet a thermal before it comes down. But not very often. In
other words, you get a lot of practice at landing.
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The most expensive way to launch a glider is by airtow.
Wycombe Air Park is such a busy place, with the two flying
schools, helicopters, stunt pilots and elderly biplanes all sharing
one airfield and trying not to bump into each other. To have a lot of
mile-long wires and ropes lying around would complicate life even
more, so Booker Gliding Club uses airtow only, and if you want to
learn to do a winch launch you have to go to some other place.

All sharing one airfield and trying not to bump into each other

Thus are we all petrol-dependent for our pleasures, despite the
lofty claims of the gliding fraternity displayed on our bumper
stickers "Glider Pilots do it Quietly" or even more indelicate,
"Glider Pilots Stay Up Longer". We make just as much noise
getting up there as the other guys. And once in a while,
unfortunately, we kill a tug pilot.
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It can happen so quickly. At Dunstable, on August 21, 1984,
Frederick Taub was killed when the Super Cub he was flying nosedived into the ground. The glider released and landed safely. At
Portmoak, in Scotland, Andy Penswick, an extremely capable and
experienced pilot, was killed on October 25 in a tug accident. The
horrible thing about these accidents is that somebody got killed
because somebody else got careless. The accidents happened
because the glider got too high too quickly behind the tug, and
pulled up its tail. It isn't all that simple to follow up a tug, especially
on a gusty, turbulent day. And the gusty, turbulent days are often
the best ones for gliding.
In other words, it is not as easy as it looks. It is terribly
important to know what you are doing, to be "switched on", not to
over-control, but with gentle, automatic correction keep the glider
in safe low station behind the tug as it canters across the bumpy turf
and heaves up over the trees. Even on a quiet day this seems
impossible at first. "Keep your eye on the tug" Bernie would
advise. "Pretend you're shooting it down. Gently does it." And we
would swerve off one way, then the other, like a yo-yo. The
instructor does the first bit, when you are still near the ground.
Follow the tug, keep it steady and whatever you do, keep the damn
thing low. If you get too high, let go!
Gentle Dudley Steynor, snow-white hair, stooped a bit, ever so
quiet and low-key, has been teaching people to fly since 1942.
Dudley is especially good with anxious beginners and timid old
women. You never get frightened with Dudley. "Try putting one
hand on your wrist as you hold the stick, Mary," he suggested.
"Don't overdo it, just a touch to keep it steady." Dudley, from his
vast experience, has ways of making you fly before you have a
change to get worried about it. One day, when the wind was fairly
strong and steady, he showed me a wonderful way to practice
coordination. "Just sit in the glider, nose into wind, while it's on
the ground and try to keep the wings level. It's just the same as
flying, and it doesn't cost you a penny!"
Sure enough, this trick did wonders. Maybe the others think
you look pretty silly, sitting there in the glider on the ground,
keeping your balance on a single wheel, facing into a ten knot
breeze, but it's very good practice. Just ask one of the scoffers to lift
up your wingtip, then sit there and keep it up. Keep those ailerons
working! Pretty soon it becomes automatic, and your next takeoff
will be tremendously improved.
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Dudley Ste

Once you overcome your nerves, begin to develop confidence in
handling the controls and start thinking you're getting pretty good
at this flying business, that's when they tell you about what can
happen if things don't go right.
For example, what do you do if the cable breaks? Wah! Nobody
told me that this could happen!
While I had been learning the basic manoeuvres with Bernie
Fitchett and Dudley Steynor, coveys of bright young people would
come to Booker on a five-day or seven-day course, spend the whole
day on the airfield, pushing gliders up and down, attending
lectures, eating breakfast, lunch and supper together and getting
soused in the bar when the last glider was back in the barn. I'm
sorry now that I didn't sign up for a course. It's the best way to
learn; you don't miss out on any important details. I realised that
coming to fly on a casual basis, my training was somewhat patchy
and incomplete. It might be a good idea to attend a few lectures.
Paul Brice, the course instructor, is very young and very
arrogant and very good. Only nineteen, with glossy brown hair and
rosy cheeks, a student of music and economics at London
University, Paul delights in aerobatics. On the slightest excuse he
will loop, chandelle and beat up the bus. (A beat-up, by the way,
means swooping down as close as you dare, hoping to scatter the
onlookers. It is an expression of exuberance and joy and is frowned
upon by the authorities.)

Paul was impatient with my timidity. "You must learn how to
spin properly, Mary," he insisted. "The spin and recovery are very
important and must not be neglected. You must overcome your fear
of the spin." (That'll be the day, I thought.) Paul said I would
actually learn to love spinning. Well, I still hate it; it makes me
sick. And Paul did not exactly boost my confidence by singing the
Dies Irae from the Verdi Requiem while we went up on the airtow.
What he did do very well indeed was the lecture of what to do if
the cable breaks on the way up. Have clearly in mind even before
you get started, what you will do if it breaks, where you will go, the
best field available for landing in a hurry. No turning back under
300 feet. Over 300 feet it may be possible to turn back and make a
downwind landing, but that has problems too. Over 600 feet up you
should have time to do an abbreviated circuit and land quite safely,
even cross wind if necessary.
"Now let me show you," said Paul, when we got up to 1800 feet,
"what happens if you get out of position on the tow" and he rolled
over sideways, dipped and swung. A large bow formed in the rope
as the glider began to overtake the tug. "Now I'll slow the glider by
lifting the nose just at the right moment" said Paul, and twang!
went the rope as it broke, and the bit from our end went sailing
down to the ground. The tug plane huffed its wings and went down
to fetch a new rope. "I hope / don't have to pay for that!" I said
indignantly. "No, I'll have to," said Paul, visibly annoyed.
Unfortunately we didn't get a chance to practice being out of
position on tow the next day because the weather turned to grot for
the rest of the week. I was just beginning to think that I might
possibly go solo, if only I could get a bit more practice at circuit
planning and landings.
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V.

CRASH LANDING

Robbinsville, New Jersey, 6th October 1983. After 33 glider
flights in England, I had come to the US on my semi-annual family
visit to see my Dad and my friends the Pinneys, Wesley and Mary.
Wes and Mary have their feet firmly on the ground, ever since
Wes witnessed a horrific accident involving a powered hang glider
at his children's school. Right before their eyes, in front of all the
parents and children, the pilot flew into the ground and was killed.
Gives the sport a bad image, that sort of thing. Mary was quite
worried about me. "You should think about your family. Flying is
very dangerous and what would they do if something happened to
you?"
Wes, the great storyteller, brought out every tale he knew
about bits and pieces of aeroplanes scattered over the landscape by
inept pilots to the hazard of the good people on the ground.
Especially at the nearby little Robbinsville civil airport. "Why, only
last week," said Wesley, in sepulchral tones, "a plane crashed and
burned, carrying a big shipment of marijuana from Mexico. Even
the pigeons got stoned flying through the smoke from the burning
plane." Robbinsville, a quiet country location, is ideal for
smuggling drugs to nearby Trenton and Newark.
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I decided to cycle down and have a look at the place. Only 7
miles through the October fields, past the dry standing stocks of
corn and the pumpkins ranged on roadside stands, ready for
Halloween. And there was the airport, two low buildings set amid a
collection of pert little private planes. "FLYING SCHOOL" said
the sign on the side of the building, "INTRODUCTORY
LESSON, ONLY $25". Well, how about that? I could afford an
introductory lesson.

Hazarding the good people on the ground...

"Not today," said the girl at the desk. "We're all booked up for
today. I could arrange for Thursday, if you like, with George
Kondaki." All right, if that was the best they could do I would wait
until Thursday.
But I didn't wait until Thursday, I went back the next day, just
for the exercise. Another beautiful morning, another leisurely cycle
over the country back roads. And what do you know! An instructor
was there, with time to take me up.
"What experience do you have?" asked Miss Veronica Flood,
who was at least six feet tall, blonde and very good-looking.
"Only gliders," I said, humbly. "Thirty-three launches in
gliders, but I haven't gone solo."
"No experience in powered aircraft, then?"
"None at all."
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We walked out to a shiny red and white Cessna 152 tied down to
galvanized iron loops in the concrete paving. We walked round the
plane and Miss Flood checked the movement of the ailerons, the
rudder, the elevators. She drained some petrol from each wingtank
and looked over the landing gear while I followed round, watching
the procedure. As we walked round we untied the ropes that held
the plane down.
At last, pre-flight inspection complete, I climbed for the very
first time into the left-hand seat of a powered aircraft. The first
thing that struck me was that these nonchalant people didn't bother
with parachutes. Glider pilots strap on a chute for every flight, at
least at Booker we do. But I wasn't going to complain about no
parachute, I assumed Miss Flood knew what she was doing. After
all, it must be a lot safer in a powered plane, with all those radios
and instruments and navigation aids.
The panel was a bewildering array of mysterious instruments,
though I recognised the air-speed indicator and altimeter; those
were the same as a glider's. In addition to the usual turn-and-slip
indicator, there was an instrument with a cute little aeroplane on it
and a horizon, showing the attitude of the aircraft. There were all
sorts of needles and dials concerning the engine. The radio
equipment looked especially complex, with all its little numbers
and dials and knobs. I wondered whether I could cope with all
those gadgets and have time to fly the thing, but perhaps everything
would become easy with practice.
We strapped ourselves in. "Now," said Miss Flood, "What do
you need before you take off? What is it necessary to have in the
plane?"
"Petrol?" I suggested, and noticing her puzzlement, "I mean,
gas? Gasoline?"
"Yes, of course," she replied, testily. "I mean, what papers
must you have?"
I didn't know. "You must have the checklist for your aircraft
and the Certificate of Airworthiness and the current license papers
for the plane. They should be in this pocket here," and Miss Flood
began to search through the maps and papers in the pocket by her
knee.
Whatever we needed wasn't there. "Well, you'll have to excuse
me for a moment" said Miss Flood, and unfastened her belt and
stepped down from the plane. I thought here's my chance for a
quick trip to the loo (the ladies room, I mean) and I climbed down
from the other side and headed for the hangar, looking for the
toilet. Never got there.
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I don't know what I tripped over, but caught my toe on
something and measured my length on the concrete floor. It was so
sudden and complete a fall that I didn't have time even to reach out
my hands. Straight over and down I went and the first thing to hit
the concrete was my chin. I lay there a moment, stunned, then
noticed that blood was flowing from my throat in great leaping
streams, pouring out all over the hangar floor.
"Is anything wrong?" Miss Flood was back, wondering what I
was doing on the floor.
"Get me a towel, get me some towels, I need something to stop
the bleeding," I said, not daring to move.

Other people came hurrying, someone brought paper towels
and I stuffed them under my chin, still lying there.
"Do you need any help? Do you need a doctor?"
"Yes, get a doctor," I said. The towels were becoming quickly
soaked through. Everyone started to rush about.
"What happened? Who is she? We've called the ambulance.
The rescue squad is on its way."
In a remarkably short time the ambulance showed up. They
rolled me over, still clutching my towels against the wound, and the
bleeding began to slow down.
"She mustn't talk." This was John Clayton, Chief Flying
Instructor, who had arrived to take charge of the situation. He had
lovely blue eyes, full of concern.
"Don't worry," I told him, "I won't sue you. It wasn't your
fault, I just tripped."
"Keep quiet," said the CFI, "and that's an order."
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I thought he was very handsome. I always fall for CFIs, with
their potent air of responsibility and command. I tried to smile at
him but I suppose I wasn't looking my best. The rescue squad tied
a pressure bandage round my chin and wiped away some of the
blood, but my T-shirt was completely soaked and I must have
looked a mess. A state policeman wrote down details and somebody
told him my name and where I was staying.
They laid the stretcher beside me and just as they lifted me up
to carry me out of the hangar I remembered the most important
thing of all.
"Where is my logbook? I can't go without my logbook!"
"Where is her logbook?"
"It's in the plane. Please get me my logbook. I can't go without
it! I won't go without it!"
Somebody ran out to the plane and found my little green
logbook, recording my 33 flights from Booker from the very first
one through all the subsequent trials and struggles. If I was going to
die on the hangar floor at Robbinsville, or in the hospital in
Trenton, I would die like a pilot, with my logbook in my hand.
Well, of course I didn't die that day, in fact I had to wait around
for two hours in the hospital before they finally sewed me up. I sat
there in the emergency waiting-room in a wheelchair, in my bloody
T-shirt, while various road accidents more urgent than I were
looked after. Eventually a nice young doctor sewed up my chin with
eighteen stitches and sent me home.
Next morning, I was quite recovered. I got back on my bike and
rode to Robbinsville Airport. After all, it was Thursday, and I was
still booked for a flying lesson with George Kondaki! I was right on
time.
They didn't look too happy about turning me loose in one of
their precious aeroplanes, I must say. If I couldn't even walk across
a hangar floor without crashing, what would I do to a Cessna? But
Kondaki, a Polish pilot instructor, was ready to go, so we went. He
was much less worried about proper papers and aircraft inspection
than Miss Flood had been, and we just jumped into the Cessna and
took off. I think maybe he wanted to get it over with.
After takeoff he let me take control. I got used to flying straight
and level, and we flew over Mary Pinney's house and I banked into
a nice steep turn, glider style, and circled over the lake. It was
noisy, but fun. George gave me a lot of advice and instruction, but
because of his accent and the noise from the engine it might as well
have been in Polish, so I didn't actually learn very much. But he
nodded and smiled and seemed quite pleased and we flew round the
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landscape for half an hour and then came in to land. They tried to
sell me a series of lessons called FREEDOM OF THE AIR, which
guaranteed to send you solo for $500, but I was going down next
day to Maryland to visit my father, so that was the first and last
time I flew from Robbinsville, New Jersey.
Wes and Mary were now convinced I was insane. My crash on
the hangar floor was clearly a warning by Fate to keep away from
flying. I am stubborn, though, and little setbacks like that only
increase my determination. If at first you don't succeed, fly fly
again!
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John Cumberpatch
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VI.

JOHN CUMBERPATCH

The Chesapeake Bay is a bountiful, beautiful body of water
extending over 300 miles from the Chesapeake and Delaware Ship
Canal at the North to Newport News and the sands of Kitty Hawk
to the South. Thousands of white-winged sailboats cruise the bay
all summer, one of them belonging to my sister Cindy, whose home
is right on the water, up one of the small creeks that flow into the
bay.
Cindy knew about a little airport on the Eastern Shore, so when
I came to visit we looked it up in the Yellow Pages and made an
appointment for a flying lesson.
Cindy drove me over the bridge that spans the bay from Sandy
Point to Kent Island, uniting the Western and Eastern Shores of
the State of Maryland. She was wise enough to say nothing about
my strange new passion for aviation, nor could I persuade her to try
it. Staying firmly on the ground, she watched as I climbed into the
pretty little red and white aeroplane and buckled the straps.
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John Cumberpatch was the name of the sole proprietor, CFI,
and heavily-mortgaged owner of the Chesapeake Bay Bridge
Airport and Flying School. He was a charming young man, blond
and curly-haired (either I gravitate toward young, blond curlyhaired instructors, or they're the ones I remember best), but he was
a worried man. He didn't have many pupils, based as he was on the
wrong side of the bay, and he never quite kept up with the bills.
Which I found out about later.
But he was a fearless instructor, for right from the start he had
me taxi down the runway and make the takeoff, watching which
nearly gave poor Cindy heart-failure as I wobbled down the strip
and porpoised into the air. It was either become airborne or go for a
swim, because the airstrip ended at the water's edge.
"Well," said John, "Now that we're up here, what would you
like to practice?" I'd already told him that I was learning to fly
gliders in England and was having a little trouble with landing.
I said I'd like to practice circuits and landings. It takes a lot of
practice to arrive in the right place, to touch down neatly lined up,
right on the numbers, as they say. The big white numbers painted
on the end of the runway represent the compass heading, the
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direction you are facing as you make the landing. I get very
muddled up about numbers, especially compass headings. In
general, however, you try to land into wind; it's ever so much easier
because it slows you down.

A little trouble with landing...

A circuit is the rectangular pattern you fly around the airfield.
In a glider you have to get it right the first time, but in a power
plane, if you mess up the landing, you can rev up the engine and go
round again. Take off into wind, turn left
that's the crosswind
leg. Turn left again, fly along parallel with the runway
that's
called the downwind leg. Look back over your shoulder at the place
you would like to land, and when it is at just the correct 45° angle,
make the left turn again, onto the base leg. All this time your
instructor is muttering cryptic remarks into the radio microphone.
At the appropriate moment you lower the flaps, hinged sections of
the wing that will, when extended, make it possible to descend
slowly and steeply, with dignity. The final turn should be
complete, ideally, when you are exactly lined up with the runway.
Easier said than done.
"That'll be fine," said John. "We'll do as many circuits as you
like." Amiable fellow. We cruised back over the highway and set up
a downwind leg parallel with the Bay Bridge. What a magnificent
landmark! "But don't come down too close to the bridge," warned
John, "It gets the State Police all upset."
Nicely banked turn. Ten degrees of flap. Five hundred feet
altitude, then turn again onto final approach, twenty degrees of
flap. How on earth do you manage to set it down on that teeny little
postage stamp? I was waltzing up and down and sideways, this way
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and that, forgetting entirely that there was a little knob called a
throttle on the front panel. There's an awful lot to do at the last
minute and it all happens at once!
Never before did I have to try to land on such an infinitesimal
piece of real estate! We're properly spoiled at Booker, with that
great wide grass landing field where you can set a glider down on
any spot that takes your fancy.
John kept making encouraging suggestions, but he had to take
over before we ended up in the swamp. We would touch down, roll,
and roar up again. Each time I got near the ground the runway
moved off to one side or the other, or it was clear that we'd land in
the bay if we kept on coming down. After six or seven go-rounds I
was exhausted. And still I hadn't actually landed the plane, not
once. But John was encouraging. "You handle it very well in the
air, Mary," he said. "It's only a matter of practice; you'll get the
hang of it soon."
Next day Cindy stayed home and let me borrow her car. She
had stopped being terrified and ended up being bored while I flew
around and around. Unfortunately the wind was blowing quite
strongly, directly across the runway.
"Does that most days, around here," John said. "Bay Bridge is
one of the best places in the country for practicing crosswind
landings." This time we took off and landed in the opposite
direction, over some telephone wires strung across the end of the
runway. It really was a very, very small airstrip. I said that it
seemed quite small, and John said "If you can land at Bay Bridge,
you can land anywhere!"
Despite the crosswind, after six or seven attempts I began to
grasp the principle of crabbing down a crosswind slope, but just as
we got near the end of the runway I could feel John helping rather
strongly on the controls. Couldn't really blame him; it was his
aeroplane after all, and he didn't want to bend it.
After another day of going round in circles I finally achieved the
triumph of setting the wheels on the tarmac all by myself, kabump,
kabump, kabump, and came to a halt in vast relief. "That was very
good, Mary," crowed John. "I knew you could do it!"
Just for variety the next day we practiced figure-eights round a
landmark, and that interesting American style of setting up for a
forced landing called 'spiralling down' into a large tobacco field. A
forced landing is what you have to do if your engine stops at an
inconvenient distance from the nearest airport. Glider pilots think
nothing of it, happens all the time, but power pilots get very upset
if their engine stops and they have to make an impromptu visit to a
local farm.
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... an impromptu visit to a local farm

One more day of circuits and I had to go back to Britain, with
ten hours, 27 circuits and three landings in my logbook. Next time
I came to visit my family I phoned ahead and booked a lesson with
John Cumberpatch but he never showed up. And the airport was
sold out of gas and Shell wouldn't deliver any more to the pumps
unless they were paid cash on the spot. John's partner and cousin,
Sonny, told me all this with a mournful expression, shaking his
head sadly. The little red and white aeroplane, tied down on the
tarmac, waited forlornly for someone to fill up its tanks and fly.
The yellow wind arrow slatted back and forth as the crosswind
eddied over the marsh. I waited an hour and a half before I got mad
and went home.
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VII.

CIRCUIT PLANNING

Monday was an exceptionally fine day for November, calm and
clear. I went off early to Booker and made four intensive flights
with one of the top instructors, Dave Oddie. Dave really put me
through the mill that day.
If you fly too slowly your aircraft may stall. If this happens near
the ground, it can be hazardous to your health, so it is important to

know the symptoms of stalling and take instinctive and immediate
action to get going again. The wing will stall when the flow of air
over the surface no longer produces lift. You recognise the
condition because the controls become mushy and ineffective.
Sometimes the aircraft will shudder and shake before it stops flying
and begins to drop out of the sky. Usually one wing will go down
and a spin will develop.
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Corrective action is quite simple once you know exactly what to
do and stop trying to hold up the nose. In fact, if you let go of
everything the good old glider knows how to fly by herself and
would recover without assistance. But it seems contrary to nature,
when the nose is pointing down at the ground and the world is
going mad in crazy circles, to push forward on the stick.
Dave wanted to be sure I knew how to cope with any problems
that might arise. We did stalling, spinning, negative G demonstration, out of position on airtow and recovery, and cable break.
I knew he was going to pull a cable break on me as we had
and I was waiting and waiting and
talked about it before flying
waiting as we went up behind the tug; 300 feet, 400 feet, 500, 600,
then just when I figured he wasn't going to do it after all he did, at
700 feet! No problem, I just zipped around the circuit and landed
safely.
Then we talked about it some more and went up again and he
pulled the plug at 300 feet, which gave me only one option, a sharp
right 180° turn and a downwind landing! Airspeed 55 knots,
windspeed 10 knots, added together landing downwind makes your
touchdown speed 65 knots, which is really travelling! With no
headwind to stop you, you go three times as far, which is why
downwind landings are to be avoided whenever possible.
I knew that I needed three or four consecutive days of intensive
training before going solo. Brian Spreckley had promised to fly
with me on Tuesday, as Dave Oddie would be away, but Brian,
dark circles under his eyes, said he couldn't go because of a cold,
and a big chap named Bernie Morris said he would take me up.
Heck, I thought, this will set me back again, all this chopping and
changing.
"Bernie Morris is a very good instructor," Brian assured me,
noticing that I looked disgruntled. "He'll look after you all right."
He didn't mention that Bernie Morris flies TriStars for British
Airways, and that Bernie Morris trains instructors for the British
Gliding Association. Still grumpy, I consented to the change of
plan, and we went off to the hangar to drag out some planes.
I put the glider through the Daily Inspection, having qualified
to do this the previous day. Everything moved properly, elevator,
rudder, ailerons, airbrake, trim tab. Nothing was frayed. No cotter
pins were missing. Nothing was bent and there were no cracks in
the canopy. The instructor's seat was loose, but that had been noted
in the book before and wasn't vital.
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A spring on the left rudder pedal had lost tension. I called this
to Bernie's attention, and he said it wasn't important, but we wrote
it down. No loose bits were floating around in the cockpit. The
wings and tail were properly secure. A walk round disclosed no
more than normal battered paintwork, but the paint on the fabric
by the rear seat had peeled away, and we noted this down because
the sun will weaken fabric if it is left unprotected.
"Even though Dave Oddie went through stalling exercises with
me yesterday," I said to Bernie Morris, "I wonder if we could do it
again, because I don't think I understood it completely."
"Fine, we'll do that," said Bernie, so we pushed the glider
across the apron to the grass where the tug plane was waiting. I
struggled into my parachute. The chap kind enough to hold the
wingtip for our launch was standing ready with the towrope. I
rushed through the checks CB SIFT CB I didn't want to keep
them waiting!
"Have you thought about where to land in case of a cable
break?" Bernie asked quietly.
Oh hell. I hadn't thought about any of that. The tug was
revving up, ready to go. The chap at the nose had already attached
the towrope. He went to the wingtip and began to signal "take up
slack". A helicopter was squatting in mid-air, waiting for us to get
out of the way. I hadn't thought enough about where we were
going, wind direction, emergency landing places, or anything!
"I'm not ready!" I bleated and Bernie Morris pulled the cable
release.
Now that I have read the little book Laws and Rules for Glider
Pilots I can see that it says (Rule 6.14):
The launching cable must not be attached to the glider
until the pilot is ready to be launched, and the launching
signals must not commence unless the projected take-off
path is clear.
Exactly. Bernie Morris opened the canopy and the helpful ground
crew tried to push us up to the end of the towrope, which proved
impossible, so the tug plane turned round and came back, the
helicopter buzzed across in front of us, I completed the pre-flight
checks, collected my thoughts and calmed down.
"Never let them hurry you," said Bernie Morris.
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Off we went, sailing after the struggling tug. After we were up
and away Bernie moved the glider into various awkward positions
behind the tug and I brought it back into line. He demonstrated
again all the interesting ways it is possible to stall
mostly by
incorrect use of the rudder.
"Your turns would improve," Bernie suggested, "if you observe
your angle of bank against the horizon, and keep it steady. Don't let
the nose waver up and down." I concentrated earnestly on keeping
it steady.
"That little bit of string taped on the front of the canopy is there
for a good reason," Bernie reminded me. "If that string is blown off
centre, you are slipping, you need to use more rudder."
Bernie Morris was a wonderful teacher. His turns were
faultless. Mine got better. He demonstrated the spin and recovery.
I tried to spin, and couldn't! Tried again, managed half a turn, and
made the recovery. By that time we were down to one thousand
feet, so he told me to begin the circuit, and I turned in too soon.
Landed miles down the field.
After pushing the glider back to launch point, Bernie went off
to his car and came back with a roll of adhesive tape and began
methodically to cover the face of the altimeter.
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"What are you doing?" I protested. "I won't know how low I'm
getting if you cover that up!"
"I want to see if you can judge your height without the
altimeter," Bernie said quietly, pressing on another strip of tape.
Up we went again, and Bernie said "Now, you decide when to
begin your circuit."
I peered down over the Borstal Wood Camp, the local
correctional institute for juvenile offenders, a handy landmark for
the start of the downwind leg. How big is a cow from 900 feet? Or a
car? That's a hill there, and there a dip in the land. Hard to tell
from here how high we might be. Guesswork wasn't easy; I yearned
for a quick look at an altimeter. "O well," I decided, "May as well
begin coming down now."
By the time I had waltzed along the downwind leg, those trees
were getting pretty close. Those blasted trees were getting
altogether too close for comfort. I remembered Piggot's Axiom:
Never Low and Slow; in his book on Gliding, Derek Piggot
emphasizes this point very strongly. Skating round the edge of the
trees I zapped into a steep fast turn, swept over the parked planes,
straightened out with a struggle, and up came the ground. I eased
back for the flare, and with all that speed we went float float float
another long walk for our patient helpers. I was
down the field
feeling mortified again.
Bernie had to agree that it wasn't a very good circuit. He said it
might be a good idea to have a session in the motor glider to
improve my circuit planning. The Falke motor glider has long
wings like a glider, it floats down just like a glider, but if you don't
like the landing you can change your mind, start up the little engine
and go some other place.
We won possession of the Falke late in the afternoon with the
sun well down, and worked the circuits in all sorts of permutations
and variations. Not enough height to get round the trees? Simple,
make a change of plan and land cross wind, so the final turn is made
at a safe altitude.
"The base leg", said Bernie, "gives you time for options. Don't
turn in too soon, don't cramp your base leg." He revved up the
engine and the Falke went round again. Much better. "Don't be too
rigid in your approach. You might run into a bit of sink at the last
minute and need to turn in early." A glider circuit must be flown in
a flexible frame of mind. You have to be ready at any time to turn in
early, keeping enough height in reserve to safely make the final
turn.
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Bemie Morris
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At last we landed, taxied home to the hangar and, over a mug of
tea in the cafe, Bernie Morris told me not to be impatient to go solo.
"After you go solo, the opportunity for good instruction is more
difficult to come by." He told me a lot over that mug of tea. Choose
a reference point on the ground to help you touch down exactly in
the right place. Look over your shoulder on downwind leg to judge
the angle to the landing area. Perfect your technique in the turn.
And, above all, be careful on that final turn. His friend, two years
ago, on return from a long day flying cross-country, lost concentration on the final turn and spun into the ground. Bernie saw it
happen.
We all accept, from the moment we first step into a plane, the
possibility of being killed. The "blood chit" you have to sign
absolving the club of responsibility brings the possibility very
sharply to your attention. There you are, trying to look brave,
strapped in for your first air experience. When the logkeeper steps
up to write down your name, you don't realise that it's just to make
sure you have paid for the flight! Not because they think it might be
goodbye forever!
Later on, under instruction, confidence in the god-like power
and vast experience of your instructor absolves you of responsibility. He knows how to fly safely, been doing it for years. He'll save
you from the consequence of inept or unwise behaviour.
At first you just do the easy bits. With lots of comforting space
below. But each week more is asked of you. Problems develop.
Seems hopeless to stop swinging wildly from side to side in the
airtow. Or to ease out the airbrake smoothly, without a jerk and
shudder. Or to come down and flare gently, at just the right
moment, without sailing up again or landing kerplop like a bucket
of bolts.
And after these are going well at last, Circuit Planning! In my
ignorance how lightly I had regarded this subject. Nothing to it,
when you read about it in the book. Seems quite straightforward.
Begin your descent with 800 feet on the clock. Opposite the bus at
600 feet, turn on to base leg at 500, and final turn at 300. Nobody
told me they were going to stick tape all over the altimeter!
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Dave Oddie

VIII.

THE MOMENT OF TRUTH

Wednesday, November 23, 1983. Arrived at Booker Field
about 12:30. Found Dave Oddie at the office and we went down to
push out some planes and Dave said, "I've asked George to fly with
you today. I plan to fly the tug, if you don't mind."
Now that was the final straw. Here I was, all set to go solo, and
Dave wanted me to start all over with somebody new. I threw a fit.
"I do mind!" I yowled. "Here I am nearly ready to go solo and I
want to fly with you again, Dave. It isn't fair to send me with
somebody new. Please, Dave!"
"Oh, very well." He gave in. If I was going to make that much
trouble he might as well humour the woman, even though he
probably thought I was a hopeless case. "How many launches have
you done? Sixty-two?"
"I went with Bernie Morris yesteday and we got in a lot of
practice, circuit planning in the motor glider."
With an air of patient resignation he helped me to do up my
straps and climbed in to the back seat of the K-13.
"Let's see you do a good circuit, then", said Dave, so I did a few
new improved turns, then down and around quite neatly. We
landed, and I thought hopefully "maybe now he'll say I can go by
myself...." but no, he just reached over and spun round the needle
on my precious altimeter.
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"Not again!" I protested. "We did that yesterday!"
"Well, we're doing it again today," said Dave.
Up we went, and Dave asked me to do a straight stall. I lost my
concentration. The stall recovery turned into a nosedive before I
sorted it out, and I felt real panic not knowing what had gone
wrong. Of course that threw away plenty of height. Dave was
disgusted. He told me so, in plenty of detail.

Fear gave way to humiliation, a sense that I had messed it up
again, blown away my chance of going solo. I didn't deserve to go
solo. I was not safe to go solo, doing something that stupid. It had
never gone wrong in just that way before, recovering from stall. I
had recovered from the stall lots of times. But this time, for
whatever reason, I kept on pushing down the nose long after the
wings were unstalled and found the ground coming up much too
fast.
Ears burning, feeling sick, I swung through the circuit in a
temper, figuring that that was it for the day. Landed okay. And
Dave said, "You can go on your own now."
He climbed out of the glider, carrying his chute. "Take it up to
1600 feet, remember that without me in the back you'll lift off
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sooner. I want you to practice two stalls before you join the circuit,
get that sorted out." And he strolled off to instruct the tug pilot.
I felt quite calm. I adjusted the straps. Closed the canopy. Went
through the checks. And said to myself that no way was I going to
complicate my first solo by practising a stall. "As Pilot In Charge,"
I said to myself, "I'll be damned if I follow that instruction. I'll just
have a pleasant, uneventful, quiet flight on this beautiful windless
day, with nobody in the back seat telling me to do anything horrid.
I will not tax my limitations in any way whatsoever," and I smiled
through the perspex at Dave on the wingtip.
"All clear above and behind!"

Rain today. The clear spell has broken at last. We had a gala
family dinner last night, steak and champagne, to celebrate Mum's
first solo. Isn't it remarkable that my first, my very first air
experience flight in a glider was on August 23, 1983, and my first
solo was November 23, 1983? Three months to the day. Flight
number 65, over 20 hours of instruction, not counting those ten
hours in a Cessna in the United States. For a fifty-year old
grandma, not particularly outstanding. The average is, for middleaged beginners, a flight for each year of your age, before solo.

About the possibility of being killed. In talking to other pilots,
and reading the magazines, we secretly agree that we'd rather go
that way than any other. But it would be very bad form to
deliberately or carelessly court disaster. It would give the sport a
bad image, irresponsible behaviour that would injure your friends.
Quite out of the question.
I love flying. Ten days of fog puts me in a proper grump. It is
ecstasy, achievement, challenge, adventure. It is expensive,
too (the principle drawback), so I'd better get busy and earn some
more money. The moment of truth will be getting the bill for
November!
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IX.

LOOP THE LOOP

After a really miserable winter, we had our first warm day, on
Sunday. As soon as I could I made my escape from household
chores and Sunday Dinner, and sure enough, when I got to Booker
there was quite a crowd at the launchpoint. It was still too wet from
the snow-melt to do any lying about on the grass so I volunteered to
keep the log.
On a Sunday the logkeeper has a hard time keeping everybody
happy. People come up and moan, "I've been waiting for ages! Isn't
it my turn yet?"
"No, you can't take that K-13, it's being used for the Course.
I'm sorry, but London University owns the K-7, and they have
priority in using it." "Can I go solo in the K-8, or do you think
I need a check-ride first?" "Better ask Dave Richardson, he's in
charge today." "We're next on the list for that K-13 and somebody
else just grabbed it." "Can I borrow your pen for a minute, just to
note down my time?" and while he's got it three gliders land and
you forget to write them down.
Standing there looking lost, three or four newcomers, hoping
for their first "Air Experience". Knowing how they feel, I make
them welcome, hustle up instructors willing to take them up. A
friendly American named Hoffman has brought his 17-year-old son
for a ride in a glider with a view to signing up for the course. Tim
Scott goes off with young Hoffman in the K-7.
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I'm standing there exchanging pleasantries with Hoffman
Senior, when somebody hollers "Look out!" and we all look up.
Directly over the field, from a thousand feet, the K-7 is beginning a
loop. Down, up, and over it goes, once and then again, majestic and
stately, and then down again and up for a perfect chandelle, or
wingover, at the top of the swoop. "Wait for it! Here it comes!" and
we stand and gaze in admiration as the elderly training glider zooms
down on us in a breathtaking beatup. "Wow! Did you ever see
anything like that?" Tim sweeps round and brings the K-7 down to
a featherlight landing.
Young Hoffman climbs out, eyes bright, cheeks flushed. He
doesn't say much. Maybe he thinks that's the kind of ride you get
every time!
It took me quite a while before I got up my nerve to ask for a
loop. Didn't think I'd care for it, really. I told you before, I am
basically heap-big-chicken.
Dudley Steynor agreed to meet me one calm day last winter to
try the loop. Dudley is one of the best instructors at Booker,
certainly the most experienced, and is much preferred by timid
ladies. I knew Dudley would be careful not to frighten me. We
went up to 2,000 feet. First a spin, for practice. Not a very good
one, I recovered too soon, but never mind. Then Dudley took
control, we made sure nobody was in the way, and we levelled the
wings and dived straight for the ground, building up speed to 90
knots. Then, gently but firmly back on the stick, and wooooo!
Chins sagging under the pull of many Gs! We didn't turn over
the world did! The world went right round, over our heads and
appeared again in front of us, as we levelled off.
"Would you like me to do another? You try it this time,"
Dudley suggested, but I said "Oh no, you fly it" so he did. And
then he got quite carried away, because I whooped with excitement,
so he did chandelles, stall turns and other interesting manoeuvres,
down to 900 feet, and then I brought the K-13 round the circuit for
landing, a bit weak in the knees. "You are cleared to go solo today if
you like," Dudley said.
I was still at the early solo stage, required to go on a daily check
ride with an instructor before being cleared to make another solo
flight. Every day is different, the weather is different, the wind is
different, perhaps strong or gusty, you might be using a different
runway and not be familiar with the landmarks. Given clearance by
Dudley, I went off by myself for two uneventful circuits, then hung
about helping other people go up for a couple of hours,
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V

His word is Holy Writ

About 4 pm Brian Spreckley showed up. Brian Spreckley is the
Club Manager and the Chief Flying Instructor and his word is holy
writ. Up to now, as a lowly worm of a neophyte sprog, I had
escaped his attention, and to be truthful I was very impressed by his
authority and feared his wrath. Certainly all the other dashing pilots
at Booker were impressed by his authority and feared his wrath.
But today I felt emboldened by my recent exploit, looping the loop
with Dudley. I went right up to him and said, "Brian, would you go
up with me? To sign me 'off checks'? I've had eight solos."
Surprisingly, he agreed.
The reason he agreed was that Tara would be flying the tug, the
Super Cub. Did I mention before that Tara has a Pilot's Licence?
Not just a pretty face. Tara is brave and ambitious and she intended
to build up time to earn the Commercial License too. This day,
however, was Tara's first solo in the tug. Brian intended to test her
severely, and lucky me got to be the guinea pig in the front seat of
the glider.
sideways,
We wandered all over the map behind the tug
upstairs, downstairs, slack in the rope, pulling up with a jerk, and
I had to recover to normal position from all these variations, but I
had already been through this lot with Sally King and it wasn't a
problem, thank goodness. Tara also survived.
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"Now," said Brian, when we had finally cast off at three
thousand feet, "Show me your steep turns," so I turned steep right,
banked right over, and then steep left. Not perfect by any means,
so he showed me how to do better.
The he said "I hear you flew a loop this morning. Would you
like to do another?" Gulp! Weakly, I agreed. "Just follow me
through" and down we went
back, up and over! "Now you do
it", said Brian. Who, me? I'm not sure I'm ready for this! But one
does not argue with the CFI. After all, I understood the theory.
Twice normal cruising speed (45 x 2 = 90 knots), back on the stick
and over she goes. Don't level out too soon or you'll be back in a
dive that may exceed safe speed. Wait till the world comes back
where it belongs.
Right. I looked below
nobody in the way. Wings level.
Smoothly down, down, down, speed building up as we headed
straight for the ground. 60, 70, 80 90 knots. Then back on the
stick, bringing up the elevator
the glider's most powerful
control. Rejoicing, obediently, up, up, up
and over! Pressed in
our seats, like the water in a bucket swung round and round, the
world and sky rose over us in stately turn. I loved it! It was terrific!
Doing it yourself makes all the difference! Wow!
We did another one for good measure, then I flew round the
circuit, too close in for Brian's approval, and there was a flipping
helicopter in the way and I was so busy watching it I didn't notice a
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light plane on approach and I came down too close over another
glider and my landing was less than perfect. But never mind! I'd
flown two loops and wasn't afraid, and I couldn't wait to do
another!
I listened submissively to Brian's criticisms (there were plenty,
and he didn't think I was ready to be signed "off checks") and
I promised to do better next time. I felt very pleased with myself,
and suddenly STARVED! Four o'clock, and never a thought of
lunch until that moment. Flying is an effective inhibitor of
appetite, but when you are done for the day, hunger sets in. The
restaurant was closed because Barry had to fetch his kids from
school, so I went on home. And had a cup of tea and a big bowl of
leftover chili con came.
I wonder if that Hoffman kid is going to sign up for the course?
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X.

MOST ACCIDENTS HAPPEN AT HOME

Every time we climb into a glider we have to put on a parachute.
Confounded nuisance. They weigh 25 pounds, all in a bumpy
lump, the straps are too tight (or too loose); add those four straps to
the five straps of a K-21 seat and you begin to think a car seatbelt is
blissful simplicity. Stupid parachutes! Probably wouldn't work
anyway. Been lying around for years, dropped in the mud, left out
in the rain. Maybe, I began to think, if I had any confidence in a
parachute, I might not resent wearing it. Logically, I should learn
how to use it, then it would make sense to wear one.
At the gliding club I casually mentioned that I was thinking of
doing a parachute course. One and all said "You're mad. I would
never jump out of a perfectly serviceable aeroplane. Not unless it
was coming apart under me. Anyone who does a parachute jump
unless they have to must be crazy!" That was the general opinion,
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except for Bernie Fitchett. Bernie had made several jumps and said
it was nothing to worry about. Another chap, a newcomer to the
gliding club, had been in the paras. "You've got to know what to
do," he told me profoundly, "if you happen to come down on
power lines." Power lines! My God. Don't tell me, I don't want to
know!
Tara didn't scoff. Tara is an unusual young lady. Only 22,
blonde, friendly as a puppy, Tara had answered the phone and
taken my money on that special day last August when I made my
first flight in a glider at Booker. Tara kept the log, welcomed the
public, wrote out the accounts, worked in the office and lived in the
bunkhouse to save money. Brian Spreckley intended that Tara
should help out in the air as well, and while I was learning to fly a
glider, Tara was learning to fly the Piper Super Cub. In fact Tara's
first solo as tug pilot dragged my K-13 off the ground one of the
few times I was privileged to have Brian for instructor. We boxed
the tow all the way up to 3,000 feet.
To my surprise, Tara said she would like to come with me to
Shobdon, and do the course, but it would have to be a weekend.
We set the date, 14 April.
Because I was "over the age of 40" certain requirements of the
British Parachute Association applied. A medical form must be
signed by my doctor. I was intrigued by the wording on the form. If
I had never suffered from fits, fainting, diabetes, myocardial
infarction, high blood pressure or schizophrenia, and though
advanced in years was in good shape, the family doctor was asked to
sign the statement:
"I understand that the applicant wishes to parachute ...
In my opinion, it is safe for her to parachute."
My doctor signed this remarkable assertion with cheerful alacrity.
How does he know it is safe to parachute? Only last week somebody
got killed, up in Scotland... "Police said after he jumped from the
aircraft at 5,000 feet his parachute appeared to malfunction."
What's so safe about that? Sometimes I think the family physician
encourages my eccentricity as a change from the daily round of
bunions, head colds and creeping senility.
As for psychiatric disorder, let us not enquire too closely into
the motivation for living dangerously. My husband ascribed it to
the menopause, but then he blames everything on that. A decrease
in the oestrogens leading to unfeminine behaviour
such as
learning to fly.
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"You are further advised", admonished the Medical Form,
"that if you normally wear spectacles, these should be securely
attached whilst parachuting....." Not a word about false teeth.
I wonder if I'll have to leave them behind, like for an operation? Or
just keep my mouth shut on the way down.....

T

Furthermore, "Parachutists..... should be of an emotionally
stable type and be prepared to take emergency action if their main
parachute fails to open correctly." If it doesn't open as advertised
just take it back to the factory.
And "During landing, forces have to be absorbed by the body
approximately equivalent to jumping from a platform four feet
from the ground. The examinee must be in good health and possess
a sound musculo-skeletal system." That's me. Sound as a bell. Fit
and active. Only a trifle overweight. Say fat and active.
I got all excited reading these details. They arrived in the post
on a Saturday morning in February. Late breakfast, kids all sitting
round in the kitchen, no school. "Must be able to jump from a
platform four feet up...." I grew expansive. Have a go. I climbed
up on the kitchen chair, jumped down lightly. No problem. Try a
bit higher. Climbed up on the dining room table. Jumped down
a little less lightly but still no problem. The kids
again
exchanged knowing glances and tapped their foreheads.
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I went up the stairs, part way, five steps up. Now that should be
about four feet. I leaped into the air
and WHAM! I forgot to
look out for the ceiling. You don't look out for the ceiling when you
are jumping downstairs, you look at the landing point. Very bad
mistake. I cracked my head on the ceiling, fell with a crash on my
back against the stairs. Very, very painful. Couldn't move. Lay
there groaning, surrounded by petrified children. They looked so
worried that I had to laugh despite the pain, mixed groans and
giggles. That'll teach you to show off, Mum! It took four days to
recover from that little episode.
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XL

THE HEREFORD PARACHUTE CLUB

"The Club," according to the brochure, "operates from
Shobdon Airfield, set in the beautiful rolling hills of North
Herefordshire... The surrounding countryside is rich with picturesque villages and half timbered inns where accommodation and
meals are available at reasonable prices."
Or, we were told, we could sleep on the clubhouse floor
bring sleeping bags, of course. We opted for the clubhouse floor, to
save money. There was me, Tara, my 13-year old daughter Denise
and her friend Deanne. We arrived about 11.00 on the Friday
evening, found the Parachute Clubhouse and arranged our sleeping
bags and blankets on the thick rubber mats that would be used next
day for practice. Then we went round to the Club Bar for a drink
before bedtime. So far so good.
Being fatigued from the journey, we retired shortly before
midnight. And just as we sank into the arms of Morpheus the door
opened and in trooped 12 young people from London. They did
their best not to wake us, I admit, creeping round our makeshift
beds, but trying to assemble a cot in the dark and arrange who was
sleeping next to whom required much whispered consultation and
giggling. We played possum and waited. At last the newcomers
settled down.
All became still. We waited for sleep to return. Unfortunately at
this point, either Denise or Deanne (each blamed the other) broke
wind. The entire assembly of recumbent forms burst into laughter.
Sleep retreated.
It took some time for risibility to subside. At last all was quiet
again, only the sound of slow deep breathing, peaceful slumber.
fling wide the gates! On with the
Until about 1:30 a.m. when
lights! In marched some arrogant bastard who actually belonged to
the local club and who proceeded to wake up everyone while he
fixed up his own bed.
For me that was the last straw. I rose up in wrath and took up
my bed. "You are all a bunch of BARBARIANS!" I said, and took
myself to the lecture room, under a row of chairs. It was bitterly
cold. The sleeping bag failed miserably to retain any warmth at all.
I rose twice more, to put on every item of clothing available, but
still the cold crept up, inexorably up from the concrete, and slow
hours crept toward daybreak.
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Breakfast at Shobdon

Morning at last. Zombie-like I rose, woke the others and
headed for the washroom. Ablutions complete, I presented myself
at the cafe for cold tea and a greasy bacon sandwich. The jolly
London group rolled in with Tara, and last night's intruder from
the local club lurched in, looking like death. He was truly
hungover, I observed with satisfaction.
Our instructor, Mike Townsend, met us at breakfast. In royal
blue jumpsuit with red trim. Until he begins to talk, Mike looks sad
and remote, like a funeral attendant. We completed forms for next
of kin, absolved the Club from all responsibility for any injury, etc.
The greasy bacon sandwich sat uneasily in my gut. Today I was
going to commit myself to jump out of an aeroplane. But I did not
feel in a suitable state of spiritual exhaltation, I creaked in every
joint. Mouth like the bottom of a birdcage. Maybe I am not too old
to jump out of an aeroplane (any sack of potatoes could do it
no
skill required) but I am definitely too old to go without a good
night's sleep!
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Mike Townsend

XII.

LEARNING TO JUMP

After breakfast we returned to the lecture room where I had
spent a wretched night trying to sleep on the floor. In came burly
"Mac" McCarthy, club manager and Chief Instructor, who eyed us
with contempt. Week in, week out, Mac and Mike confront a
quorum of quaking victims, most of whom will jump but once
(usually sponsored for a worthy cause) and never return. How
many come back and take up the sport? Not a lot. How involved
can one become with a succession of strangers, most of whom you
know you'll never see again? But each of us pays £55 for the course
and we certainly get good value. We quake as Mac profanely
informed us that nobody, but nobody, had better smoke anywhere
near a parachute. Mac then abstracted the seven students who had
trained before and we were left with Mike Townsend.
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Mike walked us round the airfield. We saw the pit of gravel,
about ten feet square, the ideal target. Or you may land on the
grass. Avoid landing on the concrete runway. Avoid landing on the
hangar roof, or the barbed wire fence, or the orchard (stakes!) or
the...power lines! Avoid landing on other people's aeroplanes. Up
in a remote corner you will note the sludge tanks of the Shobdon
sewage farm. If you land in that, assistance may be reluctant to
arrive.

We are sternly warned to avoid the front end of an aeroplane,
and to get the hell out of the way quick if we land on an active
runway. Back to the clubhouse, chastened. We dragged out the
rubber mats. Mike demonstrated the stable spreadeagle position
that one should assume when leaving the aircraft. We lay on the
floor. "When I shout GO I want everything off the floor but your
belly button! GO!" We strain, arms and legs and head held up.
Again and again.
And now the introduction to the parachute. Tara was chosen to
be model. Instructor's privilege. Tara blushed, and stood hi front
of the class, while Mike described and fastened the leg straps, the
back straps, the shoulder straps. Do not touch the risers or the
canopy will open and that will cost you £6 for repacking the chute.
The static line. Chest strap. The reserve chute buckles on front, as
does the one-way radio.
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Now the landing. We did not practice jumping from a height of
four feet. We didn't jump at all. We dragged our mats outside, into
the bright day and the interested observation of the passersby. And
we collapsed onto the mats frontwards, backwards, sideways. Legs
up and over. Over and over again, which Denise and her little
friend thought extremely amusing. I went over and chastised them
for their irreverent attitude.
"Disappear!" I hissed at the kids. "Go for a walk someplace!"
"When are you going to jump out of the aeroplane, mum?"
"Not yet! Now get lost!"
Back in the lecture room we sat round a plan of Shobdon
Airfield, painted to scale on a large board. Wind direction. Steer
the chute by pulling on the toggles just above your head.
Remember, "Look up, check canopy. Grasp toggles. All-round
observation. Orientation (where am I?). Check drift." All this in
case the radio doesn't work and you have to direct your descent
without help. The Aeroconical Parachute (100% working record,
we were glad to hear) can be steered as you descend, ideally to land
in the gravel pit.

Next lecture: Emergency Procedure. In case you happen to be
the first time an Aeroconical Parachute fails to work. On your chest
you strap a small sofa pillow in a red sack, which says "Training
only, do not jump" in stencilled lettering. Stuffed with old socks,
probably. It has a ripcord handle. We perched on the edge of the
packing bench, pushed off, spreadeagle stance, and shouted ONE
THOUSAND, TWO THOUSAND, THREE THOUSAND,
FOUR THOUSAND, CHECK!!!!!" If we don't shout loud
enough we have to do it again. And again. Any mother of four has
no problem shouting loud enough to be heard. We've had plenty of
practice yelling at the kids.
If on the count of FOUR THOUSAND you check (look up)
and do not find a perfect canopy above, you grasp the handle on the
emergency chute and PULL!
What to do when you reach the ground and your canopy is still
inflated? Run round, grasp the top, wind it over your arm, return
to base. This was the moment in training when the spots began
to appear in front of my eyes and concentration lapsed. (Later on
I could not remember one detail of what to do on landing
fortunately, on the day, Mac was there to remind me.)
Meanwhile, in the morning, a plane went up. We paused in
training to watch the black and yellow canopies blossom in the sky.
One, two, three. Down they drifted, beautiful in the sunlight. And
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soon a breathless girl, arms swaddled in canopy and lines, arrived at
the clubhouse door, relieved and radiant. "How was it" we asked.
"Marvellous!" "Was it your first jump?" "Yes." We watched in awe
and envy as she discarded the canopy into the box for repacking.
But as the day progressed, the wind increased. By three in the
afternoon, the little eggcups on the anemometer were spinning
round madly, indicating 20-25 mph. Since 11.00 chutes and
helmets had waited in vain on the numbered pads at the Manifest
Area. Keen types in colour-slashed jumpsuits lounged about
indolently, waiting for the wind to drop, while we earnestly sweated
and shouted and did up our straps and rolled on our mats.
As the day moved toward evening I grew more and more serene.
Not on this day would we be called to fling our bodies into space.
This wind was not going to drop. And neither would we.
Nevertheless, training complete, we dressed for action just in
case. We zipped into humble blue overalls, laced on oversized
clumsy boots, chose helmets to fit, stacked our parachutes and gear
hi lineup on the Manifest Area. Should the evening grow calm,
first-time jumpers would have priority over the more experienced.
We ate supper in the cafe. The kids were getting fed up with
waiting around. Tune crept on. Six pm, seven pm. And Mike came
round at last with the latest met. "Sorry, folks, no more jumping
today." And tomorrow, said the met man, would be worse.
That seemed entirely reasonable to me. I was perfectly willing
to postpone the climax. Sometimes people get stroppy when they've
trained all day and ready and psyched up to take the plunge, are
frustrated by adverse weather. Mike dreads having to tell a class
"Sorry folks, not today." But we took it well, a reasonable, sensible
group of fine people.
Tara and I rounded up the girls, packed up the car, and drove
back to Oxford. We agreed to go another time to make the jump.
Next time I would leave the kids at home.

XIII.

INITIATE

Tara couldn't make it, so all by myself (no kids to scoff), three
weeks later I went back to Shobdon. Thoroughly prepared. I took a
giant goosefeather duvet, a thick foam mattress, two extra blankets
and pillows. Also a new set of pure white coveralls, and a decent
pair of secondhand Paratroop boots from the local surplus store.
With good boots I thought it less likely that I would twist an ankle.
The weather report promised tranquility for several days.
Certainly it was a beautiful drive from Oxford, through the
Cotswold countryside, through sunset, dusk and evening star,
through Evesham, Worcester, Leominster. Dark and starry night,
no moon. Over the ruts in the entrance road, then parked near the
Bar. Strolled in, ordered a double gin and tonic. "Have you come to
parachute?" asked the bartender in surprise. "They did all their
jumps today, nobody left to go tomorrow." There was nobody in
the bar but some local farmers. "That can't be right" I said to
myself. "Mac knew I was coming to jump tomorrow, he would have
told me over the phone if there was no jumping. Don't panic."
So after a friendly chat with the farmers I removed my yellow
Escort estate up to the end of the airfield. I chose a spot near a
parked glider, and arranged my bed beside the Escort, under the
stars. How seldom in Britain, can one sleep under the stars with
confidence! This April was truly exceptional.
Daybreak. Warm and comfortable, rolled in my duvet, even
though dew had turned to ice on the outer cover, sweet birdsong
and rosy dawn. The windsock hung straight down. Dew dripped
from the trailing edge of the glider's wing. Slept again, until a twinengine Piper Navajo made a low pass over Shobdon, preparing to
land. Nothing like a low pass by a large aircraft to bring a sleeper
bolt upright!
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As advertised, weather permitting, if three or four willing
victims gather together, they'll take you up and drop you any day
but Monday at Shobden. Course days are Saturdays and Tuesdays.
Other days are much more relaxed. Mike turned up about 9.00,
Mac half an hour later. The proprietor of the cafe never turned up
at all, but one of the girls was persuaded to make breakfast.
Somehow when it eventually appeared I wasn't that hungry, and
shared it with red-haired Tim, our cheerful pilot. Gordon, an
instructor at the local flying school, decided to make his second
jump that day and two other people turned up to do free falls.
"What do you remember from your course, then?" gruffed
Mac, as I was being strapped into my harness. "Practically
nothing," I replied frankly. "That's typical," he snorted. His curlyhaired son Kevin pulled my legstraps up into a stranglehold. I
gasped. "Can you still breath?" "Barely". "They're just right,
then," said Mac. "Checked ready to jump", said Kevin, and
handed me my static line strap. One arm clutched over my belly
chute (feels like eight months pregnant), the other holding up the
static line like a trophy, I waddled with the other jumpers over to
the waiting plane.
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Dressed like a sacrifice in my pure white nylon coveralls, my
good black boots securely laced, rested from a good night under the
stars, I felt prepared in spirit, calm, following out the inevitable
sequence. I would be first out, therefore I was last in, clambering
up into the body of the cutaway Cessna, handing my static line to
Mike, who secured it to the strong point. "I would appreciate it," I
told him, "if you would assist my exit. I didn't push off that
strongly from the mockup." "Okay", said Mike.
Contrary to humour, one is never, never pushed out unwilling
to go. When the jumpmaster says "GO!" if you say "No!" they'll
bring you back down with the plane. And they'll never take you up
again either!
As I knelt on the black rubber mat, cramped and uncomfortable, helmet stuffed down over my ears, boots dug into my
backside, knees aching, I thought "I must not disgrace myself.
I must make a good exit. No hesitation."
Tim pushed the starter. The engine roared promptly. We
bumped over the grass to the taxiway, to the turn, and then the
familiar surge of power, acceleration, lift, and triumphant ascent.
We knelt like pilgrims on the black mat. I looked out the smeary
window, trying to estimate height. We climbed and turned again,
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over the drop zone. Mike peered out the gaping hole. "Left five
degrees", he called. "Right three." He tossed out the rolled up
wind-drift indicator and watched as it steamered down. I didn't
want to look down any more. I gazed resolutely at the ceiling of the
aircraft and blanked my mind. Don't think about it. It will be okay.
"Get ready," said Mike. I squirmed to the doorway, placed my
feet as instructed, left hand on the doorframe, right still clutching
the bellychute. "Cut!" Mike shouted to the pilot, and the pilot cut
power. I felt myself sliding. "GO!"
I went.
Something had knocked my helmet down over my eyes. Wind
shuddering, buffeting. I struggled to push back the helmet.
Whump! Brought up short, firmly seized, I knew the chute had
opened. And a calm voice told me so. Mac, on the ground, speaking
on my one-way radio. "Number one, your canopy is open!"
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I finally got the helmet shoved back enough to see, looked up
and noted with interest that the lines of the chute were all twisted
round. Oh yes, they had told us about that... what was it I was
supposed to do about it? As I wondered, they unwound themselves,
like a garden swing. "Number one, grasp your toggles", instructed
Mac, in patient tones.
I reached up and clutched the wooden pegs. Perfectly round,
the canopy contained the sky, securely held me. "Number one,
turn left." I pulled on the left toggle and obediently revolved. Left,
then right. "Number one, you don't move very quickly, do you?"
I felt suspended, dreamlike. Looked round, looked down. Did
what I was told. I was calm, beginning to enjoy the serene descent.
And then, suddenly, I could see the blades of grass. The ground
rushed up. Legs tight together! Stay loose! Impact! Facing the
wind, the powerful canopy pulled me straight down and over
backwards. My head, safely helmeted, hit the ground with a
whack, and my chin bumped into the square corner of the radio.
I lay winded for a moment and thought to myself "I'm really too old
for this sort of thing. Is it possible I'm still in one piece?"
I was. I began to sit up and wondered what to do next, the
canopy still open pulled me down again. "Lie on your back"
ordered Mac "and pull in on the lines." I did, and coached by Mac,
gathered in the lines and folds. A little shaky on my pins, I walked
carefully back to the Manifest Area, and handed the radio back to
Kevin. Discarded the canopy into the box for repacking. It was
done.
Over so quickly! Initiate, I lounged with the others in the warm
sun, drinking tea, watching the micrelites. The sunlight was warm
and life was sweet.
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XIV.

TEXAS

I wish I was in Texas. It's bloody freezing here. Nothing in
Britain is designed to withstand really cold weather. They're not
used to it, and when every two or three years it snows or freezes the
whole country grinds to a halt. In every way. Roads get blocked
with snowdrifts, because they don't put up snow fences. Nobody
shovels the sidewalks (nobody even has a snow shovel) which makes
walking so hazardous to life and limb that old ladies are marooned
at home until the thaw. The drivers are very funny to watch. No
snowtires, of course, nor chains, nor experience, and they think if
the wheels start spinning the thing is to make them spin faster. And
then wonder why the car won't go uphill!
A crewman from Upper Heyford U.S. Air base (that's where
they keep the Nukes, you know) told me one winter they were out
all night digging out the nuclear bombers with hand shovels. If the
Huskies only knew.....
Worst of all, as far as I'm concerned, is that the water won't run
out of the bath. Just sits there, when you pull the plug, goes "gloop,
bloop" and all the little hairs around the rim float in most
unappealing remembrance of your ablutions. If you get desperate
you can bail it out. No use calling a plumber; it's stopped up
because the drainpipe runs down the outside of the building, and if
it gets cold enough it freezes solid. What a stupid way to design a
dwelling! And of course there's no insulation in the walls, nor
double glazing, and drafts come in under the doors and the BTUs
just fly up the chimney! Wish I was in Texas right now!
Did a bit of gliding in Texas, once. Went to visit my
grandchildren (want to see a picture of my grandson?) in Austin.
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My son the tiler is doing very well in Austin, he and his wife have a
spacious four bedroom home, with three bathrooms and a
swimming pool, luxury kitchen, two cars and all the fixings. (What
am I doing in Britain?)
Well, there I was, playing Grandma, but soon got antsy and
edgy and began to have severe symptoms of needing a spot of
gliding. Needing very much to talk to people who suffer from the
same disease. Nobody else, have you noticed, has the slightest
interest in or notion what you are talking about, except another
addict.

I did some telephoning round, looking up "Airfields" and
"Flying Schools" in the yellow pages. Sure enough, near Austin, at
a place called Georgetown, a collection of nut cases met every
weekend to fly gliders. I even got the phone number of one of them
and got through to him, and how much like coming home it was to
talk to someone who understood*. Truly, flying is a game without
frontiers! However strange the accents, we are citizens of the air,
we all obey the rules of aerodynamics and the law of gravity, and
even in a strange country you know where to find your friends.
This friendly fellow, named Bill Brinkman, invited me out to
Georgetown Airport to fly with the Faultline Gliding Club that
same weekend. I hired an elderly but serviceable behemoth of a car,
a Mercury, from a semi-piratical outfit called "Rent-a-Wreck" and
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drove out the Texas highway to Georgetown. Georgetown itself
never made it as a metropolis, not much more than a couple of gas
stations and a corner store, but it had a great big airport. In the
1930s every little town in the USA got the civic idea that if you
wanted to get ahead, if you wanted your town to grow, you had to
build an airport, the bigger the better. Which is why you now find
great wide concrete strips with grass growing in the cracks in the
most unexpected places all over the USA. As contrasted with
Britain, where the airfields were built during the war, for necessity.
Georgetown Airport is home to two little flying schools, plus
SALES, repair and maintenance for Cessna and Piper aircraft, in
spacious and modern hangars, inhabited by white-clad mechanics,
who referred me to air-conditioned plush waiting rooms, where at
last I found somebody who knew where to find the gliding club. At
the back of the runway, behind some bushes, down a little dirt
road, where a couple of rusty caravans mouldered under a
cottonwood tree, I recognised with delight the unmistakeable
profiles of five or six glider trailers discreetly parked where they
wouldn't be too conspicuous. A decrepit picnic table and a
malodorous little Portaloo completed the fixed equipment. And
what was that curious looking aircraft tied down in the centre of the
grass? I had never seen anything so quaint. Looked like two barn
doors strapped on a bath tub. I walked over to inspect and, sure
enough, no engine. It was a glider. An extremely substantial glider.
More like a heffalump. What on earth did they tow this thing up
with? A Ford Trimotor?
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Eventually somebody showed up to answer my questions. It was
Bill Brinkman, who was ever so friendly and pleased to have a
visitor all the way from England ! He introduced me to the other
pilots as they arrived; Clarence, Eddie, Floyd and Ron. Did I want
to fly? Sure enough, they'd fix me up! Eddie took me over to the
heffalump, which he told me was a Schweizer 2-33. We went round
and untied all the ropes, while Eddie checked the moving parts.
When he opened the canopy a whole swarm of bugs flew out. "Not
to worry," said Eddie. "We flew this last week, but they hatch out
in there."

Floyd drove up at this point in a respectable looking Piper Cub,
and I levered myself into the Schweizer's front cockpit and went
through the checks. Where was the trim lever? Wasn't one. "You
just have to push the stick forward good and hard while we're on
tow" explained Eddie. "Okay? You sure you've done this before?"
I was determined to uphold the honour of the Booker Gliding
Club. After all, I was competent to take up a K-13 all by myself, so
I ought to be able to manage an American trainer, however
primitive. I gritted my teeth and signalled ready to go, the Cub
revved up and the tin elephant began to roll, but O Lord, it wasn't
easy. Eddie didn't take over from me, which I think was very brave
of him, but that takeoff was a wonderful thing. I boxed the tow at
twenty feet and continued to oscillate all the way to one thousand,
when I hollered for help and Eddie took over. He could fly it all
right, but I sure couldn't. Never had to work so hard in all my life.
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It bounced and bucked about the sky like a brahma bull at a rodeo.
I just wasn't strong enough to control the heffalump without ending
up as a quivering jelly. Once we let go the tow it wasn't too bad, and
I must say it was nice to fly around, but as for giant Texas thermals,
there were none to be found, not that day.
So eventually we came down, and I discovered the virtue of the
Schweizer 2-33, which is that it is very sturdy and doesn't mind
being bounced on landing. Eddie was kind and encouraging, but
I sure didn't want to take that thing up by myself even if he would
let me, so I just hung around and helped with the other gliders,
which were all single sealers. One or two rather primitive tin ones
in the Schweizer style, and most incongruous in this company, an
elegant glassfibre ASW 19, belonging to Ron, which took off and
never came back.
When flying was finished for the day somebody turned up with
a couple of six-packs of beer and we all sat round the decripit old
picnic table under the cottonwood tree and told stories. Gliding,
Texas style!
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XV.

SOLO SPIN AND TWO BRONZE LEGS

It is possible in America, and in Britain too these days, to earn a
Pilot's License and never spin at all. One is taught to recover from a
gentle flutter of a stall; one is taught to watch the speed very
carefully when slow-flying. But the recovery from a fully developed
spin is now something you can avoid altogether. In fact, some
training aeroplanes are not cleared for spinning. That would suit
me just fine. I have never developed a taste for spinning, though
most of my colleagues think it delightful.
It is still considered very important in training to be a glider
pilot. The instructor pulls the stick back, back, back, kicks the
rudder, and over it goes. Jesus Christ! You can have it! I never
liked the ferris wheel or any other fairground ride, and this is ten
times worse. Quite indescribable. If you want to know what its like,
go try it.
Okay, okay, I've done it, and I know how to get out of a spin.
Boot in the opposite rudder, hard, and then shove forward on the
stick, and then pull out of the dive in which you find yourself.
Practice that often enough and it becomes instinctive. Before they
let you go up in a K-8 at Booker you have to go up by yourself in the
K-13 and do two solo spins (and recoveries) observed by your
instructor, who is safely on the ground.
Obviously, before I could perform this manoeuvre satisfactorily, I had to be able to induce the spin in the first place. And this is
surprisingly difficult in the docile K-13, especially when you've
removed the compensating weight of the instructor, and you are
sitting up front in the nose weighing the thing down. I had to go up
four days in a row just to learn how to initiate that wicked
wingover, flip, and round she goes, and you can bet I had the
galloping butterflies every day that week, driving up the M40. But
I kept at it, and cracked it.
Dave Oddie agreed to stay on the ground and pay attention as
I went up in 113 and did a couple of gentle half-spins, followed by
extremely quick recoveries, over the Wycombe dump. When I had
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returned to earth, "Did you see that, Dave? Were you watching?"
He signed my book "Cleared to fly the K-8."
Which I did the very next day. Dave Richardson gave me the
briefing. The K-8 is very light and twitchy and is off the ground in
no time, following the tug, and you must be extra careful not to get
too high, and to keep those long, long wings level. Of course I overcontrolled at first, being nervous, and it was a pretty exciting kind
of day too, as there were lots of bumps and bubbles in the air.
What was really disconcerting was that after we got to about 300
feet the tailwheel on the tug plane fell off, right in front of my nose.
Spiraled down to land on somebody's farm. I don't think it hit

anybody, but what was the proper thing to do now? No radio, of
course, no way I could let the tug pilot know what had happened.
Eventually I stopped worrying about it and just concentrated on
following the tug up to 2,000 feet, released, and at once found
myself in lift. Oh, it was grand! Quite true what they said about the
K-8, it could outclimb the fancy modern heavy glassfibre gliders.
I went round and round in the thermal, opening out the turn
from time to time to locate the strongest lift, and when the thermal
and I had drifted downwind from the airfield at 4,000 feet I left it
and flew upwind to the next one. A whole string of thermals came
along one after the other, and staying up was no problem at all.
What a super soaring day! Dudley Steynor was flying in the K-13
with a student, and came over to join me in a nice big thermal; we
flew round on opposite sides of the lift and waved to each other.
Most companionable.
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I began to get bolder, going more and more upwind, until I was
all the way over West Wycombe at 4,000 feet. What they all said
about the K-8 was absolutely right, beginners delight! Stayed up
for over an hour that first time. When I finally got tired and came
down they told me that was a Bronze Leg. "What's a Bronze Leg?"
I enquired. Well, you get another one, and then you pass the
written test, and the flying test with an instructor, and then you
have a Bronze Certificate and you may fly cross-country.
Now when I started all this gliding business I never thought
I would even go solo, let alone go cross-country. I wasn't even sure
I wanted to go cross-country. Just learning to stay up was intensely
satisfying, good enough for me, but the next day I went up in the
K-8 again, and it wasn't so easy a day by any means, but I managed
to find the lift when better pilots had to come down, so now there
were two Bronze Legs in my logbook, signed and certified.
Got this far, may as well go whole hog. I bought a little book on
Air Law for Glider Pilots, and a big book on Meteorology for Glider
Pilots, and set myself down to study for the written test. Some of
the BGA Rules were positively quaint. "Be sure the glider is
attached to the tow plane before beginning the takeoff." A lot of
detail about red and green flares, black and white smoke, black
balls and red balls hung from a mast, etc. etc. A white double cross
means gliding in progress. A pair of yellow X's means drop your
tow rope here. A series of red flashes means go away and land
somewhere else, though I don't see how you could obey that order,
with the best will in the world, if the thermals had quit for the day.
What do you do if two aircraft are converging, head on? Good
question. Better do something, that's for sure. When flying along a
road, or other linear feature, keep the road on your left. Wonder if
that holds true for the USA?
After four weeks, I managed to finish the book on Meteorology
for Glider Pilots, though I understood very little of it. Felt ready
enough to take the written text, invigilated by Bernie Fitchett, who
brought the paper, set me down at a table in the cafe, while he and
everyone else went upstairs to the bar.
The first question said "If the needle is over on the left, the little
ball in in the middle, and your speed is increasing, you are in (1) a
spiral dive, (2) straight and level flight, (3) a spin." I was
flummoxed. Law I had studied. Meteorology I had studied. But
what the little needle and the little ping-pong ball in a tube were
doing while one assumed various unusual attitudes was something
to which I had paid little attention, usually being busy at the tune,
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praying or whatever. I broke out into a sweat. If the whole test was
in this sort of vein I was a goner.
Luckily the rest of the paper wasn't so bad. When I had finished
it Bernie marked it and discussed the various points that needed
clarification. Not a spectacular pass, but a pass.
Next hurdle to complete the Bronze, a session in the motor
glider to practice field landings. Beastly thing. Bernie didn't like to
waste petrol, so he thermalled it up to 2,000 feet, which was rather
upsetting to my inner sensitivities. Nevertheless I managed to aim
it at a suitable field and arrive over the hedge more or less in the
right place before he wound it up again.
Before we took off for our field landing practice, Bernie told me
from his great experience the things to look out for when choosing a
field. "First if all," said Bernie, "make sure its a big field. Don't
wait until the last minute before making a choice. Remember the
wind direction. Avoid tall crops if possible; pasture is best if no
animals are present. Set up a circuit just as if you were landing at
Booker and look over the chosen field. Downhill is no good and an
open approach is important. Look out for power lines, and don't
cramp the circuit."

Pasture is best, if no animals are present...

An aircraft shall not fly closer than 500 feet to any person, vessel, vehicle or structure...
Air Traffic Regs. 1981, Rule 5, Sec. 9.4.l(d)

Of course you can place no confidence at all in the altimeter.
Whole thing has to be measured by eye, by experience, by
judgement. Because, having set the altimeter to zero feet on your
home airfield, you may end up landing in a field several hundred
feet higher or lower than the altimeter's zero. Which is why they
put sticky tape over it before you go solo.
Last hurdle, up with Bernie in the K-13, just to go over the
basics one more time; stalls, spins, steep turns, circuit planning.
"Now," said Bernie, "let me see you do a spot landing, right next to
the bus." Unfortunately some people happened to be putting the
wings on a Pegasus directly on my chosen line of approach. I didn't
intend to frighten them, I had at least fifteen feet of clearance over
their heads, but Bernie got upset about it.
"What if," he said quite severely, "you had run into wind
gradient just at that point? Furthermore, remember your law;
an aircraft shall not fly closer than 500 feet to any person, vessel,
vehicle or structure. That's 500 feet, not fifteen!" Oh dear.
I promised never to do it again, and Bernie signed my papers.
Bronze "C" complete.
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XVI.

DAVE ODDIE'S FAREWELL PARTY

I am not really an outgoing person. Basically, I am unsure of
myself and shy. Ever since, in adolescence, we had to go to dances
where the girls outnumbered the boys, and we lined the walls in our
ruffles and agony, hoping somebody, anybody, would ask us to
dance. I hated it! I died a thousand deaths, pride and confidence
wilting, because while some girls were asked to dance all the time,
I almost never was asked to dance. In short, a wallflower.
I still feel exactly the same way about parties, though that was
forty years ago when I was twelve and tubby, with stringy hair and
grubby fingernails. Now I am a middle-aged matron, mother of
four, accomplished, mature, with plenty of friends and the respect
of the community, and I still dread going to dances. There's one
tonight, the Annual Dinner and Dance of the Booker Gliding Club,
at the Kings Arms Hotel in Stokenchurch, and I am going all by
myself, though I wouldn't buy a ticket until I was sure there would
be others there on their own. We'll see.
Now Dave Oddie's Farewell Party, that was something else!
Rather less than a formal occasion. Invitation by grapevine. I really
wanted to go to that one. After all, Dave had sent me solo, and
I really liked him and his girlfriend Anna. Nobody seemed to know
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what time the party was supposed to begin on the Thursday in the
clubhouse bar, so I arrived much too early and nobody was there.
I had dressed up a bit, actually wore a skirt
a multicoloured
Seminole Indian skirt which adds character to any occasion. I had
brought along my guitar, just in case anybody wanted to hear me
sing the "Booker Gliding Song" (usually enough to clear the room).

We used to singalong at all our college parties, "Scarlet Ribbons",
"Venezuela", "John Henry" and "Careless Love." No harm in
bringing along a guitar.
Eventually Don Hargrove showed up. Good old Don. We sat
together and yakked for a while and then suddenly everyone else
trooped in, with the guest of honour, already three sheets in the
wind and rosy of cheek. Nor was Anna feeling any pain. One of the
fellows saw my guitar and was quick to borrow it and play a lot of
songs unfamiliar to me, such as "House of the Rising Sun" and
other strange ditties. I did try a bit of "Ten Thousand Miles" but
nobody seemed to know it and they were all busy talking. Oh well.
I put the guitar away.
Up to this point I had refrained from spirituous liquor, because
it ruins what little musical co-ordination I possess, but as nobody
seemed to want to sing along to my style of music I figured I might
as well have a drink.
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An old pal of Dave's came in at this point and presented him
with a small gift, which turned out to be a set of poker dice. At this
everyone gave a great shout and said "Let's play a game!" I was
ready for a game, any time. "Can I play?" "Sure" said Bernie
Fitchett, and made room for me on the bench. "Come on, Mary, sit
down. We're going to play 21 Aces." Everyone gleamed with
anticipation and elbowed round the table for places.
Dave explained the rules. "You take turns rolling the dice; the
one to roll the 7th ace orders the drink. The one to roll the 14th has
to pay for it. And the one who rolls the 21st ace has to drink it!"
Everyone groaned and shouted with laughter, but that didn't sound
too onerous to me, until I began to play, and began to understand.
Barry, as bartender, was ready to produce the most wild and
vile combinations of beverages that could be contrived, according
to the inspiration of the one rolling ace number 7. I think the first
drink was a half-pint of Old Peculiar, a shot of Angastora Bitter,
and a shot of creme de men the! As we took turns rolling the dice,
the excitement grew, till of all people, Dave Oddie won the drink
and had to drink it. But not slowly and deliberately, oh no. All in
one breath, while the assembled company shouted "GO, GO, GO!"
and down the hatch.
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With a grimace Dave wiped his mouth of foam and his eyes
became somewhat glassier. For quite a while the drink was won by
other thirsty players, but at last the 21st ace was mine, and I had to
drink it! It wasn't that bad a combination. Cointreau and beer and
something else, but to down it all in one go was something I have
never done before, and I thought I would strangle or choke to
death, but I managed it, and everyone cheered lustily and I began
to feel quite jolly.
We played another game after Barry ran out of ideas for mixed
drinks. This one was called Rumbelow, and required a large bottle
of whiskey to be placed in the middle of the table. Each of us chose
a gesture by which we had to respond whenever another player
made our own particular symbol. Bob Jarvis made the gesture of
lifting a beer mug. Bernie patted his head. Dave laid his finger
alongside his nose. Anna wiggled her fingers like rabbit ears.
I clasped my hands in prayer, and that was a mistake, because it
became the most popular gesture of the evening. And if you didn't
notice someone using it and respond immediately with your own
and another signal, you had to down a slug of whiskey. Everything
got very noisy and merry as the game progressed. I didn't always
notice in time that somebody was saying their prayers, and had to
pay the forfeit more often than I could count.
Anna too was looking more and more overcome, till suddenly
she vanished under the table with a sigh.
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Some of the lads decided to do a musical exhibition to that
ancient aviation glee called "Bless 'em all" which seemed terribly
entertaining to everyone, especially as somehow they ended up by
falling out the door and dropping their trousers. Until then I had
thought a "Moonie" was a member of a Korean religious sect.
Usually I don't think that sort of thing is in the least amusing but it
all seemed very funny that night, and I had my head on somebody's
shoulder and was telling him all about my life history.
After that things began to run downhill. Various people were
sleeping in various places, mostly on the floor. Glasses and empty
bottles were everywhere. I decided it was time for me to go home,
but it was very difficult to walk down the stairs in a co-ordinated
fashion. Driving home was much easier than walking downstairs,
though the white lines on the motorway tended to wimble and
waver when I knew they ought to be straight. Being a Thursday
night and very, very late, there was fortunately no-one else on the
road at all, and I covered the familiar route without incident, crept
into bed, and realised that this would be a night I would rather
forget. Whenever I shut my eyes the world tipped over and that was
too horrid and I had to keep them open until morning, and all
morning long I was very, very sick. The whole of the next day was a
complete write-off. At my age I should know better! Drinking
games indeed! All the same, it was a memorable party. Wouldn't
have missed it for anything.
Well, it's ten past seven. Time to leave for the party tonight.
There's been a blizzard all day, the 9th of February. Have to take it
easy on the roads. I'll let you know how the party turns out.
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XVII.

FIELD LANDING

As soon as he saw me walk in the office the CFI said, "Whatever
you're asking, the answer is NO!"
Sometimes I know just how John McEnroe feels! It doesn't do
much good to argue with Brian Spreckley either. "But Brian!"
I pleaded, "It's going to be a good day please may I have the K-8
to go cross-country?" Brian and Bernie Fitchett looked at each
other Bernie raised an eyebrow and shrugged. "You can go put
your name on the list and help them get out the gliders, and we'll
see how the day develops." I was off like a shot.
Ready for it now ... to slip the surly bonds of Booker and float
downwind to try for Silver Distance, SO kilometers. Depending on
the wind direction, I could try for Enstone, or Swindon. Or
Lasham.
Being a middle-aged chicken-hearted lady glider pilot, I did not
want to get lost. I went to Enstone and made a dozen circuits with
Gordon Camp in a Grob motor glider. I went to Swindon and had a
jolly good look at the neighbourhood. I went to Lasham, where
gentle Derek Piggott took me up in the Falke for an exericse in map
reading to Reading and back.
"I don't recommend," said Derek "making a first cross-country
attempt this time of year. So many fields are in crop and it's
difficult to find a safe landing place." He cut the engine and
I wrestled with the controls in a wobbly circle. "Try to keep away
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from the sinking air, and watch your speed. That's it, gentle
turns." Amazing. I never thought a Falke could soar, but it can.
We floated down over Basingstoke; Derek pointed out the AA
building and the road to Lasham. I felt pretty confident I wouldn't
get lost. Derek wrote in my logbook "Map reading, Lasham,
Aldermaston, Reading and back. Went well."
He never expected I would show up the very next day! But
I did. It took some doing.
I beetled on down to the hangar where the eager beginners on
course were sorting out the K-13s, and wrote a note and left it on
the seat of the Orange K-8 named Josee. I found a brand new
parachute and put that in the glider. To substantiate a claim for a
Silver Distance certificate you must carry a sealed barograph on
your journey. The instrument traces all your ups and downs with a
stylus on smoked paper on a revolving drum. I took a barograph
apart and Bernie showed me how to smoke the paper with a
burning bit of old tape. Dave Richardson signed and sealed it and
I strapped it in the back. Two kind visitors pushed the glider down
the field to the point of launching for the day. Doug Edwards said
he would come and get me if I landed out. Everything was set and
ready. But what would Brian say?
Brian said, "You'll have to wait and see. It's not good enough
yet." What he really meant was that I wasn't good enough yet. Last
week I got all ready and he wouldn't let me go. I made a delightfully
precise spot landing just between two gliders, which Brian
happened to see, and I caught a rocket for not playing safe and
landing down the field. "Last year," said Brian "a K-8 was broken
just that way. You could have been caught by a crosswind gust, and
damaged the glider." He's right, of course. Always is.
But now the day was warming up. The pundits began to queue
for takeoff. The big blue hole over Booker began to fill with bits of
fluff. I began to get really nervous. No doubt about it, this was
going to be a super soaring day, a classic. Now or never! Where was
Brian? Brian was strapped into the Jantar way up the field, already
attached to the tug. I pelted over to him, to the indignation of the
chap on wingtip. "Can't you see we're ready to launch?" he yelled
angrily.
Brian popped open the canopy with a weary look. He looked at
me, he looked at the sky. And he spoke thus: "You can go if, and
only if, cloud base is 3,600 feet, and the visibility is good at
Goring." Yahoo! At last!
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"You'd better take some water with you," advised Doug
Edwards. But I had nothing to carry it in, so didn't. Mistake
number one. The brand new parachute wasn't as comfortable as
I had hoped mistake number two. I didn't think to put a cushion
in the back. Mistake number three. There were other mistakes, but
those I found out about later. And the logkeeper got very grumpy
when I wasn't quite ready and had to be pulled away from the
queue. "If you didn't talk so much, Mary, you'd be ready on time."
Boy, that really got me upset. I was upset enough already, I'd made
about six trips to the hedge and that's not easy for a lady to manage
with any delicacy.
My state of nerves was demonstrated to the onlookers by a very
shaky takeoff. For a terrible moment as I swerved from side to side
I thought I should have to abort; with no cushion at my back it was
a job to keep the stick full forward but I hung in there and sorted it
out. We bounded up over the trees, up over the M40, upwind
toward the Stokenchurch Tower. I released at 2,000 feet and tried
to get comfortable and began to turn in what turned out to be sink.
This wouldn't do. Over the village of Land End you're pretty sure
to find a thermal, and sure enough three gliders were circling there.
I joined them and climbed up to 3,600 below cloud base. Brian's
conditions had been met. You could see all the way to Didcot.
I headed west toward a likely-looking cloud upwind of Booker.
It didn't work so I tried another and that one didn't work either.
Four out of thirteen times in the K-8 I had stayed up more than an
hour and could have stayed up all day. But today nothing worked.
It flew like a brick. Back to the Lane End thermal, marked by half a
dozen experts, I waffled round for more than an hour before things
began to get a little better and I could find lift all by myself with
nobody showing where. All this time in gliding range of Booker.
I could hear the barograph ticking at my back.
I began to creep toward the ridge. The wind, more west than
north, resisted penetration. Over the ridge I was down to 1600 feet
and now too far from Booker to go back, without ever having made
a firm decision to press on. "Oh God." I quaked in my seat and
tried to decide on a suitable field, where they were cutting the hay,
and only then found lift and managed to center. I didn't want to
leave it even though it wasn't very strong, so I worked it and
worked it and worked it, and had a very good look at Henley on the
Thames. Never cross the Thames at Henley or you may find
yourself in a territorial dispute with a 747 on its way into Heathrow.
And we know nobody's looking out the window in a 747, much less
the pilot on approach.
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... a territorial dispute with a 747

I struggled up to 2,500 over Henley, then flew from cloud to
cloud just north of Reading. A super day! Any moron could stay up
on a pocket handkerchief. All I had to do was go west of Reading
and east of Basingstoke and follow the road to Las ham.
Easier said than done. I didn't dare fly across Reading, it is a
vast sprawling city, with a brewery and a gasometer, and a lot of
streets and houses and no place to land in the middle. I went round
the west end but it was a mighty struggle. The K-8 will float but it
won't go up-river. Every time I got down below 1800 feet my
glasses got all steamed up and I couldn't see. At last I turned the
corner and fled down to Basingstoke. Hurrah! From here it will be
a piece of cake. After all, Lasham is in gliding distance from
Basingstoke. Just don't make a mistake and land at Odiham; that
would be short of the Silver Distance.
I decided to make one last ascent to be sure of an easy glide to
Lasham. By now I had been flying for more than 3 l/2 hours on a
very warm day, and I was getting tired. In fact I began to feel pretty
bad, dizzy and nauseated. "I'm nearly there and I'm falling apart!"
I realised. Instead of going up I was going down. And near Lasham,
Derek Piggot had said the day before, there was nowhere safe to
land.
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I had to come down. No choice. Couldn't make it. There, down
there, a ploughed field, big enough and into wind. I said out loud,
"I am going to land, dammit" and I put my hand on the airbrake,
and anyway there's nobody in the circuit to worry about, and that
ploughed field is no good because its bloody down hill! But just
beyond it there's a pasture. I can see the thistles sticking up, and
the animals are in another field. I can see the electric fence, and the
pasture is uphill into wind and not too steep and I turned on to base
and 55 knots, watched the speed, and turned into wind and came
down over the hedge and made a perfect landing. "I did it, I did it!
I landed in a field!" Tremendous elation. Tremendous relief.
I opened the canopy, rejoicing. Clambered out, took off my
parachute and put it on the wing to weigh it down. Warm silence,
bird song. I wondered, what do I do next? And then over the hill,
three men appeared. I hoped for a kind reception. It was rather
disconcerting to realise they were toting shotguns. But the natives
were friendly; just rabbit-hunting, not glider-hunting. "Sorry to
drop in like this," I apologized, "but your field came just in time!"

"You're lucky, lady," said the farmer, "We just moved the
longhorn bull out of here this morning!"
A glass of water in the farmer's kitchen did the world of good.
Lasham was only four miles down the road; I phoned them up and
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they agreed to send a tug and if the field was not too steep they
would tow me back to Lasham. The whole family came out to see
the fun. I never thought the tug would land, the field was uphill
into wind, and not very big. Brian Spreckley always says "When in
doubt Chicken Out" and that's a good motto in my opinion. But it
would be a long way home by road.
At last we saw the little yellow Piper Cub, towing a glider to
a likely cloud nearby. Set free, it came down and looked us over.
And then, incredibly, it dropped the cable. "He's going to land!"
I shouted. And realised that I would have to fly again that day, and
my knees turned to jelly.
The tug turned and landed neatly up the slope. The pilot,
Graham Rodger, said we'd have to move the glider to the bottom of
the field and take off downwind, the slope was much too steep to
take off into wind uphill. Sure enough, the field had a longer bit
down at the bottom that I hadn't noticed, so the farmer and his
family helped push the glider down to the very bottom corner, and
I asked them all to turn their backs for a moment which they all did
most politely, while I crouched behind the glider.
"You'll have to keep the wings level on the downwind take off,
and if it looks like we won't make it, release the cable," said
Graham Rodger. The farmer looked impressed with the solemnity
of the occasion. I felt pretty solemn as well. "Don't get high,"
reminded Graham, and climbed into the tug. We rattled over the
flinty field for a long, long time but Graham flew with supreme
confidence and I didn't do too badly
we got away downwind
with no trouble.
I made a lousy circuit at Lasham. Came in way too high, like a
thousand feet instead of 300, and made an S turn abruptly on the
final approach, which is Never Never Done, and they came and
told me so and I submitted meekly to reproof and said I would sin
no more and humbly apologised and went into the bar and had a
large gin and tonic.
Doug Edwards and Bernie Fitchett came down with the tug
from Booker to fetch me home; Doug flew in the glider and I rode
in the tug with Bernie and we flew over my little pasture and
I pointed it out to Bernie, feeling quite proud of myself. Of course
it was four miles short of Silver Distance. Never mind. Anyway,
the barograph was upside down. Tick, tick, tick but it didn't make
a trace. Close, but no cigar.
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XVIII.

THE ASTIR

The pundits were ranged on the balcony, beer glasses in hand.
The tranquil hush of evening was broken only by the tug towing
up the gliders for the Friday night course. On the way to the airfield
I passed four or five glider trailers being towed to the site of
somebody's outlanding.
Usually I go flying mid-day to find the best thermals, but this
night I had a date with an Astir!
The Astir is a single-seat high-performance glassfibre glider. It
costs a lot of money. Relative beginners, early solo pilots, may fly
the K-8, which can be very frustrating because it won't go upwind.
But if you do something stupid in a K-8 and break the glider, which
two beginners managed to do last year at Booker, you can buy
another for £2,000. Whereas Club Astir number 885 is valued at
£6,790, which is a lot of bananas.
Nevertheless, Brian Spreckley said I was ready to go in the
Astir, provided conditions were calm and I was properly briefed.
I had achieved my Bronze Gliding Certificate, had made a crosscountry flight in the K-8, had landed safely in a farmer's field, and
altogether had accrued 19 hours of solo flight and a total of 167
launches (which is also a lot of bananas at an average cost of £12 per
flight).
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It was a little discomfiting to read in Wednesday's Oxford Mail
that a pilot from Bicester had dropped an Astir into a clump of
trees only the day before, but she did walk away from it, and after
all I was only going to do a circuit of my home field, which I had
done lots of times before. I was only a little nervous.

...dropped an Astir into a clump of trees

By the time Astir 885 came down from its previous excursion a
large party had arrived on the airfield demanding joyrides, and
Spreckley was busy towing them up with the Chipmunk. There
were 40 in the party, and all three club towplanes were shuttling up
and down like mad to be sure that everyone got a ride before the
evening closed in. Genial Chris Evans had been delegated to give
me my briefing.
Compared with the K-8 sitting in the Astir is more like lying
down. Rather like a dentist's chair. The rudder pedals can be
pulled right up to meet your feet. Rather disconcerting, to
contemplate flying lying down. At least this was a fixed wheel
glider, so one less thing to worry about.
"Now Brian himself is going to tow you up," Chris told me after
he had discussed the differences between the Astir and the K-8.
"Don't try to lift it off too soon it's heavier than the K-8 and
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don't forget to try the effect of the airbrakes before the last minute
on approach. And if you bounce, or balloon up in the air trying to
touch down, just put the airbrakes away, land further up the field
and we'll come and get you."
"But Brian is flying the Chipmunk! This thing is too heavy to go
up behind the Chipmunk!" The Chipmunk doesn't have a lot of
extra power, and once some cowboy flying it on a weekend
had caused me a lot of anxiety before we finally made it over the
hedge on a no-wind day. I didn't care if a genius was flying the
Chipmunk. I didn't want to go up behind it and that was that.
I began to get in a sweat.
But Brian in the Chipmunk was swinging in front of one of the
joyriders, and the next tug down was the Super Cub, with good old
Pete Clark at the helm. Pete had taken me up on a very hairy day
for my first solo in the K-8, a memorable flight when I managed to
stay up an hour and twenty minutes for my first Bronze Leg. I was
very glad to see it was Pete flying the Super Cub, so with no more
ado Chris Evans hooked up the Astir and away we went. I did
remember not to lift off too soon as we went lippety lippety over the
bumps. I was rather surprised in fact to see the Super Cub lift off
first. I'd better take off too, I thought! So I did, and the Astir was
sweetly docile in the tranquil evening air.
It is rather harrowing that the first time you get to test out a new
type of single seater you have to find out how it works all by
yourself, which is why a good briefing is important. Everything
happened so fast that I didn't have time to get scared, but just hung
in there and kept a-movering. All that expensively acquired
experience had become reflexive. I found myself doing the right
thing by instinct, without conscious thought, effortlessly, like a
bird.
Speaking of birds, last week I found a particularly useful
thermal, 4 up on the variometer, and looking down, there was a
flock of starlings circling to my left. They saw that I was in the best
lift and damned if they didn't come over to join me! Now that is
really something. I cackled and chortled all the way up to cloud
base.
Laid back in the Astir, I cast off from Pete's Super Cub and
made a few tentative turns over the Borstal Wood Camp. No lift at
all at all, but not much sink either. A K-13 was flying on my left,
doing nothing in particular, and here came the Robin, pulling up
another joyrider. I sloshed around experimentally, spilled some
height trying out the airbrakes, and eventually began the circuit.
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Planning a nice wide base leg, according to the teaching of
Bernie Morris, I turned on to the final approach a bit high, so put
the airbrakes out, keeping the speed steady all the way down at 55,
55, 55, and rounded out just over the peritrack. Stick right back, a
lovely holdoff, I settled down nicely, rolling along in the no-wind
conditions toward a K-13 surrounded by eager helpful people who
would surely have it pushed out of the way by the time I got there
... or would they? They didn't move! Chris Evans had told me to
forget about the wheel brake, but this thing had got a wheel brake,
and I thought I'd better use it! Fortunately it worked.

And the helpful people began to push the K-13 across the field,
having properly been waiting for somebody else to take off. Moral:
never assume that they'll get out of your way!
I could see Brian Spreckley sitting in the cockpit of the
Chipmunk, watching the whole thing. I bet when he comes down
he'll have something to say about that unnecessary close call. After
all, I had the whole blasted airfield to choose from. Why did I have
to come down right next to the only other glider on the field?
Dummy!
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Chris Evans, advising a young pilot what to do with the Astir

Feeling guilty, I reported back to Chris Evans. "Did you see
that landing?" I asked him, after we had parked the glider behind
the bus, out of the way. "Yes, very nice," said Chris. "Very good
landing." He seemed rather pleased with the whole thing. I began
to feel better about it. I guess instructors are relieved when the
pupil comes down in one piece.
Statistically one's first solo is usually quite safe, but the first go
on a strange type can be more exciting. Last year somebody on her
first flight in the K-8 was so overpowered by homing instinct that
she ran into the bus on landing. Of course one uses the bus as a
reference point because it is parked where one is supposed to touch
down. However desirable it is to land near the bus, it is overdoing it
to actually run into the damn thing.
All the same, I can remember being tremendously disconcerted
one day when, just as I had set up a nice circuit to land near the bus,
it suddenly drove off to the other side of the field
changing the
runway due to a shift in the wind. Rather hke having the Rock of
Gibraltar up anchor and move to Morocco.
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When Brian came back he said, "That was a very good landing,
Mary." And never said a word about landing too close to the K-13.
I began to feel a lot better. "Should I take it up again?" I asked.
"No, save your money, take it up on a good day and do some
soaring. But see me before you do." Well, how about that? Okay,
I was willing to wait for a better day. If Brian thought that was a
good landing it must have been a good landing.
Inspired with zeal, I spent the rest of the evening assisting
joyriders into their parachutes and retrieving gliders from down the
field. Terry Mitchell showed me how to tie down the Astir and
button up the canopy cover; a lot simpler than stacking wooden
gliders in the hangar at night.
I used to wonder every morning, as we pulled out the gliders for
the day, how those experts on the evening course could possibly fit
all those K-13s and the Piper Cubs and the Chipmunk and the K-21
and the Puchaz and the T-21 and the BBC glider into such a
confined space. Attempting to withdraw the K-8 from the Chinese
puzzle one day, I happened to be the most experienced person
present, directing the others. When the little steel tube sticking out
of the tail of the BBC glider happened to encounter the frail fabric
of the underwing on the T-21, I didn't realise until too late what
was making that ripping noise. The T-21 was laid up for a week.

Ill

Feeling like a gormless idiot, I went to confess to Dave
Richardson, who was hard at work in the blister hangar, stripping
down a K-13. Dave does all our repairs and maintenance and when
he's put it all back together he takes it up on a test flight to make
sure everything works. I thought Dave would be annoyed about the
damage to the T-21, but he just grunted "Okay, thanks for telling
me. It's happened before."
All the gliders safely tucked up in their beds at last, we retired
to the bar. A nice cool half pint of lager tasted very good indeed.
Those who had helped with the large party of joyriders were
rewarded with a free beer and a sandwich; I qualified for half a
sandwich.
Paul Brice and Chris Lyttelton came rolling in, sunburnt and
jolly. Chris had brought Paul's glider back from somewhere in
deepest Hampshire, due, Paul said, to a slight problem with
navigation. Paul told us a wonderful story.
It seems there was a tough old instructor in the Air Training
Corps who had a habit, in the old open tandem seater that was used
in ATC training, of putting the student on his own just before his
first solo by detaching his duplicate control stick, telling the
student "Well, I guess I don't need this any more!" and tossing it
over the side. Really put the lads on their mettle, don't you know?
Except that one student got crafty. He obtained an extra control
stick and smuggled it aboard. When the instructor, true to form,
said, "Well, I don't need this any more," and tossed his stick over
the side, the student chirruped, "I guess I£an do that too!" ... and
tossed his stick over the side as well.
You could hear quite clearly from the ground the remarks made
by the instructor on that occasion.
I don't think I would ever have the courage to become an
instructor, but I would love to qualify to take people up for
joyrides. I really enjoy talking to people who are going up for the
first time, telling them how beautiful it is to fly in a glider, and how
truly safe it is (no petrol, after all), then helping them to do up the
leg straps on the parachute. I even enjoy logkeeping, and helping to
sort out whose turn it is to fly, keeping everybody happy while
waiting by showing them how to help push the gliders back down
the field. I got so carried away with this the other day that I started
to lead a delegation of newcomers directly in front of a glider ready
to launch. Fortunately Barry Meeks saw it in time and removed us.
I never make the same mistake twice; I think up a brand new one
every time.
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The old open tandem two-seater Slingsby T-31 used by the Air Training Corps. This
specimen, piloted by Willem Daams, is setting out from Booker to Holland, towed by
Friedrich Wevers in a Cessna 172. Said Wevers, after the trip, "We hadden een wind van
25 Kts schuin tegen. Het was turbulent en ik had handen en voeten nodig om niet teveel
verzet te worden. We vlogen op 1500 ft maar bij Calais zat de bewolking op 500 ft. Willem
Daams besloot toen uit veiligheidsoverwegingen om de sleep maar neer te zetten op het
vliegveld van Calais. De sleepsnelheid van de T-31 is max. 52 Kts en dan blijft de Cessna net
op snelheid maar klimt dan bijna niet meer."
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XIX.

SOARING

"Today mainly dry with sunny periods. A band of high cloud
will disperse about mid-day, temperature 22 Celsius, winds light to
moderate. Tomorrow scattered showers can be expected."
Yesterday the wind had been 20 knots, gusting to 25, quite
unsuitable for a second solo in the Astir. My first flight in the Astir,
the previous Friday evening, had been in utterly tranquil air and
had gone very smoothly. Why was I so nervous about going again?
I was nervous, all right. Four trips to the loo already and I had to go
again, and I hadn't even left home yet! Just the knowledge that
today would be the day got me all stirred up.
By ten I had finished the washing up, swept the kitchen, fed the
dog, hung up the laundry, taken out the garbage. No more excuses.
It was time to be going.
On arrival at the airfield I found that somebody else had signed
up for Astir 885. Maybe he wouldn't mind if I took it up for just
one circuit? Actually he was quite decent about it, willing to wait
until conditions unproved, provided I kept my promise to be gone
no longer than half an hour.
"You'll find it easier going with a bit of wind to help your
takeoff," Dave Richardson assured me, on preflight briefing. "Just
keep the stick about there, and let it lift itself off." Right. Except
that after it lifted itself off I put the nose down a bit sharpish, and
hit the ground with a terrible BOING!! "Jesus Christ," I said out
loud, as the Astir sailed up again, quivering on the end of the
towline. The Supercub soldiered on steadily, and I managed to
settle down and the rest of the flight went well enough.
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After a creditable landing, Dave and several others came over to
tell me what I had done wrong. We checked the bottom of the Astir
which fortunately showed no sign of damage. But it wasn't
especially a good way to end the day, so I wanted to fly again, in a
K-13, to sooth my nerves and just enjoy myself. And to prove to
myself that I wasn't a complete idiot.
I put my name on the flying list again, this time for a K-13, and
meanwhile made myself useful, helping to launch the 8 or 10 people
who were taking the five-day course. One minor problem that day,
the electricity had gone off and the cafe was closed. No tea, no
lunch, and the nearest loo was a long way off. I volunteered to go

for fish and chips. Fifteen orders offish, eleven orders of chips, and
Barry Meeks provided a case of cokes. Josee kindly shared her
chips with me, as there weren't quite enough to go round.
664 turned in over the trees and landed down at the far, far end
of the field. What's he doing down there?" asked the logkeeper.
"Must be cable break practice," I said. Three young men sighed
and began the long walk to retrieve. I took over the logkeeping. 664
went up again, and again was down in no time, in another distant
corner. Another long-suffering delegation went down to retrieve
him. And then the moment of truth
"Biggies" was strapped in
for his first solo, the entire class watched his takeoff quite good
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and his flight
he stayed up quite a long time
and his
landing. An excellent landing, well planned, fully held off. No
reluctance this time, the whole class went down to fetch him and
congratulate. There is no moment quite like it. We were all very
happy for him.
My go now. I captured 664, still set up for solo flight, asked one
of the lads to keep it for me while I made a quick trip to the distant
loo. And returned in time to see somebody else take off in my
plane! Rats! Can't turn your back for a minute! I realised again the
inconvenience of being female; everyone else just stepped behind
the bus and widdled on the tyre. Josee and I had to trek half a mile
or hold out.
"Never mind, Mary. You can have EBZ when it comes back,"
Terry told me. Oh well. One thing about waiting around, if you
have to wait long enough, you get over being nervous. EBZ was
gone well over an hour, Dennis Harris had taken a friend up for an
air experience and was making the most of it. At last, at last, they
appeared in the circuit. It was four in the afternoon. And what
made it all quite okay after all was that conditions had vastly
improved. The high cirro-stratus had moved away, the wind had
freshened from the southwest, beautiful little puffy clouds were
growing into beautiful big puffy clouds.
EBZ sailed up happily after the tug, Dudley Steynor towing.
I smiled to think of good old Dudley pulling me up as we bounced
along through some interesting turbulence, and when the tug
suddenly sailed up at 1800 feet I pulled off in a nice bit of lift, rode
it to the base of the TMA, and headed west.
Another glider marked the next thermal, over Lane End again,
up to 3,600, then I headed toward Stokenchurch and found good
lift under a nice big cloud, up to 4,200. Lots of airspace under my
belt now, I thought I would try to find a thermal out in the blue, not
under a cloud. I headed confidently out from the clouds into the
open sky, the 6 down on the variometer for once not a worry.
Sure enough, out there in the middle of the blue I caught the
first hint of lift and began to circle. And the lift improved. And
improved and improved. Wow! this was truly fantastic! For the
first time ever the vario registered 8 up! And no cloud at all to top
it! Round and round, steadily the altimeter moved at an impressive
pace, and I was up amid those lovely, lovely clouds, in the blue, up
to 5,100 feet before I got sensible and remembered that little gliders
had no business being up over 4,500 in that particular place, and
opened the airbrakes and got the hell down out of there. Was it an
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airway? or the TMA? I hadn't brought the map along to be sure,
had better play safe. One is allowed to cross airways if you keep a
good lookout, but trespassing is strictly forbidden into the
Heathrow Terminal Manoeuvering Area.
Well I still had lots of altitude to play with, so I practiced
sideslipping. And skidding turns. And fluttering stalls, and half
spins, and spiral dives, and wheel down at 80 knots, and up again,
just generally messing around. Side-slipping again, first one way,
then the other. It still took full airbrake to get me down below
2,000!

Time to think about going home. Set up nicely over Borstal
Wood Camp, I squinted down at the airfield, trying to see which
way the windsock was blowing. It is such a tiny little thing seen
from way up, I never can make much sense of it. But the bus was
still parked on runway 25, and a glider had just landed, so the wind
direction hadn't changed though it seemed a lot stronger, pushing
me over all the time. I'd better have a couple of extra hundred feet
of altitude in hand on the circuit and a good wide base leg to make
proper adjustments.
Sure enough it wasn't easy on final approach to punch into that
wind. I had to put the nose right down, and put the airbrakes away
to land safely up the field past the glider that was already down, and
when I got near the ground, suddenly the wind resistance stopped,
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due to ground effect, so it was a good job I made my final turn at a
good height. They call it "wind gradient". "When there is a steep
wind gradient," says Derek Piggott in his book, "this means
changing quickly from flying against a strong wind to flying against
a much lighter wind. In extreme cases the glider may even become
fully stalled as a result of this sudden drop in airspeed. The wise
glider pilot will always approach from a much greater height in
windy conditions ... and approach with plenty of speed to combat
the effects of the wind gradient." Not a bad idea to have an extra
300 or 500 feet of height in hand on a windy day.
The funny thing was that when I had started my flight, at 4.00
in the afternoon, it wasn't all that windy. But 57 minutes later, on
my return, it was very lively indeed, the K-8s had been grounded,
and Gordon looked thoroughly annoyed when he came over to
retrieve the K-13. Maybe that's his way of showing anxiety? No.
Sotto voce he told me, "Now that you've been cleared to fly singleseaters, you ought to fly single-seaters, not take the K-13 away for
nearly an hour! There are people waiting to fly the K-13!"

K13
PILOTS
QUEUE
HERE

Well, what the hell did he think I had been doing all afternoon
but patiently waiting to fly the K-13? Bloody hell! If I'd been up in
a K-8 I would have been blown to China by now! And so far it
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wasn't any fun to fly in the Astir, just blood, sweat and tears.
Maybe I would get used to the Astir eventually, but for now the
only delight was the good old K-13.
Josee and I put the K-8s away in the hangar and I made a dash
for the shops to get something for supper before everything closed.
Housewife once more, buying six pounds of potatoes and a dozen
stunner pippins. "It's been a super day for flying a glider," I said
fatuously to the saleslady as she weighed up the fruit. "You
wouldn't get me up in one of those things with no engine," she said
firmly, unimpressed.
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XX.

FAILURE

By now, the bottom had dropped out of my confidence. Faced
with the terrifying prospect of flying again in the Astir, I positively
dreaded going to Booker. I began to seek excuses to put off the next
flight; Thursday was too windy to be safe; Friday it looked like
rain, and I certainly didn't want to go up on a weekend, there
would be too much traffic. Monday had to be the day. I must screw
up my courage to GO! I must face up to my funk and overcome it.
A call to heroism which my body refused to obey. Eating
breakfast turned out to be quite impossible. Everything I had eaten
the day before passed through my system with incredible speed.
Talk about lightening ship! Maybe I was physically unwell, not just
cowardly? Perhaps this was the beginning of an illness? I knew
perfectly well that it was sheer funk. No excuses, Mary, if you're
going to be a hot-shot pilot you've got to learn to fly the Astir.
I drove to the airfield. Well, well, there was Astir 324, ready and
waiting for me down by the bus. The wind was light from the
northwest. I had a word with Dave Richardson, told him that I had
bounced on takeoff and was worried about bouncing again. Maybe
I should fly in the K-21 with someone? "Just let it fly itself off,"
said Dave. "Don't overcontrol it, set the trim just right and wait
until it lifts off by itself."
Okay, okay. I knew the theory. The practice was something
else. The only thing I had messed up was the takeoff, so what
I needed to do was practice taking off. Like when I had to do the
solo spin; I was in a funk about that too, so I tackled the problem
head-on, so to speak, and went four days in a row with four
different instructors and did nothing but spin, spin, spin, and
learned to put the K-13 into a spin by myself and recover. Almost
learned to like it, but not quite.
So I would take off three times and just do a circuit and land and
take off again right away, this was the way to tackle the problem.
quite comfortable, actually,
I got strapped in to the Astir
compared with the spartan accoutrements of the K-8. John White
helped me to settle down with words of reassurance. Went through
my checks. Closed the canopy. The tug rolled up. And there was
some problem about the tow-rope being wrong way around so
and couldn't! It was stuck!
I decided to open the canopy again
I was trapped! "John, help!" I squawked. "The canopy won't
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open!" Well, everyone came round and fussed over the canopy, one
of the screws in the hinge had come loose. Ever prepared, Dudley
Steynor had a screwdriver handy on one of those versatile jackknives, and he fixed it. The canopy still stuck, but I could persuade
it to open and close with careful wiggling. Actually the delay helped
me to settle down. I was ready now.

Off we went. I bounced again. Rattled up over the trees, hands
sweating, glasses steamed up, swerving a bit but not disastrously,
I pulled off at 1200, tried to turn, and swooped up and down like a
drunken swan. Speed up to 80, down to 40, all over the place.
There was a bit of lift there but I just floundered. Right, go down
and land, get this misery over. I came in way too fast, muddled on
to the ground, nearly rolled into the K-21 but remembered to put
the left boot in and turned in time. John came over to help me push
it back and gave advice. "Take it up to 2,000 this time and get
yourself settled down before coming in to land." Dudley was
reassuring too. "That wasn't really your fault, Mary, there was a
bump in the ground, and you recovered nicely." Says he. I knew
better. Get back on the horse.
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I got back on the horse. And bounced again. This time it was
worse because I was out of position as well, but did manage to get
back in line behind the tug, and did manage to settle down on the
tow to 2000. But I wasn't happy and I surely wasn't proud. At least
I was getting used to bouncing. Maybe this thing bounced all the
time, and after all it seemed to come to no harm. My circuit and
landing was uneventful if unimpressive. I thought that was enough
for the day and immediately began to feel better. Stopped
trembling. Appetite returned. Life seemed worth living once more.
A jolly trip in the good old K-13 with Peter Wally restored my
spirits. Not that my flying was any better, it wasn't, but the
presence of an instructor banishes the jim-jams; I skidded and
slipped and rounded out too high and probably took a couple of
years off his life, but it didn't bother me a bit.
Next day I came to a decision. The right decision. Getting back
on the horse was the wrong decision. Getting all stewed up into a
terrible state of nerves, I would probably end up having an
accident, and that would be really stupid. There was no shame in
admitting that I was not ready for the Astir after all. I would go
back to flying the good old K-8 and acquire more experience. A lot
more experience. Say 10 to 12 hours more experience. Try another
cross-country maybe. After all, this was supposed to be flying for
pleasure. Why pay good money to be scared witless?
To hell with prestige. I had enjoyed great prestige amongst my
friends who were still flying the K-8 and yearning for promotion to
the Astir. I had been promoted to the Astir, I had flown the Astir
four times, and only got worse and worse. After all, I'm not a hotshot jet fighter pilot. I am a middle-aged granny with failing
eyesight and a very low learning curve. In the fullness of time
perhaps I would be ready to try the Astir again and perhaps not, it
didn't truly matter. What matters is that flying should be joy and
confidence and challenge, and knowing and respecting your
limitations.
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XXI.

THE BOOKER REGIONALS

I did not sign up to fly with Wilton-Jones (called Willie) in the
Booker Regionals. Willie had kindly offered to share his experience
in the K-21 two-seater during the 9 days of the gliding competition,
from 28th July to 5th August. I was ready to help on the ground, as
a good club member should, but the ground seemed the best place
to be when the air round Booker was full of flying pundits bent on
heroic tasks.
I arrived on Sunday in time to see the launch. The organisation
was truly impressive. Sixty gliders launched in sixty minutes, one
after the other, follow-my-leader. Up, around, and down went the
tugs till the thermal over Lane End had about thirty gliders stacked
up in a holding pattern taking turns to cross over the line. It looked
just like D-day on the grid.
I kept well out of the way until the launch was complete, then
spent the rest of the afternoon keeping the log for the workaday
club flying and air experience flights, eager to be of use. "Just wait
till they come back, you'll really see something then, on the finish
line," said Dave Richardson.
However ... about five o'clock a band of cloud began to bring
down our local excursions. Cryptic calls were made over the
tannoy. "Crew of 724 to Control. Crew of Charlie Mike Pappa to
Control please. Crew of 825 come to Control," and finally, "Is there
anyone out there who can help with a retrieve?" That's me. Eager
to help, I arrived at the office in time to receive a call from WiltonJones. Willie had landed ECZ up in Daventy somewhere. If we
could find the trailer and somebody to help, we'd meet Willie and
Dave Morrison at the village pub. The glider was in the field
behind the church.
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Terry Mitchell and his boy lan helped to find ECZ's trailer it
wasn't easy to find, not because it was small and inconspicuous. It
was the biggest trailer of the lot, but way down at the end in a sort
of ditch. With it hitched to my middle-aged Ford Escort 13001 felt
like a cockroach towing a church, but at a steady 45 mph we made it
all the way to the village of Everden, took ECZ apart and got back
to Booker by midnight. Not the last ones back, either. Nobody
made it back that day; there were gliders strewn across the land
from Benson to Birmingham, and so many trailers took off down
the M40 it looked like a NATO exercise.
It was arranged as a consequence of this retrieve that I would go
on Thursday as second pilot in ECZ. We spent Thursday watching
the rain pour down. It didn't stop until the day was scrubbed
and the
at 3 pm when, of course, everyone went off to the bar
sun came out. Willie said we could go next day instead.
I went home and did a lot of thinking. How to cope with my
personal plumbing on a long, long flight? No way Wilton-Jones
would be willing to make a field landing at a public convenience in
the middle of the task. Yet I had been in trouble from restricting
got sick and dizzy from
liquid intake on my first cross country
dehydration.
Hans Werner Grosse, the famous holder of long distance gliding
records, said, speaking at the BGA conference up at Norwich,
when asked how he survived on these long flights, "I drink a lot and

I pee a lot!" Some pilots solve this problem by peeing in a plastic
bag and pouring it out of the window, but that would not be
practical for a lady.
In his super book "The Right Stuff about the first astronauts,
Tom Wolfe tells about Al Shepard waiting on the launch pad, all
strapped into his space suit for the very first suborbital launch of
the Mercury Programme. The scientists expected that the suborbital flight would take less than 20 minutes, so no provision had been
made for Shepard to pee. Trouble was something went wrong with
the computer and they had to hold the launch for four hours, and
Shepard was getting more and more uncomfortable. He told
Mission control about this difficulty, and after going off into
conference with all the experts they came back on the line and told
him just to pee in his suit... which he did, and rode into space as
the original suborbital wetback. An excellent precedent.
I decided to take a large bath towel and a change of trousers.
Unsnap and remove the seat-cushion from the K-21, fold up the
towel and sit on it; if need arose I would be ready.
Briefing may be old hat to all those hot-shot competition pilots,
but I felt very excited and important to be one of the participants,
sitting with Wilton-Jones at a table in the back of the blister hangar
with my map and crayon and my copy of the task for the day. Best
of all was the weather briefing. At last, at last, somebody told me
what I really wanted to know about the weather. To be given a
detailed forecast of winds, visibility, depth and range of thermals,
was joy and revelation.
The task for the day. Bicester, then up past Bedford to the old
brick cooling towers at St. Nyots, back to Bicester and home. I
knew how to get to Bicester, after that you could follow the railway
line past Milton Keynes, over the M-l to Bedford, and straight on
downwind to St. Nyots. "Turn low over Bicester," advised Willie,
"and turn high over St. Nyots, because then we'll be punching into
wind and need a good start."
Camera, juice, water, hat, map, etc., all stowed away in the
wingroot of ECZ, we waited our turn on the grid while Willie made
his mind up: would it be better to go right away under all that clag
or wait for that patch of blue to move up over Booker?
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Keen young competitor Paul Brice waiting his turn to be launched.

We got away about noon. People kept following us. As soon as
we got nicely established in a bit of useful lift, there came eight or
nine hot ships saying thanks very much for finding us a thermal.
We were all stacked up over the ridge, waiting to find a good way
through a big blue hole.
Willie got fed up with the company and turned back toward
Wycombe, however the thermal we had recently departed declined
to have us back, and things got really interesting for a bit. I thought
we might have to land in the ridge field near the Stokenchurch
tower, but Press On Willie steamed out over the plain and headed
confidently for the Chinnor cement works. "Usually something
here," he muttered. And there was. There was a glider down in a
field, too, just past Chinnor. The stranded pilot must have been
really annoyed to watch us getting away.
We made it to Bicester without difficulty, though the thermals
were not very strong, nor could we get very high about 3,400 feet
at best. Bicester is an RAF station, with a gliding club, but all the
RAF gliders were away for the week on a service competition. We
photographed the turning point: in this case the Control Tower.
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Willie let me fly a bit, while he had some lunch. More sunshine
now, the day was working better. "Keep your speed up while in
sink," said Willie, "and as soon as you feel the lift, pull up."
Porpoising, it's called. Usually makes me sick. I had, however,
prepared for this by taking Qwells. They worked. I felt quite fine,
even ate a jam doughnut, drank some water. Identified points of
interest on the ground; Upper Heyford US Airforce base, where the
nuclear weapons are kept ready for armageddon; Milton Keynes
and Bletchley, those vast sprawling new towns with all the ticky
tacky housing strung together by roundabouts and bicycle paths.
And Cranfield aerodrome, a Silver Distance 50k from Booker.
I took a good look at Cranfield ... someday I might be able to get
there on my own! And the dirigible hangars at Cardington. How
vast those structures are! yet like little shoeboxes from the air.
Brickworks, brickworks. Useful brickworks, with nice tall chimneys that smoke and give off thermals and show you which way the
wind is going. We got some good lift over the brickworks.
In the misty distance I never did see them clearly were the
stubby round brick towers of St. Nyots power station. Because the
day got better and we made good progress Willie let me fly in
thermal turns. I found a beauty, best one of the whole day, 10 knots
up and up and up to cloud base, but we didn't dare go into cloud
because the other gliders were coming back our way from the
turning point and we didn't have a radio. It put us in a splendid
position over St. Nyots, though, and we took our photos looking

right down the chimney. Willie stuck his camera right out of the
window and took a picture straight down. No way I was going to
stick my camera out of the window! We turned into wind to head
back to Bicester, porpoising along from cloud to cloud ... though
my technique did not meet with approval. I was becoming
distracted by certain pressures; we'd been flying more than three
hours now and I was beginning to feel uncomfortable. The time had
come to put my arrangements to the test.
It is amazingly hard to overcome inhibitions. Uncomfortable
though I was it took a lot of psyching up before I managed at last to
forget about Willie in the front seat, and let everything go.
Probably be easier to do in a single-seater. The big thick bath towel
worked a treat, wicking away the wet from my clothing, and, vastly
relieved, I was ready to carry on for another three hours!
Didn't need to. Just as I had solved my personal difficulties
Willie spoke up: "We've got a problem. Unless we find something
under those clouds way over there, we've got a problem." "How
about that nice stubble fire?" I suggested. "Can't count on stubble
fires," said Willie, and headed over to some dark soggy clouds.
Bicester looked a long, long way. Under the dark clouds there was
nothing but nothing.
Willie headed south, to sunshine, as ECZ steadily lost height at
4 down. "Better look out for a field," suggested Willie. "We could
be down in a hurry at this rate." 1800. 1600. 1400. If I had known
we would be landing this soon I could have held out!
Derek Piggot says, on page 189, "Make a firm decision to go in
and land at about 1,000 feet." Good field there, nice and long, open
approach, end up near a farmhouse. Willie flew on. Nice field down
there, they've finished making hay, nice green field. Willie flew on.
Couple of good ones there, stubble fields burnt off. That one's no
good, still smoking! Willie flew on.
We were getting quite low by now. In fact we were at 600 feet.
A hint of lift, a murmur from the vario, gone again. Scrape, scrape.
Should we really be doing this now? Too many cows in that field,
and that one is full of sheep. Willie flew on, turning and turning,
while faint hopes of lift still lingered, but the clock kept on
unwinding.
At this point I decided nothing I could say in the way of gentle
hints or suggestions was going to do any good, so I shut up and
tightened up my straps and watched the cows below bunch into a
tight little herd while Willie flew around them. At last he
straightened up and over the hedge we went, rattly bang bang, into
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a field with 70 bullocks. As soon as we rolled into a corner the herd
broke up and galloped after us just like the crowd at a cricket pitch
at the end of a test match. Delighted to see us arrive.
Bernie Fitchett once told me about bullocks and gliders. (He
found out the hard way.) Bullocks eat gliders. They come crowding
round and scratch their horns on the elevators and walk on the
wingtips and lick the canopy. I leaped out of my seat and, waving
my coat, met the thundering herd head on. The torrent divided and
flowed round the glider and fetched up against the hedge. Willie
went off to find the farmer and I stayed there, fending off bovine
curiosity. Managed to hang out the bath-towel etc. on the tailplane
it was nearly dry by the time Willie came back. "Farmer says not
to worry about the bullocks," said Willie, "they're used to
excitement. Balloon landed in this field last week."
Actually we weren't that far from Booker. Dave Morrison
showed up with the trailer and a couple of stout lads long before
dark. By now we were getting good as taking ECZ to bits. All set to
leave, I stopped by the house to thank the farmer. Got bitten by his
g.d. dog.
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XXII.

THE RETRIEVE

"Who wants to come and help put a K-13 together?" Brian
Spreckley appeared like a mighty wind before us as we were
lounging about in the warm spring sunshine behind the bus. I was
ready to volunteer, three or four students came too, and we trooped
across the field to the hangar.
Dave Richardson had been working on the bare ribs of EBZ for
five or six weeks, putting on new fabric and paint, renewing all the
worn-out bits; now it was time to put it back together, which is a
six-man job.
Spreckely orchestrated our efforts. "Here, Mary, climb in the
cockpit and fit these pins. Mike, hold up that wingtip. Higher!
Don't let it roll over!" I leaned over the back seat and stuck my
head into the fuselage, which made it extremely difficult to see what
I was doing with the little safety phis which had to go into the little
holes in the big pins that held the aileron wires to the right levers.
I fumbled and mumbled and sweated and struggled, and dropped
the pins and turned out to be completely useless.
Spreckley got fed up with waiting for results and did it himself
hi two seconds. If he was hoping for feminine dexterity I disappointed him. Trouble with being middle-aged is it gets harder
or cotter pins.
and harder to thread needles
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But at holding up wingtips I did as well as anyone. At last all the
pins got into all the right places, Dave checked that all the controls
were properly attached and we galley slaves pushed the gleaming
freshly-painted K-13 to the launching point.
People who fly power planes are not in the habit of taking the
airplane to bits, this is only done by properly qualified mechanics
who undergo rigorous training. The glider pilot who turns his back
on the home field to go cross country must be prepared to take his
glider apart, roll the wings and the fuselage into a trailer, and put it
back together again, fit to fly. You'd better know what you're
doing. If you leave some pin unsecured the consequence can be
disaster. I don't do too well at this yet. Need help.
Best way to get help is to be ready to give it. I knew that
someday soon I would be ready to go cross country, and somebody
would have to come and get me. Many stories are told of famous
retrieves, of expeditions far and wide in search of gliders landed
out. Did you hear about the crew that drove for many miles to find
at last the little village pub, where the outlanded pilot had been long
hours awaiting? They drove into the field, parked next to the
glider, unlocked the doors of the trailer, and found another glider
inside!
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For those mighty pilots who own shares in a fancy glass glider
there is a certain self-interest involved in going out to fetch it home.
For those of us who fly club gliders one good turn deserves another.
When the telephone rang in the clubhouse bar and someone
hollered "Can anyone go fetch Mike Young? He's down in a field at
Haddenham!" I was ready to go. Rob Jarvis said he'd come along
too. We found Mike's trailer, hitched it up to my Escort Estate and
were ready to roll.
Gingerly I trundled the vast long silver trailer over the ruts, out
the gate, down the road to West Wycombe. It arouses a curious
reaction in other motorists. Some just do a double take and gape in
amazement. Others become aggressive, and are determined to
overtake this rambling obstacle immediately. On winding country
roads you can build up quite a queue of apoplectic locals.
On the motorway there are unique hazards. The slipstream
from an articulated ten-ton lorry sets up alarming sympathetic
oscillations in your trailer. It develops a mind and motion of its
own, and you do the hula hula down the hill.
Mike Young was wailing for us in Haddenham Village. He had
landed on the little-used grass airfield that backed on to the village
industrial estate, which locks up its gates at five o'clock sharp every

Of course it is traditional to stop at all the pubs on the way home...
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evening, and this was quite a bit later than five. We had to go round
the back way, where a night watchman was waiting to let us in.
I held up my end of the glider while Mike and Rob detached the
attachments. We just managed between the three of us to slide the
heavy wings into the trailer and soon we were ready to head back.
In the clubhouse bar Mike bought beer all round, full of gratitude
and appreciation. I said I was just building up credit because
someday somebody would be coming to get me too.
"You want to hear a good story? You know the trailer for the K8? The open trailer?" Mike paid for another round of mild and
bitter, and Paul Ranford told us about his unique journey home
after an attempt at the Silver Distance.
Paul had been soaring near Aylesbury when the day began to
fade and he was caught short just this side of Princes Risborough.
Ron Hone and Tony Roberts drove round to the farm with the open
trailer, and the three of them took all the pins out and Ron said, (he
was holding the fuselage and the others were holding the wings)
"I'd better move that toolbox or something might fall on top of it
and get damaged" and he let go of the fuselage and the wings
dropped off and it fell over on top of the toolbox and got damaged.
Well, after that they loaded up the wings and body into the open
trailer, stuffing some straw in here and there to make it fit
comfortably, and they got all set to go back to Wycombe, only
Ron's car was a little two-seater sports model Datsun, and there
wasn't enough room for three. Only one place left. Paul had to get
in the cockpit of the K-8.
He felt pretty silly sitting in there, as you can well imagine,
riding along in the open trailer while the passersby stared in wild
surmise. Just then one screw dropped off the numberplate on the
trailer, and it started to whirl around as they sped along, and Paul
was hoping they would notice, but they didn't, and then he was
hoping somebody overtaking would flash their lights to call this
defect to the driver's attention, and much to his relief the next car
to overtake did just that, only it began to flash some other lights as
well, including a blue one that went round and round.
Paul did his best to disappear completely from sight. He undid
his straps and shrank down until he fetched up against the control
stick, with only his eyes showing over the top, while the officers of
the law came round to check on the numberplate. "What's he doing
in there?" one of the gendarmes enquired. "Oh," said Ron, ever a
quick thinking fellow, "He has to stay in there to balance the load."
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"Pretty dangerous place to be if there were an accident," said
the officer. "Take it carefully, and you'd better fix up that number
plate on the back."
"Thank you very much, sir," said the eager crew, and hastened
to oblige, while Paul sat doggo in the cockpit and tried to look vital
and necessary.
They got back all right, but the story is still going the rounds,
and gets better in the telling, as all good gliding stories do. "I hardly
recognised it the last time I heard it," said Paul, blushing.
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XXIII.

SILVER DISTANCE

It was humiliating. As the summer weeks went by everyone but
me made steady progress; got away and flew down to Lasham to
make the Silver Distance. "Nothing to it," said Mike Birch,
smugly. "Got it all in one, too Silver distance, Silver height, and
the five hours too." Ron Jarvis showed me his barograph tracing
very impressive. "Your turn will come, Mary," he said kindly. But
I was beginning to doubt it.
Week after week I would think "this is the day!" and make
elaborate preparations. Water bottle, seat cushion, fig rolls (fig rolls
are just the thing to take on a cross country no messy fingers but
lots of energy content). Hat and glasses. A decent parachute that
didn't weigh two tons and feel like a sack of rocks tied on your butt.
And the barograph. Alas, the barograph.
I was beginning to feel the barograph was a diabolical
complication designed by the BGA to humiliate the
unmechanically-minded half-baked chicken-hearted glider pilot.
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First smoke the paper.
No. First find the paper
(or cut one to fit). Then
locate some old sticky
tape and matches, creep
into the smoking shed,
which is a dingey little
box behind the parachute shed. Why it
hasn't burned down
long ago I'll never
know. After burning
your fingers and dropping bits of flaming tape
on the floor, the paper is
covered with soot, and
so are your hands.
Shove
the
delicate
assembly back into the
casing (this time try not
to bend the arm back)
and go find an Official
Observer to sign and
seal it. At first you feel
quite important doing
this. "Bernie, would you sign my barograph?" But keep coming
back day after day saying, "Bernie, would you sign my barograph?"
and he must begin to think you're an idiot.
Last week Dave Watt saw one of my tracings after another
attempt at the Silver Distance. He found it extremely amusing. Got
a good laugh. First it went up. And then it came down. All the way
down. Not even a wiggle in between. Very funny. Just you wait,
Wattie. I'll show you yet! The course students waiting their turns
smirked at each other. Here she is again, heap big smoke and no
fire. Lots of impressive preparation and noise about going cross
country, and back on the ground in ten minutes. Just you wait,
smirking students. One of these days I will leave AND I WON'T
COME BACK!
Brave talk, but the weeks rolled by, and no day was just right.
Booker is in an awkward spot for attempting the Silver Distance.
The prevailing winds are westerly. In a K-8 you've got to fly
downwind, it won't go upwind. Fly east from Booker and you end
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up at Heathrow, which has a nice big runway, but can you imagine
landing there in a little glider?
To the northeast there is Luton London Airport, to the
southeast there is Gatwick airspace, to say nothing of Farnborough,
tucked up against Lasham. To get to Lasham, you've got to fly west
round Reading, to avoid crossing a jet flight path, and that's not
easy.
When the weather changes and the north wind blows it blows
too hard, shredding the thermals. The south wind usually brings
cloud and rain. Booker Regionals took up the best week in August.
I nearly got away one day, Brian Spreckley was getting impatient
and said he would show me the thermals if I just followed him down
to Reading, and that would have worked, too, only I forgot to
switch on the barograph. Try doing that in mid-air! Can't reach.
I was seriously considering towing my glider to Swindon and
coasting back to Booker from there ... at least that would take
advantage of the west wind.

One of these days I will leave AND I WON'T COME BACK!
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Worst of all, the days were getting shorter. Nights were getting
longer. Mary was getting older. Despair was setting in. And then,
when hope was nearly gone.....
Thursday, 13th September, 1984. Bright sun at Oxford but still
misty over the Chilterns. Wind from the south, light to moderate.
Weatherman said it would get cloudy later on. I found last week's
barograph in the shed, still sealed and signed, with the pathetic
little bump still there that marked last week's humiliation. Bernie
Fitchett said I could use it again without resealing; Mike Philpott
and Andy Brown promised to come and get me if I got anywhere.
John Wills came down from a jolly go in a K-13 and said, "You can
make it today, Mary, it's 4 up!"
So I didn't mess about, I got my act together without delay, and
Tara tugged me up over Borstal, and I thought I detected a bit of
lift at 1600 feet and released. Barograph was ticking away, right
side up. A wide band of cloud formed a street, but which side had
the lift? I tried the west side; no luck, found a bit on the east side
and lost it again. Down to 1,000 feet. Down to 900 feet. Over the
dump again., disgusted. Started the circuit. And there, just there,
found lift. Not a lot, but enough to regain launch height. And now,
downwind from Booker at 1600 feet, if I didn't turn back I would
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Tara tugged me up...

be committed to landing out. Should I go back and clean the
canopy? It was pretty grimy. 1600 feet was not very high to make a
decision to leave for a cross country. In fact it was pathetic. I'd
probably end up in West Wycombe. Dither, dither. But there, over
Wycombe, was a K-13. In it, though I didn't know it, were Bernie
Fitchett and Andy Brown. And the K-13 was marking a thermal.
Right, I thought, here goes.
Bernie and Andy saw me coming, and Bernie did his best to
show me the way to go by climbing to cloud base and setting off
down the line of lift under the cloud street. I followed them up to
the cloud base, which was about 2,300, but didn't go down the
street, because I wanted to get into the sunlight over the plains, so
I headed north by compass, on track for the 50K goal of Cranfield!
On my way, at last!
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Conserving height and heading for a nice round cloud, I crossed
the open sky to the next cloud street. And made it too, but only
just. Nicely established under the street, I thought I knew where
I was. That must be Aylesbury over there. And there's the Chinnor
cement works behind me. Where is Dunstable? Couldn't find
Dunstable.
I got out the map and tried to read it. Must get a set of bifocals.
These glasses are okay for distance but I can't see the names on the
map. Anyway, I don't have to worry about the airways, 2,300 feet is
all we get today. The main thing is not to get near Luton. Keep
heading north till you cross the M-l. And look out for Milton
Keynes.
I crossed to another street and almost didn't make it, but found
the lift after having selected a splendid landing place ... the vast
lawn of a stately home. I wasn't sure whose stately home it was, a
wide park with trees, a mansion house, perhaps it was Chequers?
I found out later it was Woburn Abbey and, if you land there, you
might end up in the Lion Park, which would add a new excitement
to outlanding ... Should one stay in the glider while the lions prowl
round, or climb out and run like hell?
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I didn't see Cranfield until after I had gone past it, and maybe it
was just as well because they were having a busy day with an
acrobatic display and all sorts of traffic. Met a couple of aeroplanes
north of Cranfield, buzzing round but not dangerously near.
I got a good lift from the end of a stubble fire, crossed the M-l
and there was Bedford. The city of Bedford. I knew it was Bedford
because I had delivered some books there on Monday and noticed
the Bedford brick works. Nobody could mistake the Bedford brick
works; its got about 30 chimneys all smoking at once.

4

Right, I checked my map, and there, to the north, was an
airfield marked Bedford Airport. I could have kept going but
I knew I had made the distance, and Bedford would be far enough.
Best to come down and minimize the retrieve. I looked round
carefully for traffic, to establish the traffic pattern at Bedford, but
there wasn't any. Not a sausage. Not so much as a Piper Cub.
Anyhow, I thought I would keep away from the ends of the
runway, just in case anyone was coming, so I set up a nice long
circuit from 1,200, and began my approach intending to land on a
nice long bit of grass not too far from the tower. But as I drew closer
to the airport, I began to be really impressed by its size. It was
certainly big enough.
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Could I possibly be mistaken? It couldn't be Luton, it must be
Bedford, but what was little old Bedford doing with a great big
runway like that? Oh well, Derek Piggott said in his book "Pick the
largest suitable field available." Bedford has a runway two miles
long!
I turned base over a lot of temporary outbuildings, and slid over
a lot of knobby bits and pieces of masts and antennae and hardware
stuck in the grass, and came down on a long clear bit, but it was
miles from the tower. I got out and unscrewed the lead weight from
the cockpit floor and wrapped it round with the seat cushion to
weigh down the wingtip, and then looked round for the reception
committee. Nothing moved. No sign of life. All round the
aerodrome was a 10 foot chain-link fence and no way out. Perhaps
the place was locked up for the weekend and I would never get out!
At last I spotted some cars parked behind the outbuildings, and
some workmen, so I walked over and they sent me to the gaffer,
and he took me to the tower, and they told me to go upstairs, and
when I finally found my way to the top, everybody looked round at
me and said, "Are you the glider pilot?" A policeman came up and
said did they want to make a report? and he took the details and
everyone said it was all right, just an unscheduled landing, and they
would look after me.
I went down to meet the Station Commander, Wing-Commander Roger Beasley, who looked me up and down, decided I was
harmless, and was most kind. It seems Commander Beasley is a
glider pilot, and tows up gliders every weekend with a Tiger Moth.
I said I had landed at Bedford because I saw the double cross mark
on the map for glider operations and thought it would be okay, but
he said that it was a top secret experimental Royal Aircraft
Estalishment and even to come on the base one had to have security
clearance.
Dave Watson, Air Traffic Supervisor, took me under his care,
and said we could arrange an air retrieve, but Booker was short of
tugs that day, so I had to wait for my crew to arrive with the trailer.
It was a fascinating place, RAE Bedford. They let me sit in the
tower and watch the jets make 300 mph low passes over the
runway, and I sat in the radar room and watched them talk down a
plane to a perfect blind landing, and they brought me mugs of tea
and took me to the Officer's Mess for a sandwich, and had me sign
the visitor's book, just after Air Vice Marshall R.L. Lees, MBE,
FBIM, RAF, Air Officer Commanding. Mary Meagher, GGP,
WAP (Granny Glider Pilot, from Wycombe Air Park).
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Mike Philpott and Andy Brown came with my car and the open
trailer before dark. Mike was very good at taking the glider to bits,
and we got back to Wy combe by 9.30. I tied a tarp down over the
open cockpit (it's open when the wings are off), but that didn't stop
the rain next day from filling up the tailplane and getting into the
wings. Caught a rocket from Brian Spreckley for leaving the glider
out in the rain.
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XXIV.

AMAZING GRACE

I like Pete Clark. One of the best. When Pete is flying the tug he
gives me confidence. Ready for launching at 11.30 on what
promised to be a really good day, I waved to Pete and pointed
straight up over the airfield, indicating two and a half thousand
feet. He nodded, waved and we were off.
The only decent day in a month of wet ones, Wednesday, 26
September was a ridge of high pressure amid encircling gloom. I'd
been waiting for it, I was ready for it, I got to Wycombe early, and
ate bacon and eggs at the airfield restaurant. Spent the morning
towing out planes. First my own K-8, the Mean Machine. Then the
other K-8 for somebody else and an Astir for Bruce Morrow, who
was going to try for Silver Distance.
I emerged from the clubhouse to note with surprise that the
runway had been changed from 25 to 07. The wind was very light,
almost no wind at all, and had been waffling around from southwest
to northeast, but now seemed to be mostly north. Fine. I would
attempt a modest triangle, say Didcot, Bicester and home. Even the
K-8 could get somewhere on a day like this one promised to be.
And if I got started early enough perhaps, just perhaps, I could
achieve five hours endurance. Very unlikely, this late in the year,
but perhaps. Of course, when they changed runways, and
everybody went down to the other end, there was my K-8 still
sitting on the grass in the old place, all by its lonesome self, and
I had to go out with the car and move it to the new launch point.
By the time I had all that sorted out it was after 11 o'clock. The
pundits were towing out their planes, but they were holding back,
waiting until conditions were just right. I'd be stuck in the queue
and possibly not get up until one or two o'clock, so we towed the
Mean Machine right up to the line. I dashed over, parked the car by
the hedge, paid a quick tribute to nature in a discreet location and
skedaddled back before anyone else could nip in ahead of me.
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No need to release early. I could hang on to the tug for 2,000,
3,000 feet if need be. But at 1,600 there seemed to be a very decent
bit of lift, so I pulled off. And didn't get it. Rats. Surely we had
come through a substantial thermal? Couldn't find it. Couldn't find
anything. The first lines of fluffy white cu had developed over
Marlow; I was already too low to go looking over there. What a
dope, to pull off at 1,600 when I didn't have to! I would have to
land and launch again.
Oh well! Too late in the year to attempt the Silver five-hour
flight anyway, and I'd never get the gain of height, the one
thousand meters
that's 3,281 feet
gain of height being "the
difference between the maximum height recorded on the barograph
and the lowest previous point registered after release." Only on the
very best summer days would that be possible, with deep
convention and cloudbase at 4,000 or 5,000 feet.

I was downwind, over the dump as usual, and figured I could
scrape down as low as 600 feet and turn directly onto base leg if
need be, but got lucky just in time, and over the corner of the
airfield found a modest little thermal. Hung in there, scraped away
and got back to 1,200. The other K-8 saw me turning, came over
and joined in above me. I found the best bit, 4 up, turned tightly
and corkscrewed right up through the middle while he was messing
around the outer edges. Very satisfying, that. Hot pilot, Mary!
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Like a good girl I broke off at the statutory 2,000 (setting a good
example), found a nice little cloud over Lane End, got up to cloud
base, which was about 3,200, and set off for the ridge.
Enticing cloud streets were building over Henley and Marlow;
there was another promising line of tropical white cu to the north,
over Bicester, but a large blue open space over the Thames Valley,
and I was too chicken to venture out into the blue. I shuttled back
and forth along the ridge, nearly got into trouble at one point, but
found six up over a pig farm. "Hello, pigs!" I hollered. "Thanks for
the lift!" You could see all the piggies down on the field, with their
little tin shelters all neatly spaced out.
So far, so good. I had remembered to look at my watch just
before takeoff, and that was eleven thirty. 12.30, 1.30, 2.30, 3.30.
4.30 would be five hours. If it didn't clag over in the afternoon,
then perhaps, just perhaps. Don't do anything stupid and throw it
away. I hung about over the ridge for another hour, and then got up
to 3,800; it might now be possible to cross over the blue, as the line
of tropical cu over Bicester had crept a bit closer.
I got across all right, but the first cloud must have been on its
last legs; all it had was sink. The next one was better and I was
nicely established. I had a good idea by now which side had the
energy, fortunately it was the sunny side or I would have frozen to
death; came up without my jacket, just a track-suit, two pairs of
socks and red leather shoes. I reached into the pocket of the glider
and put on my hat and scarf.
Climbing gently to one side of RAF Benson, I was minding my
own business, when a Tornado jet fighter caroomed past about 10
feet away. Seemed like 10 feet. I hope he saw me first, because
I sure as hell didn't see him! By the time the danger had come to my
notice it was over already, I didn't even have time to freak out! (I
suppose if he had actually hit me I wouldn't have had time to freak
out, so why worry!) I had a jolly good look at the Tornado, just like
a painting in a book of aircraft, turned over on his side, black and
khaki, all the little missiles glued on the bottom.
Next passerby, still near Benson, was more discreet. Slow and
stately. A bright red helicopter. Hey, I know what that is ... that is
the Queen's helicopter! Holy smokes! Nobody said anything about
a purple airway before I left Booker. When the Queen goes
anywhere a priority airspace called a purple airway is established, a
NOTAM (Notice to Airmen) is published and circulated to all
flying clubs and airfields, and all other air traffic is supposed to
keep the hell away. Of course, the Queen's helicopter doesn't
always have the Queen on board. Oh well, nothing I could do about
it now, I just stayed put in my thermal and the red helicopter
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pottered on down to RAF Benson, keeping well clear. I suppose if
it was a purple airway I will hear about it later. Small glider
violating royal airspace, pilot remanded to dungeon.
My intention on setting out had been to fly, very slowly, to
Didcot, then to Bicester, but it didn't look too good over Didcot.
I decided to play safe and, in order to pass the time, fly over
Oxford, my home town.
It is truly fascinating to get a new perspective on a place you
know well from the ground. Cowley Works, the vast British
Ley land complex. Good place to look for lift, over the factory roofs,
but I nearly got into trouble on the way. Serious trouble! Okay,
there was an extra 300 feet or so on the clock, the difference
between the height of the ground at Booker, and the ground at
Oxford, but the ground was coming up and I was going down, and
there wasn't anything useful at all. O Lord.
Pick a field. Any field. Hells bells, they've all got high tension
wires. High tension wires all over the place, striding over the fields
in every direction. I never saw so many goddam wires.
Reason was, of course, I was by now turning over a Central
Electricity Board main station, the hub of the network. Must have
been charged up with something, because that's where the lift was.
I wondered whether all those condensers and generators and things
were sending off invisible ions, but too late to quibble, the lift was
directly over the power station, and I needed it badly. Got away.
Spent the next two hours messing about over Oxford, and that
was good fun. Port Meadow looks like a good place to land, but
I know from experience it is full of holes and marshes and grotty
little ponies. I got a good look at the new ice rink, from the air it is
really impressive. The colleges below, in golden stone, exposed
their inner secret gardens to my interested observation. I could
name every one; Christ Church, Merton, Queens, Exeter. And
there's Joan Wheare's house, down on Park Town Crescent. Hi,
Joan. She can't hear me up here. That's the trouble, flying over
your home town in a glider, you don't make any noise, so nobody
looks up to see you. I wanted to show off, but nobody noticed. Oh
well!
Cloud base had moved up during the afternoon. By now it was
4,000. When I got in trouble over Cowley I was down below 900
feet on the clock. If I could only just make it up to 4,200, that
would be the Silver Gain of Height! Time and again the lift pooped
out at cloud base. If only it would keep going I would take a chance
and enter cloud.
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The K-8 didn't have a turn and bank gyroscope, used to keep
level while cloud-flying, but it had the little ping pong ball in a tube
that showed if your turn was slipping. It had an ASI (air speed
indicator), a vario to show the lift, an altimeter, and a compass. If
I got into trouble in the cloud I could open the airbrake and come
down, but I thought I could manage to keep in a steady turn if only
the lift would go up in the cloud.
I tried one, another, another and yet another, before I coaxed
the K-8 up to 4,200. Marginal, but the best I could do on the day.
Didn't get into any trouble, cloud flying. I was rather pleased about
that. Should be even better with the proper instruments.
Time was three o'clock. Time to be thinking of getting back to
Wycombe. It was surprisingly easy. Kept up under the edge of the
cloud street and only needed to stop and turn once. Somewhat
disconcerted when something dropped out of a cloud just ahead.

Turned out to be Tony Bianci, in his red and white stunt plane,
doing the falling leaf. Tony zipped up and over, couple of loops and
a barrel roll. I kept well clear.
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Back up over the ridge at 4,000 feet and holding! Only an hour
to go! I was getting pretty tired. Cramped, stiff. I opened up the
apple juice and took a swig, ate a fig roll. Time crawled. No
problem staying up, but could / hold out? In more ways than one?
I began to sing. Gilbert and Sullivan. Bach. Handel ... "Oh,
thou, that tellest good tidings to Zion, get thee up! unto the High
Mountain!" and best of all, "Amazing Grace, how Sweet it is, to
Save a Wretch like me! I once was lost, and now I'm Found, a
Slave, but now I'm Free." Try it some time. Good and loud. Helps
you to fly when the end is near!
The end was very near, 4.25. But I wouldn't land just yet. Make
damn sure. Give it an extra fifteen minutes. And just over there
some fanners were setting a field alight. Top off the day with a
stubble fire!
It was a good one. I've tried before to use stubble fires, but
didn't get much. This one was all mine, and whammo! Ten up! In
less time than it takes to tell it, I was up to 4,600. No doubt about it
now. Silver gain of height! And endurance! I flew down over
Wycombe Air Park, waving my wings, but nobody noticed. I made
a sloppy landing, way up the field, and got out of the plane creaking
in every joint. Tired but happy.
Mary Meagher, Silver "C".

XXV.

THE PPL

Paid a visit to Aviation House, 129 Kingsway, in London last
week, to pick up my PPL. Paid a lot more than a visit, actually.
Nobody happened to mention the fee until I was sent round to the
cashier, and when she said, "Eighty pounds, please," I nearly
dropped my cheque-book. I had thought it might be £18 or £20 or
thereabouts.
"The license is good for life, you know," said the kind lady,
noticing my ashen hue and trembling hand as I signed a cheque for
£80 payable to theCAA. "Well," said I, "that may be a bargain for
a 21-year-old, but it sounds like a lot of money for one of middle
years." But I paid it. Having got this far, what's another £80?
Didn't want a new car anyway.
My old Ford Escort has worn a groove in the M40 between
Oxford and Wycombe this winter, but the trip into London was
nearly too much for both of us. Traffic was blocked up for miles,
and the Ford developed blind staggers and a severe case of
carburettor icing on the Marylebone Flyover.
Finding the Pilot License Office in Aviation House is yet
another test of navigation, wandering through the maze of
corridors, clutching logbook, forms and documents. John MacDonald works here someplace, and had promised my test papers
would be waiting at the desk, and they were, just as he said.
It all started last October. Notice on the board said John
MacDonald was giving a course in Ground Studies for those glider
pilots at Booker who wished to convert the Silver "C" to a PPL.
Subjects to be covered would be Aviation Law, Navigation and
Meterology, and Aeroplanes Part I.
Places on the course were limited to 15,1 put my name down,
number 18 on the list, hoping someone would drop out. Sure
enough someone did. I was accepted on the course, and duly
purchased textbooks, protractor, computer, rule, and a brand new
1:500,000.* What happened next was most unkind.
All eager student, I sat through John Mac's first lecture, taking
notes on the meaning of the ISA, the QFE, VNE, QNH, RAS,
VDF, GNP and XYZ. At the end of the evening I was truly
knackered. Burnt out. Brain shut down altogether. I left my books
in the car and my car in the drive and somebody stole it!
*Air Map of Southern England
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Why would anyone want to steal a rusty old Ford Escort with
93,000 miles on the clock? We found it next day on a nearby
housing estate, wide open, the stereo ripped out and ALL MY
BOOKS GONE! Two pairs of spectacles, notes, books, the lot.
And worst of all, the absolute worst of all, my logbook.
I really, really cared about my logbook. If the house had burned
down I would have rescued the logbook first and then the kids.
Anything else could be replaced, but not my logbook! First flight,
first solo, Bronze C, Silver C, it was all in there, in several colours,
remarks by instructors, a note from the folks at RAE Bedford, even
the original barograph tracing from the Silver "C", my heart's
blood! Gone. Irretrievably gone.
Vanity, after all. Only vanity. Didn't really need the logbook.
I can live without it. I still have the invoices and can work out my
flying hours from them. Lay not your treasures up on earth, all that
is vanity. There's a lesson here somewhere, but if I ever get my
hands on the dirty thief who stole my car and chucked my logbook
in the ditch, I'll ... let him know how I feel about it.
Anyway, Julia Isted let me have a copy of her notes. I began
again with a new set of books, maps, rule and computer, and
buckled down to hard work. I had a lot of trouble learning to use
the computer. For example, to calculate track and ground-speed,
set wind direction under true heading index, read off track on
circular scale beneath drift on drift scale, read off ground-speed
beneath wind dot. Exactly.
I asked Brian Spreckley if he could explain how to calculate
the drift, and he said he hadn't used a computer since he'd passed
his exam. Most of the other glider pilots who had earned a PPL to
fly the tug expressed the same opinion of this versatile gadget.
Nevertheless, it all seemed useful information, especially the
navigation and the met, and I set myself most earnestly to absorb it.
The primary difference between a glider and a power plane is,
of course, the active presence of a propeller up front, with a lot of
heavy, smelly, noisy machinery to make it go, and just over your
head, cutting off the view, two fat stubby wings full of inflammable
fluid.
An understanding of the machinery is useful in order to
persuade it to function and continue in good health en route.
Basically it utilises the principle of a venturi inside a cylinder which
causes a drop in pressure, resulting in fuel from the adjacent float
chamber being sucked into the induction airstream, and as fuel
leaves the chamber the float lowers, lifting a needle in the inlet
orifice permitting a continuous replenishment of the chamber from
the aircraft fuel tanks. Absolutely. Some of us had a little difficulty
in grasping the concepts.

John Mac was explaining to us the principles of the four
stroke reciprocating engine one memorable evening. "It's perfectly
easy to remember," he declaimed with vigour. "Induction,
compression, expansion, and exhaust. All you have to remember is
stick, squeeze, bang and blow" We all thought that over for a
moment of silence, till one of the girls said, softly and reverently,
"Wow!" General collapse.
I don't think having girls in the class cramped his style very
much. Though John Mac teased us occasionally (especially me
because of my transatlantic origins) he did not hesitate to
recommend to the class that ancient salacious mnemonic for True,
Variation, Magnetic, Drift, Compass* that has stood the test of
time.
Basic drill and hard study were certainly required and we dared
not miss a single lecture. Each one began with a written test, and if
you didn't score 18 out of 20 you were in trouble. "I've never had a
failure yet," said John Mac, "though some do not complete the
course."
By the 12th of December we were saturated in detail, filled to
the brim with points of law, principles of flight and the practice of
navigating across the 1:500,000 in inches, feet and millibars. I still
*True Virgins Make Dull Company
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felt a little shaky in execution and went the day before to take a
practice exam. Made several stupid mistakes, i.e. put the protractor
down on the map with 360° pointing west, and forgot whether the
wind backs or veers before a cold front.
I was exceedingly careful not to make any stupid mistakes in the
examination proper and achieved a very decent pass, which
surprised some people.
Thus encouraged, I decided to go all the way and get the PPL.
Think of the money you save, doing a Silver "C" conversion. Only
seven hours are required instead of the normal minimum 38.
I didn't honestly expect to do it in only seven hours, nobody
does, and I'm not that good a pilot, but I had flown a bit in the good
old USA. Ten hours in a Cessna 152 at the Chesapeake Bay Bridge
Airport Flying School, CFI and sole instructor John Cumberpatch.
Back in 1983 that was, when I was trying to learn to land a glider
and having a lot of problems.
Visiting family in Maryland, struck by a powerful impulse to
levitate from time to time, the only way they levitate over there,
mostly, is with a propeller on the front. So I signed up with John
Cumberpatch for a bit of circuit bashing. Trouble was he only had
one aeroplane, and it was his pride and joy and he was exceedingly
careful with it. Out of 21 circuits that week only once did John
actually let me do the touchdown; every other time we got near the
ground John took over at the last minute. I did learn to land a glider
eventually, by squinting at the blades of grass and when I could
distinguish one blade from the next it was time to round out. This
method does not work for a paved runway.

What happens if you don't round out in time. Very expensive; luckily nobody got hurt.
These hotshot midshipmen cut in front of us but we had the last laugh. Notice the crimp in
the prop.
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Booker Gliding Club has a peculiar reputation in gliding circles.
We have been called "The Booker Mafia", and it is implied that our
behaviour is less than sedate and orderly at all times. I can't

The Booker Mafia

understand why people say things like that. We only start drinking
when flying is ended for the day, and we have to have our wits
about us as we share Wycombe Air Park with two power flying
clubs and a helicopter training facility.
Brian Spreckley had recommended either John Mac himself or
Richard Bird, CFI at Wycombe Air Centre, as extremely well
qualified to speed my progress. But having wrestled with John Mac
every week in ground school, I didn't think it wise to overstrain our
friendship and elected to present myself for instruction to Richard
Bird. He is called "Dicky Bird". I didn't dare and I still find it
difficult to say casually, "Hi, Dicky," to the CFI. CFIs intimidate
me.
I should have known better than to insist that he take me on
personally as a student, when obviously he had more important
things to tend to, like running the flying school, but I said that
Brian had recommended him and I would prefer to learn with him,
and furthermore could I please learn on the new syllabus which did
not include the spin? (Stall and spin awareness is now taught by
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slow flying practice, as experience in the US showed that more
people were killed practicing spins than were killed by avoiding the
situation of ever getting into a potential spin.)
Well enough, I was duly accepted and signed up for a first
lesson the following week. It was pretty awful. First of all, the
weather was grot. And when I got in I didn't realise you had to fly
holding onto the throttle knob the whole dang time, so my seat was
back too far and I could hardly reach the throttle and I couldn't see
out because I was too low down. We flew through the clouds for
yonks and finally got up top and found a clear space and did slow
flying and stall recovery, and that was okay.
Dicky Bird sat there like the Great Stone Face and never
cracked a smile at all until we had done all that and then said, as we
were floundering along at 42 knots, "Now what happens if I overrudder the turn?" and I said I KNOW WHAT HAPPENS AND
I DON'T WANT TO... and he booted in the rudder and we
flipped over and round and round we went in a three-turn spin. I
recovered with too much power and he did it again and I said rude
words and for the first time Dicky grinned. The sadist! They're all
sadists! After this abrupt and cruel descent we flew back and I did a
deplorable landing, making it quite clear that I had a lot to learn.
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XXVI.

GFT

John Loveridge phoned on New Year's Day and said: "Forget
about coming in today for your General Flying Test, Mary. There's
too much cross-wind." Didn't surprise me at all, I could tell there
was too much north wind from the way it sang down the kitchen
chimney. All the same, I bet I knew someone who would be flying
today with this wind strength and direction, the ridge would be
working! I zipped into ski pants, moon boots, heavy jumper,
double head scarf and two pairs of mittens ... today we'd start the
New Year right, by gliding!
Sure enough, I could see them towing off the ridge field near the
M40, and one was cruising down the ridge while another turned
near the Chinnor Cement Works. Hurray! I parked the Ford down
a muddy lane and walked across to meet the gang from Booker,
huddled together against the keen north wind like a small crowd at
a farmers' auction.
It was grand to be gliding again, even before I got up in the air.
We suffer together, we stand around and freeze, we push each
other's gliders down the field, we moan and bitch and gossip and
tell dirty jokes and wait our turn, and did you hear that Mike
Fountain pulled off too soon being towed over to the ridge, got
caught in the curlover and had to land out? They've gone to get him
now with the trailer. He'll be none too pleased! Chortle, chortle.
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WELCOME TO

'YCOM BE
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Warwick Brady

None of that standing around and suffering together in the
power flying game. You make an appointment, you arrive on time,
you meet your instructor, you check over the plane, you drive out
to the runway, you drive up in the air, you drive around for the
scheduled hour and all the time you have to keep in touch with Air
Traffic on the RT; "Zulu Tango, downwind", "Zulu Tango,
turning base", "Zulu Tango, ready for departure".
On my first solo I didn't have the terminology under control
(I still don't) and I squeaked "Please can I go now?", which is
considered inappropriate. Must have disconcerted the controller,
for he said, "Zulu Tango cleared to take off," and there were two
guys coming in for a landing! Another time I had been cleared to
land and some jerk came swanning round and cut in front of me
with never a word on the RT. "It's only an advisory service at
Wycombe," they told me when I waxed indignant at these lapses ...
Moral: if Air Traffic Control says its clear to land, or whatever, It
Ain't Necessarily So.
Most of the time the glider folks and the power boys at
Wycombe have very little to do with each other. The restaurant and
bar at Booker are usually full of disreputable gliding types who
monopolise the facilities, making the other users of the field feel
they are trespassing on our turf when all they want is a beer and a
sandwich. This is, actually, a bit of a problem. But occasionally
individuals do cross the invisible social barriers, like Warwick
Brady.
Warwick is a likeable boy. Charming smile, blue eyes, curly
blond hair. 19 years old. He did some tug flying for us last summer
and we thought him a bit irresponsible, flighty. Not so steady and
dependable as the others. When I walked into the Wycombe Air
Centre to sign up for lessons, I was astounded to see Warwick was
one of their instructors. There he was, lounging about in one of
their stylish blue flight jackets with the instructor's wings. Well,
I never. When the receptionist suggested I fly with Warwick I said,
"Not on your life!" and opted for an older, wiser, more experienced
instructor.
However ... there came a day when there was nobody else but
Brady available, and I was desperate to fly, so what the hell. I went
up with Warwick and for the first time really enjoyed a flying
lesson! Not only that, he was really a very good instructor, keen,
interested and he knew the subject thoroughly. I began to relax and
enjoy it instead of clutching the wheel like grim death and driving
the machine up and down.
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I'm sure that the older, wiser instructors get pretty fed up
teaching an endless succession of hapless, hopeless, helpless
beginners
the same old routine, the same old grind
but to
Warwick it was all fresh and new; he wasn't jaded like the old hands
who had seen it all a thousand times. Of course, there was a lapse
occasionally. Like the time we were practicing Engine Failure on
Takeoff, and Warwick said, "If your engine fails after takeoff, shut
down your mixtures and magnetos."
I couldn't believe he really meant me to turn off the engine, so
I dithered and dithered and floundered around gliding down and he
turned up the power again and I said, "You didn't really mean for
me to pull the idle cutoff and turn off the ignition, did you? I mean
wouldn't that make us crash?" "Good God no, I meant just tap the
control, don't actually do it!" "Well, Warwick," I said, "you didn't
make that clear. I thought you were asking me to really do it, and
I didn't want to do it, that's why I dithered."
After half a dozen lessons with Warwick he thought I was ready
to solo and so did Senior Instructor John Loveridge, who sorted out
a little problem of under-ruddering on the short finals. I was too
tired to go solo that day, however, and made the first solo after a
check flight the following day, and it was very satisfying to be up on
my own again. Not the supreme exhilaration of one's very first solo
flight, not with all that gliding experience, but rewarding all the
same. I felt quite smug about it.

Of course, there is a lot to learn in power flying. One must be
prepared to cope with any emergency. In our little check list
booklet the red pages at the back give a list of the correct things to
do in various emergencies, i.e. in icing conditions keep your flaps
up, if you can't see out lean out the side door and scrape the ice off
the front window. Emergency forced landing without engine: open
the door at the last minute, and don't forget to turn off the gas.
One day Warwick and I managed to spice the dull routine with a
genuine engine fire on the ground. I had been a little over-generous
with the primer. Oscar Kilo just didn't want to start, it was a cold
morning, and we pumped and primed in vain. Warwick remarked,
"What is that blue smoke curling up?" and I said, "I don't see any
smoke," and cranked it again, and sure enough, there was some
blue smoke curling up and Warwick said, "I think its on fire," and
hopped out, taking the fire extinguisher with him.
I sat there wondering what the appropriate action should be and
turned to the back of the book where it said to cut off the petrol, the
mags and the ignition, so I did, then prepared to depart the aircraft
but forgot to push the seat back and had a very difficult time
levering out my knees, which were stuck under the dashboard.
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Warwick was dancing up and down in front of the plane, which
was sullenly emitting little puffs of blue smoke, uncertain whether
or not to employ the fire extinguisher. "Go in the office and tell
them we've got an engine fire and get Shari (the engineer)". So I
moved swiftly and efficiently into the office and asked calmly,
"Where is Shari? We've got an engine fire." It was like kicking over
an ant's nest, they all began rushing round like mad, grabbing fire
extinguishers and dashing out to Oscar Kilo, which by now had
finished burning up the contents of the air filter and had stopped
smoking.
Warwick and I went up in another plane instead, and by the
time we got back to the restaurant everybody in the whole dang
place had heard about it. "Don't worry, Mary," said Dave
Richardson, "It doesn't matter if you burn up a Cessna; there's
plenty more."
Though it is not required for the PPL, Wycombe Air Centre
won't rent you a plane unless you've done a long cross-country
accompanied by one of their qualified instructors. No problem,
I thought. And came on the day well equipped, as any glider pilot
should be, with route well planned, map in hand, sandwiches, two
jam doughnuts and a couple of apples, just in case Warwick hadn't
thought to bring along refreshments.
For some reason all the instructors at Wycombe Air Centre
thought that was very funny. "She thinks she's going on a picnic,
ho! ho!" "You won't have time to eat, Mary," said Warwick. How
right he was.
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I had obtained an excellent weather briefing from the good
chaps at Birmingham Weather Centre, predicting 35-knot winds at
2,000 feet, from 300°. London Weather thought differently, and
estimated 40-knots from 240°, so I revised my estimates according
to the London forecast and ended up drifting way, way over to the
left, wondering what Finmere was doing down there where
Buckingham should have been. As for getting any help from Upper
Heyford Radar Advisory Service, that was another experience.
As far as I'm concerned RT is the straw that breaks the camel's
back. First attempt at the RT practical exam was a disaster. Instead
of doing the Mayday relay I left the poor sod descending with an
engine fire without a word of acknowledgement, changed frequency, got his call sign muddled up completely and generally tied up
into knots.
After retaking the exam and obtaining a marginal pass I thought
the only cure would be some practical experience with Warwick at
my elbow to help out, and was quite looking forward to exchanging
compliments with a fellow Yank at Upper Heyford.
Well, forget it. If I was bad on the RT he was worse! He must
have been a complete beginner, because he couldn't even get my
call letters straight. After six or seven fruitless attempts to impart
my vital information, "This is Golf, Lima, Sierra, Mike, India" and
getting back, "Uh, Oscar Golf India, I mean Golf India Mike, uh,
what did you say your name was?", while I was dropping pencils
and maps on the floor, trying to fly straight, look out of the window
and figure out where I was because if he ever came back and asked
for my position I hadn't a clue what to tell him ... Well, after two or
three minutes of fruitless dialogue, wally to wally, which must have
had the local Fl-1 Ts rolling around in hysterics, his instructor took
over, and my instructor took over and between them they got it
straight. Radar Advisory Service indeed! I can advise them what to
do with their Radar Service.
It was a tremendous relief to call up Coventry and get a calm,
cool, efficient voice that knew exactly what he was doing, recognized that I was a beginner and spoke clearly, slowly and with
excellent direction. Only trouble was I was heading for Leamington
Spa under the impression it was Coventry and I couldn't see an
airport where an airport ought to be. Warwick just sat there and let
me sort it out, which I eventually did and landed at Coventry in one
piece.
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On the ground, over coffee in the cafe, we revised the course to
steer according to the drift experienced, and found our way over
Enstone to Oxford and eventually back to Wycombe, even though
downwind everything happens so fast. I was shattered, and now
more than ever appreciated the simplicity, the freedom, the sheer
leisure, the playful joy of a cross-country excursion in a good old
K-8.
By now I felt ready for the final hurdle, the dreaded General
Flying Test, the GFT. John Loveridge thought I was ready and
told me to put my name down, though Warwick wasn't so sure, and
before the day arrived he put me through the mill several times with
steep turns, flapless landings, low-level circuits and other refinements.
I was scheduled to take the GFT on January 1, 4, 7, 9, 11, 16,
18 and 22. You can infer what the weather was like in January
grot, grot, grot. January 22 wasn't exactly perfect, rather bumpy in
fact, but it was possible to see. It was my luck to go up for the GFT
with the one examiner I most feared, the CFI, Dicky Bird. And
I hadn't flown since January 7. Oh well, nobody's perfect. If I blew
it I could do it again.
First of all Dicky told me to do a weight and balance check on
Oscar Romeo. It seemed to me there was a vital piece of
information missing, to wit: does Oscar Romeo have long-range
tanks or short-range tanks? I searched all over, including the
aircraft pockets, before they told me they kept the aircraft
documents in the office safe. News to me! I did the calculation and
sure enough there was a trick to it. With two people and full tanks
Oscar Romeo was overweight.
Dicky Bird's eyes twinkled when I relayed to him this
surprising finding. I had assumed, of course, that you always flew
in a Cessna 152 with two people and full tanks, no problem, but
Oscar was different and I had escaped the first pitfall laid for the
unwary.
Well, you bet I made sure I had all the documentation sorted
out after that and inspected the plane with a fine-tooth comb before
we buckled in. And I remembered to swing Oscar Romeo round on
the ground to check the turn-and-slip and the gyros and compass,
and I remembered the right things to say to the Tower and kept the
speed right at 60 knots for takeoff and 70 for climbing out, and
I remembered to steer clear of the village of Freith, and when he
put the hood over my head for instrument flying that went all right
too.
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Are you sure you're ready for the GFT?

Had a little problem arriving in the field of first choice on the
forced landing, but made the right decision on Engine Failure After
Takeoff
no turning back, touch the mix and the mags. And
I remembered all the checks downwind and the rejoining checks,
and after three assorted landings the last was the worst I'd ever
done. I ballooned, waddled, flopped and wobbled.
"That was terrible," said Dicky, "and I have control." Ears
burning, I sank into my seat as he smartly whipped the Cessna
round to the apron and parked it by the pumps. "Well," said
Dicky, "I'll pass you, but you'll have to do a session of field landing
practice." I couldn't believe my ears. Didn't really believe it until
he signed and stamped my logbook and everyone came round to say
"congratulations".
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XXVII.

LOST

I have now developed a profound appreciation of those on the
ground who sit before green-glowing screens and sort out little
white dots and keep them from bumping into each other. Never
again shall I think disrespectfully of these worthy and dedicated
men and women of Air Traffic Control. When I needed them badly
they were ready and able to help, and I promise to work hard on my
RT and learn to do it properly.
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How came about this change of heart? I had planned to do a
short solo cross-country flight in the Cessna 152. Monday was no
good at all and Tuesday not much better, but I went to Wycombe to
have a look round. My name was on the board to fly Golf Delta
Foxtrot Tango Sierra, newly acquired by the Wycombe Air Centre.
When I inspected it all was sound mechanically, but inside it was
pretty well worn, not at all up to the usually very high standard,
with bits of door panelling falling off, the carpet rucked up, the
seats sagging.
I was parked near the petrol pumps, going over the checklist
before starting up, and nearly jumped out of my skin when the fire
alarm began to howl. Men came pelting over to the fire engines and
rolled them out of the shed ready for action, then went no place
after all.
I didn't know what was happening because the radio wasn't yet
turned on, and it shook me rather. But I decided to carry on,
started up the engine and told the Tower my plan of flying to
Oxford and back.
I rolled out to the end of the taxiway, turned on to the grass to
taxi down to the other end of the runway in use, and got stuck.
Couldn't budge. Revved up like mad, all the way to 2400 rpm, and
didn't move an inch.
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Said the Tower, patiently, "Tango Sierra, do you have a
problem?" I had to confess my predicament to the listening traffic.
"Tango Sierra is stuck in the mud!" "Roger, Tango Sierra, we'll
send help." So the chaps who ran to rescue someone in real danger
and weren't needed, came out in the little red truck to push little ole
me back on to the tarmac, doing their best not to smile.
Well, I started up again, went through the checks again and told
the Tower that as Fate seemed to be against it I would not fly to
Oxford that day but just do a circuit or two. "Roger, Tango Sierra,
you may taxi up the grass runway to hold." As soon as I was
airborne I knew that this was no sort of day for a novice to try going
anywhere. The air was muck, muck, muck, and after only one
circuit I said "Tango Sierra landing to stop" and the Tower said in
tones of surprise "Tango Sierra, did you say landing to stop?" and
I said, "I've had enough for the day," rolled round to the apron and
forgot to set the brakes before shutdown.
Next day the weather was quite different. No wind at all, cloud
base was about 1,700 feet, but visibility under the cloud was good.
I dithered and dithered. Warwick said, "Why don't you fly down to
Blackbush? If the weather is coming from the south and you run
into it you can turn back." Why not? I plotted the course, first
to Henley then down to Blackbush to avoid the Heathrow TMA.
I rang up Blackbush and they told me that visibility and cloudbase
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were much the same as at Wycombe, so might as well go. John
Loveridge signed me out for my very first solo cross-country in a
power plane. In view of my limited experience and even more
limited stamina, a nice short trip.
Tango Sierra, only a little muddy from yesterday, was ready and
waiting. Plenty of petrol. Started up eagerly. Runway 25 today, so
no need to go trekking through any soft spots. Set QNH and
departed for Henley, which was sitting under a particularly dark
and muggy cloud.
At Henley I changed the radio over to Farnborough, identified
myself as a beginner and was escorted with care and courtesy down
past Reading, across the M4 to Blackbush in sight, and Blackbush
Tower had plenty of time to welcome me as not much was doing
there that day. Just as well, for I goofed up the first landing attempt
and had to go round again. Second try okay. I parked on the grass
and paid my landing fee, and the nice man in the tower signed my
logbook. After a triumphant cup of coffee in the very pleasant
lunchroom, I went back to my loyal Tango Sierra feeling very, very
smug and confident. Pride goeth.
Found myself to the west of Reading instead of the east,
probably because of tracking west out of Blackbush and turning
after reaching 1,000 feet. I was cruising at 1,500 feet and
Farnborough told me about various other aircraft in my neighbourhood, which I saw after they had been pointed out, and I began to
appreciate even more their useful advice. But when they suggested
I hand over to Benson I said no, I would dial in Wycombe, because
I was now over Henley and nearly home. It was Henley, too.
I know it very well indeed because I fly gliders from Wycombe and
fly over Henley quite a lot.
Cloudbase seemed a bit lower, toward Wycombe it was very
gloomy indeed, so I thought I would not head directly for home but
sort of sneak up to it sideways in case anyone was coming off the
runway straight at me. With cloudbase so low and muggy it would
be quite impossible to do the standard Wycombe overhead join.
I headed west a bit and looked around for landmarks. Couldn't see
any. I couldn't see the airfield at all. In fact I could see nothing but
what seemed to be completely strange and unfamiliar territory.
Down below was a pig farm that I thought I remembered
circling over in the K-8, but couldn't be sure, and where was the
ridge? Where was the M40? Where was Didcot? I called up
Wycombe to request a magnetic bearing, but they said they did not
have that facility, so I said to myself, Oh bother, and changed over
to Benson, who answered straight away, loud and clear.
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"This is Golf Delta Foxtrot Tango Sierra, and I don't know
where the hell I am! I am a student pilot, and Pan Pan Pan! can you
help me get home? I'm lost!" Well, Benson gave me all their
undivided serious attention, had me identified in no time. It seems
I was nearly right overhead! They told me what course to steer,
which I did, and very soon, sure enough, there was the good old
M40 and the Stokenchurch tower, which I have never been so glad
to see in all my life. The panic was over.
I said thank you very, very much to Benson, changed back to
Wycombe frequency on the RT, crept home under the murk, over
the Church with the Golden Ball, and landed safely. Crestfallen, no
longer smug. Humbly grateful for those people on the ground who
are so ready to help us when we get into trouble messing about in
the air.
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XXVIII.

BWI

Well, folks, there I was, all by myself in a Cessna 152, mixing it
with the jumbo jets at Baltimore/Washington International Airport!
Waiting my turn to take off on Runway 28, rolling down the
taxiway just in front of a DC10! (He kept well clear of my vortices.)

The Cessna Pilot Center based at Baltimore, Hinson Airways,
was suitably impressed by my brand-new British pilot's license and
willing to rent me a plane to take up to New Jersey after a check
ride, of course.
But first I had to take my documents round to the convenient
General Aviation District Office, GADO for short, where I met the
amiable Federal Aviation Administrator, Mr. George Bush. I told
him that I was very inexperienced at power flying but had 33 hours
solo in gliders and the Silver C Certificate, which he examined
carefully along with my logbook.
"What kind of flying do you intend to do while visiting the
United States?" he enquired.
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"I'm going to fly up to Moorestown, New Jersey, to visit family,
and do a bit of local flying to get checked out with Hinson
Airways." That sounded quite reasonable.
I promised not to do any night flying or crop-spraying, and Mr.
Bush duly signed and gave me my Temporary Airman Certificate.
No charge.
With a copy of the Federal Air Regulations and a Washington
sectional air map I was prepared to acquaint myself with the local
laws and customs.
Baltimore/Washington International Airport is designated as
having Approach Control Terminal Radar Service. This means that
to enter the area your plane must have a serviceable radio and a
transponder which sends a signal that identifies your blip on the
radar screen in the Tower. On the map, it is hedged about with
concentric hatched blue circles and all kinds of warnings, admonitions and advice in very small print.
There is a vast clutter of information on a US air map:
advisories, airways, altitudes, vectors, variation, ARSA, ATIS,
VORTAC, GLUETAC & THUMBTAC... It must take years of
study to appreciate all the finer points. To fit all these details of
navigational aids for the well-equipped multi-dollar business jet
that flies from beacon to beacon they've had to leave out most of the
small towns and villages. The common or garden variety bush pilot
who flies from farm to farm along the Black Horse Pike would do
better with an Esso Road Map.
And when you've got to figure out where you are, flying over
those endless suburbs that stretch from Richmond, Virginia to
Boston, Mass, you've got a problem. No signposts up there, stuck
in a cloud, saying "This Way to Cherry Hill." No route markers.
No friendly message to let you know you are orbiting Millville,
pop. 9,927, or "Welcome to New Jersey, Please Drive Carefully".
From the air it all looks alike, the whole region a built-up area. The
developers have bought up the farms, brought in new roads and
spread out the houses until it is impossible to see where Cherry Hill
leaves off and turns into Millville.
I realised how difficult it was going to be on my first flight
with Hinson. We found the way to Gaithersburg, Maryland, but
I couldn't have done it alone over that bewildering and featureless
landscape. Navigation was going to be a real problem on my
projected solo voyage and I'd better get it right!
But first I had to learn how to contend with radio procedure at a
major airport. I was surprised and pleased on meeting my
instructor at Hinson to realise that he too was a member of a
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minority group; I, a female pilot; Worth Mays, a handsome,
cheerful young man whose complexion was cafe au lait. Well, well!
The world is making progress after all. We walked out together to
the Cessna 152, waiting behind the small white building.
Worth climbed in beside me and gave me a sheet of instructions
for making contact with the Tower at Baltimore.
"First of all," he said, "you have to listen to ATIS that's the
Automatic Terminal Information Service. After that contact the
Clearance Delivery to tell them where you intend to go."
"Before we start the engine?"
"Yes, we do all that before you start up. Sometimes they're busy
and we have to wait a long time before we get through." So we
turned on the radio and wrote down all the vital information as the
ATIS tape recording patiently repeated it, over and over and over
and over. "Wind 290, one zero. Departing traffic use runway two
eight or three three right. Altimeter three zero three zero." (That's
funny, they still use inches, not millibars!) "Contact approach
control one one niner point seven. Advise you have information
Bravo."
It was all Double Dutch to me. But I suppose one gets used to
it. Anyway, what I had to say was all written down on the
instruction sheet. I dialled up Clearance Delivery on 118.05.
"Baltimore Clearance, a Cessna 152, slant Tango, VFR Departure East to Bay Bridge, at 2,000 with information Bravo." (Slant
Tango meant I had a transponder, as required at all major airports.)
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Sure enough, when I stumbled through the incantation as prescribed Baltimore Clearance came back and told me a lot more than
I could take in at once.
"Cessna 67951, fly runway heading, climb and maintain 2,000.
Departure control frequency will be one one niner point seven,
squawk five one six seven."
I couldn't run fast enough to keep up. Even with my pencil and
clipboard ready and waiting I got only half of it down. "Uh,
Baltimore Clearance, could you say again?"
Eventually I got it straight. Then after the engine was started
and checks complete we had to radio Ground Control, and once
again they came back brisk and snappy.
"Cessna 67951, taxi to runway three three right via left turn
Bravo, right turn Alpha, left on Juliet and hold short of three three
right."
Ground Control soon realised I couldn't take it in all at once,
and led me patiently from turn to turn, up one road and down
another, through the intricate and bewildering maze of taxiways,
following the painted yellow line across the ocean of tarmac, down
to the holding point for runway 33 Right, followed by a very
impatient Navajo Twin. The Twin brushed by when we pulled over
to do our run-up, he was ready to roll.
Checks complete, we changed frequency yet again and told the
Tower that Cessna 67951 was ready at 33 Right. One thing about
using a major airport you sure get plenty of runway! We took off
about twenty feet down the road and still had two miles left! And
after a brief farewell from the Tower, changed frequency yet again,
to Departure Control on 119.7. That's four different channels to dial
up just to get in the air. Same thing coming back.
"Don't worry about it," said Worth. "Just tell them you are a
student pilot and they'll look after you."
In other words, stop pretending you know what you're doing!
I was afraid I wouldn't hear them tell me what to do. Half the time
I couldn't understand what they were saying or who they were
saying it to, but sure enough, Worth was right. Later on, when I
told them I was a STUDENT PILOT, they came back loud, slow
and clear and I understood every word!
We flew across the bay and made several decent touch and go
landings before landing to stop at Bay Bridge Airport. Remember
Bay Bridge? Last time I flew at Bay Bridge was over a year ago.
Good old Sonny was still there and amazed to see me. "John
Cumberpatch isn't here any more," he told me while he filled up
our tanks with Avgas. "Nope, he's given up aviation. Trying to
make some money instead."
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The next two days were extremely windy and turbulent, over
my personal limits, but it didn't bother Worth, who said it would
be good practice, and he would show me how to side slip. I tried it a
couple of times at Easton, fighting the gusts as they eddied over the
trees, struggling with the controls as we blew up, down and
sideways, and it was certainly good practice. Worth brought the
plane in at Cambridge, Maryland, where the wind was dead cross,
extremely gusty. We had to tie the plane down while we hunted up
some coffee.
Returning to Baltimore, I said, "I'll do all the radio, okay? You
just pretend you are not in the plane."
"Okay," said Worth, and settled back and folded his arms, half
closing his eyes while I rode with the gusts, glider style.
No doubt about it, this was rough weather. A small plane with
any sense would be safely tied down on a day like this. By the time
we got back to Baltimore you could see for miles, the sky perfectly
clear and not another plane in sight. True to his promise, Worth
didn't say a word while I dialed up Baltimore Approach.
"Baltimore Approach, this is Cessna 67951, Student Pilot,
inbound to you over Bay Bridge, request landing instruction." (I
had forgotten to listen to ATIS but Worth kept mum and let me
make my own mistakes.)
Approach Control came back right away.
"Cessna 67951, squawk 5128. Runway in use is 28, wind 295,
25 knots gusting to 40."
I acknowledged the instruction and dialled in the magic
numbers on my transponder set. There was a long period of silence
as we bumped across the bay, now quite empty of shipping and
streaked with whitecaps and foam. Didn't worry me a bit, though. I
had supreme confidence in Worth and that vast expanse of runway
waiting for us in Baltimore.
Baltimore Control spoke up again.
"Cessna 67951, turn on to heading three six zero, maintain two
thousand feet."
I obeyed the instruction and headed up the bay.
"Cessna 951, heading three six zero at two thousand."
Another long silence. Sounded like there was nobody up here
but us that day, and I rejoiced in the undivided attention of the
controller. When we drew past Sandy Hook he gave me my next
heading, two eight zero, which would bring us in on direct
approach to the runway in use.
Another silence as the controller watched our little blip drawing
nearer to the threshold. Then he spoke again.
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"Cessna 951, advise we have extreme turbulence and windshear
on approach to runway two eight. Beechcraft Baron pilot reported
difficulty in maintaining control."
I suddenly realised that he was worried about me! He thought
I was a student pilot up there all by myself, about to
make a nasty mess on the concrete at Baltimore, he wanted to be
sure I knew what the wind was doing that day; he wanted to be sure
I knew what 7 was doing that day!
I should have saved his grey hairs and told him not to worry,
that Instructor Pilot Worth Mays was sitting there beside me, but
all I said was "Roger, understood, thank you very much" and
Worth brought it in over the trees, wrestling with the truly
horrendous windshear, and set it down firmly while I followed him
through.
Must have impressed the hell out of those poor chaps biting
their nails in the Tower.
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XXIX.

THE INNOCENT AVIATOR

"Looks like you've got good weather for your cross country!"
Worth was off duty that day and Warren Baker came out of his
office to greet me. Warren Baker had been around for a long time
and had seen it all. Now retired from instructing, he kept in touch
by teaching ground school at Hinson. "Let's have a look at your
preparation, Mary." "Okay," I responded, "but it's not quite ready
yet. I've got to work out the wind drift."
Flight Service was full of good cheer that morning. "You've
picked a lovely day for a cross country," the weatherman said. He
took as much pride in the forecast as if he were personally
responsible for providing winds at two thousand feet from the
northwest at a gentle 15 knots and unlimited visibility.
I wrote in 330° at 15 on my navigation log, worked out the
course corrections for wind drift and the compass headings I would
need to progress from checkpoint to checkpoint to my destination,
Burlington County Airport, northeast of Philadelphia. My son
Martin was ready and waiting for my call to come and fetch me
from the airport. All I had to do was get there.
"Now let me give you a bit of advice," said Warren Baker in a
fatherly tone, as he drew out a chair for me. "Your compass
headings are fine, they came out just about the same as my own
calculations." I felt rather good about that. "But if you take my
advice, which a lot of pilots don't, it will save you a lot of trouble
some day." I was ready to listen.
"Work out your distance and time," said Warren. "Add three
minutes for leaving the airport area, then when you leave note down
exactly what time it is and you'll know when to look out for your
first check point. Have it all worked out, how much time you've
used up and what time you should be at your next checkpoint and
you'll never get lost. A lot of pilots don't bother with working out
the times, just bumble around, but it's a good habit to acquire and
some day you'll be glad you did it."
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Bumble around? That was certainly an accurate description of
my navigation technique in a glider. Glider pilots don't worry a lot
about where they happen to be, number one priority being to stay
up. You spend a lot more time studying the bottom of the next
cloud than studying vectors on a map. Our natural form of
navigation involves going around in circles, mostly downwind.
Precision is not the name of the game; you fly where you find the
lift and you're happy to get it. I began to wonder, not for the first
time, whether it might not be easier to visit Martin by car....

"It won't be easy to find that little airport at Kennersley,"
Warren said, indicating my first checkpoint on the Eastern shore.
"Not easy to see at all, just by that bend in the river. But you won't
have any trouble finding the next checkpoint on the Delaware river.
That is one big cooling tower, shaped like a pot, and you can see it
from here, very nearly, An excellent landmark. Work out your time
exactly, and if it's any different from what you've estimated you'll
know the wind is blowing more strongly and can correct according."
Waiting till the morning rush had slackened off a bit, I was
airborne out of Baltimore at 10 a.m. (1500 Zulu). Opened up my
flight plan with Washington Flight Service. This means that they
knew my intention of flying a Cessna 152 VFR (Visual Flight
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Rules) from Baltimore to Burlington County Airport, New Jersey,
that I had actually taken off at 10 a.m., and could be expected to
arrive at about 11 a.m. that I was alone in the aircraft, a student
pilot, and if I didn't get there and close the flight plan they would
have some idea where to start looking for a little light plane lost en
route.
Warren's advice was good advice. Estimated time of arriving
over Kennersley was 1520 Zulu, and after flying along my track for
twenty minutes I looked down and, sure enough, there was the
bend in the river and there was the little grass strip and the
wind sock. Kennersley Airport! I wrote down the time and changed
my course, heading now for the cooling tower on the Delaware
River.
What a bright, beautiful, crystal-clear morning it was!
I remembered to lean the mixture, cautiously. Not a cloud in the
sky! And before very long, there up ahead appeared the distinct
outline on the horizon of my next landmark. I began to really relax
and enjoy the flight. Nothing to it, this navigation business. Just
keep rolling along! No traffic to worry you. Nobody up here but me
and a couple of buzzards!

It was particularly satisfying to arrive over the cooling tower
spot on time, and even more satisfying to find my next checkpoint,
a little airport at Cross Keys, New Jersey, also on time and in the
right place. Yep, I was getting the hang of it now. It even had the
name painted on the runway. CROSS KEYS. Very
helpful. I swung the nose of the faithful little plane on to the new
course, zero three six.
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I called up Philadelphia Approach as I passed near their
territory, they acknowledged my transmission, but had nothing
more to tell me. They were too busy talking the big jets down.
I kept a listening watch on their frequency, but as I drew closer to
Burlington County airport there was a lot more static. Anyway,
time to change over to the local radio, nearly there.
Ought to be there by now.
Let's see. I looked ahead. Must be one of those airfields that is
difficult to spot. Humm. Maybe the wind drifted me over a bit?
I looked on either side. No airport on either side. Maybe the wind
held me back a bit? I flew on another two minutes and there, in
front of me, was an airport. That must be it.
Or was it?
It was an airport, all right. I was only three minutes over my
ETA. But peering at my sectional chart, the little purple dot for
Burlington County Airport was out in the country all by itself. Not
stuck in between two main branches of the New Jersey Turnpike.
I looked down at the airport on the ground, as I went round and
round at two thousand feet, and in no way could I reconcile what
I was seeing with what there was on my map! It was definitely an
airport, not a ghost, not a parking lot. There were at least four
planes parked down there and numbers on the end of the runway,
but it sure as hell wasn't on my map. I picked up the mike and
squeaked "Burlington County, this is Cessna 67951 over you, what
is your active runway?"
Nothing happened. No answer. Just the crackle of static, that
was all, I tried again, the same lack of response. "Come on, Mary,
use your head. That can't be Burlington County down there, you
idiot, it's definitely next to the New Jersey Turnpike, and you must
have gone over Burlington without noticing it."
What do I do now? It takes only a little doubt, a little
uncertainty, to undermine all your confidence and bring on the first
hint of panic. Sweaty palms. Cold chills, hair on the back of the
neck begins to prickle. The names on the map begin to swim in and
out of focus. To hell with the map.
What I should do now was go back the way I had come, back to
where I was sure of my location. Start over. After all, no hurry yet,
plenty of fuel, so take it easy. I couldn't be far wrong because all the
other checkpoints had been exactly right. It must be back along the
track.
I turned back. Searching the ground ahead, sweeping back and
forth, quite impossible to sort out one town from another over this
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blasted suburbia. AH HA! What was that! Over on the left. By
George, that was an airport all right. Banked and hot footed over to
the unmistakeable and welcome display of a cheerful little airport,
facing north and south, and a swimming pool shaped like an
aeroplane. Now ain't that nice! And painted down the runway in
big white letters the welcome sign "FLYING W"!! Boy, am I glad
to see you! Lots of little aeroplanes parked all around. Clearly an
active airport. There it was, marked on my map, "Flying W", right
next to Burlington County Airport. Well, near enough! This one
would have to do. I looked up the frequency and dialled it up:
122.8.
"Flying W, this is Cessna 67951. What is your active runway?"
This time I got an answer. The only trouble was that I couldn't
understand what they were saying. I called again. "Flying W, this is
Cessna 67951. I can't hear what you're saying. Say again please."
I could hear them trying. Again and again. But it was impossible to
catch the words as the static on the radio grew worse and worse. Big
help.
Trouble was, the wind was blowing right across the runway
and I couldn't figure out which end to land on unless they told
me. If I got it wrong there might be somebody landing from the
other direction, which would be a very bad mistake. Quite frankly
I didn't know what to do!
Fortunately, at that point somebody else came in and landed.
Well, glory be, I knew what to do now! I swung round the circuit
and set her down, not the best landing I'd ever made but it would
suffice. Flying W, here we are! I rolled up the taxiway, found the
office, dithered a bit and at last parked in a vacant spot near the
fence.
"We could hear you, all right, but you couldn't hear us!" The
gal at the counter was very pleased that I had managed to arrive at
last. "We got all worried about you. Must be something wrong with
your radio." I had to agree with that. That might not be a complete
catalogue of my defects and shortcomings, but it was one that might
admit of remedy. "Sure, there's a radio shack down at the other end
of the field. I'll give them a call, tell them you're coming. Just taxi
on down there, see that little grey hut down there? They'll fix your
radio."
But first I had to close my flight plan. I telephoned Flight
Service and gave them my number. "Oh yes, that's Mary Meagher,
Burlington County Airport. We've been waiting for you!" Did
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I take all that long going around in circles? "Well, actually I'm not
at Burlington County Airport" I confessed. "But I nearly made it.
I'm at Flying W, right next to Burlington County."
"Well now, that's nice" said the Controller. "We're glad to hear
you made it in one piece, even if it isn't where you planned on
going." He sounded thoroughly amused.
I realised what a duffer I must seem, getting lost on a day with
visibility twenty miles. "I passed over all my checkpoints okay,"
I told him. "I must have been right over Burlington and didn't see
it. Anyway this was my alternate and it's quite nice. I had a little
trouble with the radio and they're going to see to it." "Well, thank
you for closing your flight plan, and good day." "Thank you, sir,"
I said humbly.
I went out to the aeroplane, parked up against the fence, and
started it up to taxi round to the radio shack. By the time the people
from the office had run outside and were waving their arms around
to remind me, I realised that I couldn't put it into reverse and back
away from the fence, so I turned off the engine and they helped me
push it round. The brain had definitely shut down for the day.

"Nothing wrong with your radio," said the lanky, greyhaired
technician after dialling up and bringing in a couple of test
channels. "It's just the cooling fan that's busted. Wish I could fix it
for you but it needs a new one and I haven't got one in stock."
"What shall I do?"
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Taking off from the "Flying W"

"Well, don't use the radio until you get near Baltimore. It's the
fan that makes all the noise and static. Leave it off and it will be
okay to use for a short time."
It was, too. Finding my way back to Baltimore next day was no
problem at all. "Oh yes," said Approach Control, when I spoke up
to announce my impending arrival, "Cessna 67951. We remember
you from yesterday." He didn't say what he remembered, but I've
been wondering about it ever since.
Incidentally, one last detail. That mystery airport? The one
I thought was Burlington County? It's marked on the Philadelphia
TCA map, but not on the sectional. Called Inductotherm, big as
life, stuck in between two branches of the New Jersey Turnpike.
Belongs to some sort of factory, but it is marked as a registered
airport. I will take great pleasure in writing to the Federal Aviation
Authority to point out the omission on their Sectional Map.
Misleading the innocent aviator.
Burlington County Airport does exist, but is not very
conspicuous and not very inviting, either. I flew over it the next
day, just to be sure. Why did I miss it in the first place? It must
have been directly underneath when I first began to look out, no
other explanation. But it's a sad and semi-derelict place, completely
run down, I don't think they even sell gas.
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XXX.

TUG PILOT

"Hi, Mary! What are you doing these days?" Jason Bell greeted
me cheerfully as I walked up to the bus.
"I'm learning to fly the tug." I said, a bit smugly. Jason's jaw
dropped. "Well, shit a brick!" he said, in pure astonishment.
"Excuse me, but what do you want to do that for? It's pretty
dangerous, isn't it?"
Rather. One of the instructors at the Wycombe Air Centre told
me he'd applied for a job as a tug pilot. Got as far as the interview,
went down to meet the CFI of the gliding club, and asked, "Oh, by
the way, what happened to my predecessor?" expecting to be told
he had moved on to get the commercial license or whatever ... and
the Gliding Club CFI had to tell him that there had been an
unfortunate accident, whereupon the applicant prudently decided
not to become a tug pilot.
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Well, Tara flies the tug. Helen Luck flies the tug. Elaine
Townsend and Sally King fly the tug. If they can do it I can do it.
Brian said if I got the PPL he would teach me how to fly the tug,
but I think he was a bit disconcerted when I walked into the office
last week and said, "I've got it." He agreed to meet me the
following day, weather permitting, and gave me an eight-page
document of Technical Information & Flight Management for the
Super Club 180.
On my first walkaround I realised that the Super Cub is a very
different animal from the Cessna 152. Most notable dif., it's a
taildragger. Delicate fabric-covered wings and body. The control
wires and levers and crucial cotter pins on the Cub all hang out
where you can see them, easy to inspect. It has a great big heavy
oily dirty engine with cowling flaps like toadfish gill covers. After
checking the engine oil you must latch the cowling covers very
carefully; it has clips exactly like the one on my Hoover.
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Bakes are set with a couple of wire coat-hangers behind the
front seat. Fuel is checked by consulting a couple of glass tubes on
either side of the cockpit. If you can see the little wooden balls
floating in the tube, you have sufficient fuel. If you cannot see the
little wooden balls, the fuel tanks are either completely full or
completely empty.
No such thing as a gyro compass or altitude indicator. Best of
all, no radio! In short, back to the fundamentals. Just watch your
speed, keep a good lookout, and don't let it get too hot.
The ulterior decor is extremely basic. No more holding hands
with the flight instructor. I would sit up front on a set of wire
springs notionally covered with the remains of a seat cushion while
Brian climbed in the back where he could hiss into my ear or whack
me on the shoulder if I needed urgent advice. "First of all," Brian
told me, "be careful to keep the stick back. The nose is heavy, and
if you let it tip forward it will nose over." Fine, but you need three
arms to hold the stick back while you prime the throttle with your
left hand, switch on the ignition and the left mag, and depress the
starter button with your nose. Like that note in the middle of the
piano in the famous Brahms Concerto.
To taxi a tail-dragger it is necessary to steer a somewhat erratic
course, fish-tailing from side to side to see what may be in front of
you. "Do you know your takeoff checks?" asked Brian. "Not by
heart," I told him. "I look at the book every time." So Brian told
me the classic mnemonic relied upon by all good pilots. Quite
unforgettable.

Tommy Tickled Mary For Forty Glorious Hours.
Throttle, Trim, Mix, Flaps, Fuel, Gauges, Harness secure.
When your tug pilot's nimble fingers are darting over the
complexity of controls and instuments, his lips are not moving in
prayer, but remembering yet again Tom and Mary's extended idyll.
I wonder if this mnemonic is in worldwide use? After all, English is
the language of aviation...
The takeoff was uneventful. I flew round the brief circuit,
descended over the motorway, and made a decent landing,
remembering to flare properly, coming back, back, back with the
stick before touchdown. We did it again and Brian said it was quite
good; he seemed surprised and favourably impressed. A little praise
goes right to my head. I swaggered off the field, a second lesson
arranged for the following week.
"Monday," said Brian, "I want you to get there early. If you are
going to fly the Super Cub you will have to help look after it. It
needs washing."
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True enough, There was a fair quantity of mud spattered on
flaps and tail. I came prepared with Wellington boots and a rain
slicker. Dennis Harris was already there, and Victor and Graham,
equipped with long-handled brushes, a bucket and hose. We did a
proper job, being careful not to damage the fabric, but the oil and
petrol stains resisted the gentle scrub. Brian told me to wipe them
off the following morning, with an extra libation of solvent. No
chore. Delighted to do it. I'd rather wash aeroplanes than wash
dishes, any day!
At last G-CUBB was ready to fly. It is impossible to do much
talking once you get going, the engine makes such a racket.
Communication, largely by gesture, is subject to misinterpretation,
so before we started up Brian told me the plan for the day; we
would head out over the ridge toward Benson, up to cloud base,
and do slow flying, stalls, and steep turns.
We ascended sturdily toward the ambient murk, which was at
2,000 feet or so, and I discovered that the Super Cub is a most
amiable, eager and docile craft, willing to wallow along at 40 knots
or even less, very unwilling to stall, no tendency to drop a wing.
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"Show me a steep turn," shouted Brian, so I banked over 30
degrees and rotated 360. "Not like that, a steep turn!" said Brian,
"I have control" and he stood it on end and we had a very good view
through the perspex roof. "That way you can see what you are
turning into," Brian instructed.
I got the point. One thing you learn from gliding is flying in
self-defense. Nobody is keeping track of your erratic manoeuvers
while you search for lift, and if you find any everybody else wants to

join in too. The tug must fly through, over and around all these
erratic enthusiasts without distressing anybody, must deliver the
glider on tow to the nearest thermal and return to base a.s.a.p. to
take up the next customer.
We returned to Booker and I trepassed slightly on the power
side, earning a reprimand from Brian and a dirty look from the
Tomahawk on approach. Sixteen lads in uniform, escorted by a
harassed ATC instructor, had presented themselves for a gliding
course. I sat in the front seat while Brian flew from the back. I don't
know how he could see from the back, but it was very impressive.
We whipped six gliders up and away before you could sneeze
and Brian came round the circuit doing 90 degree banks one way,
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then the other, below treetop level, and sideslipped down to the
grass with the precision of a hummingbird, while I hauled down the
flaps and hauled up the flaps and did what I was told. Terrific!
Spreckley is so at ease in the air, so skilled and controlled and
precise and instinctive and all that from the back seat. I felt pretty
glum and said, "I couldn't fly it like that," and Brian said, "You'd
better not fly it like that."
After another hour of up and around and down the following
morning, I was all worn out and went to the cafe for a toasted
cheese and tomato and onion sandwich and a big mug of tea. Shari
was there, the Chief Engineer of Wycombe Air Centre. Ever such a
nice guy. He remembered me well from the day I set the engine on
fire.
"Hey, Shari," I said, "why don't you come up in a glider? It's a
super day today." "Not me," said Shari. "I don't go up in
aeroplanes either." "Well," I said, "A glider is so much safer,
nothing to go wrong. No petrol." "I don't want to spoil your
lunch," said Shari, "but a couple of years ago I had to go pick up
the pieces when a glider spun in behind the trees. He was in little
pieces."
Shari has had several experiences of this nature, having begun
his career at Wycombe Air Park on the Emergency Rescue truck.
He is quite content to stay on the ground, doing his best by
exceedingly careful maintenance to prevent any further unpleasantness. Hmm. I don't think I want to know too much about what a
mistake looks like after it has happened. Might put me off.
I thought I would be ready to go solo next day. Arrived full of
confidence. But Brian said, "Not yet." I would need to land
without any bounce three times out of four before I was ready to
solo, let alone think of tugging, and that would be a long time yet.
Need a lot of practice. A lot more experience. A lot more hours. In
fact it might be a good idea to postpone this project until next
winter. Summer was a-coming in and who wants to fly a smelly old
tug when it's a heavenly day for soaring?
Think of a better idea. Learn to fly the K-13 from the back seat.
I might yet qualify to take up passengers.
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XXXI.

FROM BAD TO VERSE

The Booker Beanfeast (Gliding Club Dinner and Dance) took
place last night at Ye Olde Kings Arms Hotel in Stokenchurch. No
problem navigating to Stokenchurch after all; the worst roads in the
county are right outside my door (they were solid ice last night), but
the M40 was clear, and the hotel is just off the M40, behind the
Stokenchurch Tower.
First person I met as I came in the door was, of all people,
Dicky Bird. Said I to him in astonishment, "What are you doing
here? Did I come to the wrong party?" Dicky came up to me at
once
I think he was pleased to see a familiar face
and
borrowed six quid because he'd forgotten to bring any money! I was
delighted to be able to do a favour for the CFI of the Wycombe Air
Centre, you can be sure!
It was the Gliding Club Dinner, after all. There was Brian,
Dave Richardson, Paul Brice, Rob Jarvis, Barry and Lynn, and all
the rest. Most, however, had brought wives or girlfriends, and the
animals came in two by two and I began to feel alone again, but
went in the ladies room to change to my dress, and when I got back
Dicky bought me a drink and I began to enjoy the party.
Brian, as MC, had asked each table at dinner to produce a
limerick to be read at the end of the speechmaking. We set
ourselves busily to compose suitable verses.
When we'd finished the chocolate gateaux, he began by
introducing the honoured guests: the CFI of the British Airways
Flying Club, the Manager of Wycombe Air Park, and Dicky Bird.
And then he introduced the main speaker, who turned out to be
Brian Lecomber.
Brian Lecomber is the best display pilot in Britain. He flies a
Pitts Special in all the top airshows and writes best sellers too. I've
seen him fly, both at shows and at Booker, practicing in the early
mornings. He is an acrobatic artist, precise, daring, heart-stopping.
Lecomber said, "I feel a bit diffident meeting all this crowd of
glider pilots. Always felt glider pilots were a special breed of flyer,
who wear silly sunhats and never read NOTAMS, as opposed to
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power pilots, who are oil-stained meglomaniac orangutangs who
never read NOTAMS. Of course," he went on, "Glider pilots do a
lot more socialising. They have to, because it takes a minimum of
20 people to get one glider aloft."
"I have to admire glider pilots, though," he added, "especially
the instructors. Who else sends their students up on a first solo that
has to begin with a formation takeoff and end with a forced
landing?"
Lecomber went on to reminisce about his days as a glider tug
pilot, flying a Chipmunk. He used to enjoy that, because after
releasing the glider and making sure it was clear, you could do a
flick roll and falling leaf on the way down. "Except once, after a
cross-country tow, I got in a bit of trouble, doing a flick roll when
the glider released. Forget it was a dual tow. Surprised the hell out
of the other glider."
He ended up paying tribute to Brian Spreckley, "the Ghengis
Khan of the Glider Movement..." Seems he and Spreckley died at
the same time and met at St. Peter's gate. As penance, for all his
pecadillos, Lecomber was sentenced to keep company with an
unattractive elderly female and to comfort her in every way for two
years. To his chagrin he saw Spreckley, after his interview with St.
Peter, going off with Bo Derek.
"How come," asked Lecomber, "I have to go off with this old
hag and he gets to go with Bo Derek? It isn't fair!" and St. Peter
replied, "How dare you criticise the punishments we assign! You
have no knowledge of what Bo Derek did to deserve her fate!"
At last Alistair Kay, Chairman of the Booker Gliding Club,
arose with a flourish. "We are now ready," he intoned, "for the
results of your efforts in the realms of poetry. Just to be sure we
maintain a high level we'd like to begin with the following." And he
recited:
When Brian was out in his Pitts
He had an attack of the shits
'Twas only the curry
So he didn't worry
Just flick-rolled and forced out the bits.
I think the Brian referred to here was the well-known Lecomber.
To the best of my knowledge, Spreckley does not fly the Pitts
Special.
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The next Brian referred to is of course the well-known Manager
of the Booker Gliding Club. From our table, Terry Mitchell offered
a gentlemanly reproach.
There once was a flier named Brian
Who frankly you couldn't rely on
"To the dinner," he'd say,
"Don't wear a DJ."
But the bum then turned up with a tie on.
This was followed by more tributes to our leader, eg:
There once was a gliding club boss
Whose accounts showed a terrible loss
So he cut down the trees
And put up the fees
They can't say he's covered in moss.
I'm sure the British Gliding Association would approve the stern
warning pointed by the following:
The club got a daring new flyer
Whose antics got higher and higher
One day for a bet
Did the worst beat up yet
Now he's in a celestial choir.
We, of course, don't have anyone like that in the Booker Gliding
Club. Nevertheless, when Paul Brice rose from a table of roaring
bachelors at the back of the hall and began to recite
"One day flying round upside down ..."
everyone hooted and cheered. We all know Paul's habits.
One day flying round upside down
Paul's forehead developed a frown
No, it wasn't a sparrow
But a bloody Red Arrow ...
The cockpit turned rapidly brown.
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I seldom fly upside down, but I know the feeling. I also deeply
sympathised with Dave Richardson's little gem:
There was a young lady called Ann
Who thought she could fly like a man
While losing some height
On a cross country flight
Said "This glider could do with a fan!"
One of my efforts I thought rather good; as it was overlooked on the
night, I take the opportunity of slipping it in here:
There was a young novice at Booker
Who was such a stunning good looker
The pundits who taught her
Flew worse than they oughter
Until the poor girl's nerve forsooker.
Very good advice is contained in the next observation, undoubtedly
based on experience:
For field landing with ultimate ease
Its best to avoid fresh green peas
But the means of descending
With maximum bending
Is quite indubitably trees.
Several remarkable verses followed, but I dare not repeat them in
print as they are far beyond the bounds of good taste and
furthermore would tend to injure the reputations of people whose
reputations are beyond reproach. The next two are bad enough:
There was a young man from Booker
Whose glider was quite a good looker
So he painted it red
And took it to bed
Because it saved cash on a hooker.
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There was a young poofter from Lasham
Who found a young lady of fashion
She wanted to screw
As well as to crew
But all he could do was to flash 'em.
Some poets of the evening took inspiration from the name of a
particular type of glider, eg:
One day I got lost in my Lark
And landed in Finsbury Park
The crew with the car
Ended up in a bar
And we didn't get back until dark.
There once was a pilot called Rick
Who was terribly proud of his Pik
He beat up all round
Twenty feet from the ground
So to see it you had to be quick.
But there is no doubt that the best performer of all is the glassfibre
two-seater Janus, as witness:
'Twas in the good ship Janus
By God you should have seen us
We climbed in the sky
So far and so high
You could see all the way up to Uranus.
How can you beat that?
The prize went, however, to lovely Sue Neville. Sue found it
difficult to keep down to five lines, and we must call her verse an
extended limerick. No doubt about it though, she deserved the
prize (a bottle of champagne) and if you want to read Sue Neville's
poem it's at the back of the book.
ft

ft
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Thus ended my first year and a half in the Booker Gliding Club.
The icy grip of winter is giving way to the first warm days of spring.
The sun is getting up earlier every day, beating off the mist, heating
up the ridge, and the cu begins to rise. Brush the cobwebs off the
K-8, put the wings on the Pegasus, scrub the mud from the flaps on
the tug. Roll on summer!
I never dreamed, two years ago, that such adventures were
possible for a middle-aged granny. Scrub that! I refuse to admit that
I am a middle-aged granny!
And yet there is something to be said for the perspective of
middle years. By the time you reach fifty, you stop worrying too
much about what other people will think. You don't get set back by
failure. Failure is not the end of the world but a challenge to try
again. And sometimes failure is a reminder that it might be a good
without taking it as a personal humiliation.
idea to give up!
Really, I am a very lucky person. New horizons open up every
day. Last week Sally King checked me out to fly passengers, and so
I have achieved the ambition of being privileged to introduce
newcomers to the joy of silent wings. Would you like to go up with
me?

Photo by Jess Meagher
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Gliding is wonderful
Gliding is fun
In summer its lovely
In winter a bum
The girls they surround you
They hope for a spin
But a vertical dive
Is all they'll get in.
For in winter the gliders
Are all shut away
You'll have his attention
and love every day
But ladies, beware of
what happens in May
Your steely-eyed pilot
is up and away
The thermals start boiling
The wave's on its way
You polish wing edges
almost every day
He'll ask you for money
He'll ask you to crew
But don't get worked up
When he asks you to screw...
Instead get a new bloke,
The type with a tug
He won't have a trailer
He'll want you to lug
Instead he'll return
Every night with a hug
And still have the strength left
For one on the rug!
Sue Neville
Feb. 9, 1985
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GLOSSARY
Advisory Service — We can tell you what to do but you don't have
to do it. But if you come a cropper don't blame us!
ARSA — Airport Radar Service Area.
ATIS — Automatic Terminal Information Service
barograph — an instrument that records your ups and downs
beatup — buzz
blister hangar — Quonset (Nissen) hut leftover from wartime
box the tow — wander up and down and sideways and scare the
hell out of the tug pilot
cloud street — a parade of succulent cumulus all queued up. A
queue of cu
cu — cumulus
cu nimb — whacking great cu, thunderstorm
DJ — tuxedo
ETA — when you hope to arrive
flare — what you have to do to avoid sticking your nose in the
ground
GNP — Gross National Product
gyros — the attitude indicator and one of the two compasses are
run by gyroscopes that depend on a vacuum
the hood — plastic monk's cowl strapped on your head when they
don't want you to peek
ISA — International Standard Atmosphere. Now that I have
passed my exam I have forgotten what it is.
Jantar — a very expensive, very efficient fancy glider
knots — nautical miles per hour
lean the mixture — save money by increasing the proportion of air
to fuel. At higher altitudes it improves performance.
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Mag — magneto. Inspires your mixture to combust at one end of
the combustion chamber while the spark plug inspires it from the
other end. Ensures smooth ignition.
Manifest area — park your parachute pack here while waiting for
the wind to drop
Mayday — Help!
Mayday Relay — a trap in the RT exam designed to confuse the
student
mix — If you lean it too much the engine will stop
nautical mile — an archaic measure of distance, equals 1.85 km
NOT AM — Notice to Air Men. Air Women don't have to read
them
PAN PAN PAN — Panic situation, but you're not actually dying
public convenience — restroom, facility, WC, loo, lavatory, ... you know
pundit — a wise old glider pilot
Purple Airway — notified by NOTAM, (which nobody ever
reads) this is airspace reserved for royalty
PPL — Private Pilot's License
QDM — Which way do I go to find you?
QFE — How high is your airfield?
line
queue
QNH — Barometric pressure setting for sea level on any
particular day. It keeps changing
RAS — Rectified Air Speed
roundabout — traffic circle
RT — Radio Transmitter, Radio Telephony
short finals — don't expect me to answer you now, I'm busy
landing
task — a set of landmarks selected by a committee of sadists that
must be photographed one after the other as fast as you can. After
eight or ten days of flying round tasks a winner is declared
according to a very complex set of rules and penalties designed to
baffle the uninitiated. This is why gliding competitions do not
attract much public interest.
TMA — Terminal Manoeuvering Area. No trespassing
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variation — mysterious lines on the map that screw up your
compass reading
variometer — the most important instrument in the glider. If it
continually reads six down you had better choose a suitable spot for
landing
VDF — a dial with a nervous needle that shows which way is home
vortices — mini-tornadoes spawned by heavy jet planes
VORTAC — a variety of radio aid to navigation
VNE — faster than this you may not go or your wings will drop off
Zulu — Greenwich Meridian Time
1:500,000 — air map showing just enough detail to navigate if you
already know where you are
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RECOMMENDED READING
101 Things to do with Your Private License, by LeRoy Cook
TAB Books Inc, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214, USA. 1985,
$12.95. A very useful book, comprehensive and well written.
I wish I had read it before trying to land at the Flying W.
Kill Devil Hill, by Harry Combs
Seeker & Warburg, London. 1980, £7.95.
The story of the Wright Brothers. Anything but boring. All
about how those two enterprising scientists got off the ground
at Kitty Hawk.
Talkdown, by Brian LeComber
Hodder & Stoughton Ltd, 47 Bedford Square, London. 1978.
A thriller, not to be missed, by an expert who knows how to
set your hair on end.
Women Aloft, by Valeric Moolman, a Time-Life Book in the series
The Epic of Flight. Time-Life Books, 541 North Fairbanks
Court, Chicago, 111. 60611. 1981.
From Harriet Quimby to Hanna Reitsch, the courageous
women who defied convention and prejudice to make aviation
history.
Gliding, by Derek Piggott
Adam & Charles Black, 35 Bedford Row, London, 1976
(4th edition), £7.95
Often quoted. Indispensable. Avuncular Derek takes you
safely from the basic beginnings step by step to your first
cross-country. Very helpful diagrams.
Delta Pappa, Derek Piggott's autobiography.
Pelham Books, 52 Bedford Square, London. 1977, £4.50
The Story of Gliding, by Ann Welch
John Murray, 50 Albemarle Street, London. 1980
(2nd edition) £9.65
The fascination of soaring; Cayley and Lilienthal, the
achievements of the bold young Germans who met at the
Wasserkuppe and vanished into the clouds, and the
development of competitive gliding and hang-gliding.
The Right Stuff, by Tom Wolfe
Jonathan Cape, 32 Bedford Square, London. 1979, £8.95
The Astronauts, the heroes who were willing to sit on top of a
very large firecracker and be shot into space, and how Chuck
Yeager broke through the sound barrier with a sawed off piece
of broom handle.
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Peter Fuller was born between the wars (he isn't saying which wars) and his
earliest memories are of aircraft circling in the skies above his home on the
outskirts of London.
This infantile observation was used to some effect when he went to school and
found that he was able to reproduce the aeroplanes he had seen fairly accurately on
the backs, sides, fronts, and eventually insides of his exercise books. This talent
gained him the respect of his classmates who agreed not to beat him up in return
for bespoke artwork.
Three years at art school were followed by a long spell at British Airways
drawing bits of planes (rather more acurately than on the exercise books) and it
was during this time that Peter discovered the love of his life — gliding.
Peter also married and had two sons. For the last fifteen years he has worked as
a freelance artist.

YOU DON'T HAVE TO FLY
TO ENJOY THIS BOOK...
BUT IT HELPS!
"Sorry to drop in like this," I apologized. "You're lucky,
lady" said the farmer. "We just moved the longhorn bull
out of here this morning ..."
It was either become airborne or go for a swim as the
airstrip ended at the water's edge ...
"You just have to push the stick forward good and hard
while we're on tow" explained Charlie. "Okay?
You sure you've done this before?"
"When are you going to jump out of the aeroplane, mum?"
^ "Very funny." - D. Piggott
^ "She can write a lot better than she can fly.. ."-B. Spreckley
Q "We agree not to sue for libel if one or two changes are
made in the text..." - Manager, Wycombe Air Centre

